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1. INTRODUCTION

ity for portal frame buildings. They are
loading only. Limited guidance is provided

-1988, for the design of moment
t plates or hardened nails. Also,
has only focused on "earthquakeo

type loading, involving relatively few load repetitions _at- very -hign amplitudes- of
át?ormatioo]Ho*e*'er,Ihe predominant loading on these lightweight structu¡es is that
ãi *ir¿. This represeot" an älmost continuor:s buffetin_g of varying iltensity-over-fhe- lije
of the structure, and may be categorized more generally as 'd¡rnamic lateral loading'. rn

direct contrast with seismic loaãing, it causes a seemingly infrnite number of load
applications at relativelY
expected to progressivelY
at the nail sites, thus red
long term.
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Chapter 7: Introduction

This study investigatcd the performance of aa 'in-se¡'\rice' erample of the Yttrup Joint at
the 'serviceability' load level. A full scale joint in a typical portal frame structure was
instrumentÆd to meaaure its response to ambient wind excitation. Because the building
had been constructed th¡ee years prior to measu¡ements, this served to document the
performance of the joint in the 'sofbened' condition. A concurrent study (D. Lee,
M.Eng.Sc. Thesis, 1993) conducted laboratory fatigue tests on half-scale models of tJre
Yttrup Joint to determine their'ultimat¿' moment capacity, failure mode and fatigue
strength. The freld measurements also gave p€rspective to the amplitudes of load applied
to the model specimens during the laboratory tests.

The structural nesponses measu¡ed for the building were:
a) bending moment carried by the 'knee' joint,
b) joint rotation,
c) joint stifhess Oeing the quotient of moment and rotation),
d) lateral frame 'sidesway' (horizontal displacement at the 'knee') and
e) frequency of response for the stmctu¡al frame.

The deformation responees of the portal frame can be regarded as equivalent to the
responses of the building as a whole, due to compatibility constraints. However,
deformations experienced by the frame would have been reduced by the considerable
stiffening efïect provided by the exterior cladding,'.igid'end wa-lls and braeing.

No attempt was made to quantify the rrind loads applied to the structure, other than
recording the inståntaneous gust speed of the wind events for which the structural
responses were measured. To estimate the exte¡nal moment applied to the building by
the wind, it would have been necessarJ¡ to establish (and then integrate) the pressure
distribution over the frame. This highly specialized (and time consuming) exercise was
outside the scope of this study. Since the key focus was 'timbey' (not 'wind') engineering,
the 'responsesn were measured in detail a¡d the "action' recorded in an "inexact"
manner, as explained in Sections 5.1. & 5.4. Responses were recorded for a nominal ten
second duration, since the "design gust" defined by the Australian Wind Loading Code,
451170.2-1989, is based on a two to th¡ee second gust.

In order to meximize the (serviceability level) loads a¡d deformations measured, and
minimize the measuring errors, high wind "eventso were needed. The chosen buiiding
was located in the light induetrial suburb of Winglìeld, Adelaide. In the prevailing wind
directions for Adelaide (SW in winter, NW during spring), the surrounding area
represented 'Terrain Category 2o as defined by 4S1170.2. Being less 'eheltered' than the
standard residential "TC8o category, this provided higher wind gust speeds at the
building site, and larger structural responses.

Advantage was taken of the dynamic, high frequency nature of the responses to wind
loading in comparison to those due to dead load, creep or temperature effects. By
measuring only the short færm chøng¿s in strains, rotations etc., these more 'static'
effects were negated, and measuring rânges could be narrowed to improve resolutions
and signal to noise ratios. Most of the measurement techniques involved some
compromise due to the adverse environment inside the fully operational building, used
as a timber joinery workshop. As far as possible, techniques simila¡ to those employed in
the laboratory tests were used, to facilitate data correlation. Particular care had to be
taken during the design of this systcm to ensu¡e that the expected amplitudes of response
cou-ld be reliably measured.

The measured responses were compared with those predicted by computer analysis
using a structural analysis package. Rather than recreating the design process
however, special att¿ntion was given to modelling the behaviour of the joint, using a
rotational spring element. T\ro values for its stiffness were used, one based on previous
New Zealand research on similar joints, the other taken from the concurrent laboratory
tests on the Yttrup Joint.

Although the project was confìned to the Yttrup Joint, many of its conclusions will assist
the understanding of the behaviour of other similar timber moment resisting joints.
2
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2. The NAIL-WOOD FAILURE MECHANISM

Within the Literature Review in the following Chapter, many references a¡e made to the
'Yield Theory" of nail failure. This section has been included to facilitate the
understanding of these rrferences, to give a perspective on its wide ranging applicability
and an appreciation of its limitations.

The preferred failure mode for ti yielding of lhe nail fasteners.
However, the high local stresses p4ot to yiel_ding- can cause the
adjacent wood ñbres to crush i ail shank. Ideally, these two
'falluree' would (rccur simultaneously. This (non-linear) nail-wood interaction is an
important contributor to the overall joint load-slip performance.

An empirical approach is adopted by the Australian Timber Structures Code for
estimating the allowable lateral load capacity of a single nail. 14,'basic allowable' load for
each of six broad timber grading groups is quoted for a 'simple' joint involving one low
carbon stÆel nail hand-driven into two members of Barne wood type. Modification factors
allow for divergences from this basic case. This method cannot account for all
combinations of joint variables, and modification factors are not given for featu¡es used
in many joint types now in common use, including the Yttrup Joint.

To predict the failure load of a laterally loaded timber joint more accurately, for a wider
ranþe of joint types, more rational 'flrrst principles' approaches have been used. Two
main methods exist, namely Yield Theory'and frnite element based theoretical models.
Both of these incorporate the dimensions and materia.l properties for both the timber and
nail as input variables. As such, their application is not limited to any particular joint
type or 'basic case'. To ensure accuracy when inputting the parameters of timber
embedment stress (F") or nail yield etress ( Fy) into prediction equations from either of
these methods, many investigators have chosen to obtain them from thei¡ own tests. Both
F" and F, have been shown to exhibit a nail diameter dependency (see Section 3.2.).

2.I. FINITE ELEMENT A}{ALYSES

Finite element models are impractical for design use, but are very important tools
during theoretical studies. Their chief application is to model the behaviour of a joint so
that sensitivity analyses may be undertaken free of the material variabilities commou i¡
experimental testing. Many examples of this have been referenced in this study:

The nail-wood interaction described above has been theoretically modelled as a semi-
rigid beam on Fn elastic (wooden) foundation by Foschi (L974) [afør Hetenyi (1946) and
Winkler (1867)1. His study considered only the nail head fixity conditions of 'fully fixed'
(rigid side plate) and 'free' or 'pinned' (thin, soft wood side plate), for single-nailed joints.
Later, Malhotra and Thomas developed this to model the timber aa a bi-linear foundation
(1984), and to also include the effect of interface characteristics in multi-nail joints, over
the entire load-slip behaviour spectrum (1985). Nicholls (Nov 1990) included the case of
'partially restrained' nail head, to represent a joint with a thin steel side plate, in his
own extension of the theoretical considerations of Foschi Í97Ð.

2.2. YIELD THEORY

Yietd Theory based'ultimate limit state'equations were first derived by Johansen (1941),
to predict the lateral load capacities of nailed timber joints. These were later developed by
Moeller (1951) and La¡sen (1977), and were subsequently incorporated into Scandinavian
design codes. At present they form the basis of the draft Eurocode No. 5, "Common
unifred rules for timber structures", currently used by all EEC countries in parallel with
their own. Aune and Patton-Mallory (1986a,b) extended the theory further, and

3



Chaptcr 2: Nail-t{ood FaíIure Mechtnism

recommended its adoption in the USA Their compnehensive papers form the basis for
thia Section. The extensive programs of Smith and Whale et al (1987-8) to derive
embedment characteristics for nailed and bolted joints incorporated Yield Theory
consideratione. Their simplified prediction equations \pere compared with those of thô
'working strees'British Timber Code BS 5268.2-L984 in Hilson and Whale (1990).

Lheude (1988) euccessfully gained the inclusion of reduced timber thickness to nail
diameter (t/d) ratios, justified by Yield Theory, into the current Australian Code,
4S1720.1-1988. As seen below, the Ud ratio is a key indicator of the mode of failu¡e for a
joint. Further studiee (1990) showed that the capacities of jointe incorporating recent
construction practices and materials (such as those found in the Yttrup Joint) exceed
451720 estimates for their allowable nail loads by as much as L007o.

The Yield Theory model assumes plasticity in both the wood and the fastener, and that
yield occurs by'ideal plastic' deformation, as seen in Figure 2.1. This infers that there is
no limit on joint deformation. The 'ideal pl rstic' assumption has been ahown to provide
adequate load predictions during experimental verifrcation by several authors. Fõr more
exact considerations, Aune and Patton-Mallory (1986) demonstrated that the substitution
of a 'fourth-root cu¡ye' for the ideal plastic 'em on
removes any consequent error or limitation to it
.¡¡ould elso be possible to cbtain estimates for the

ideal
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Figure 2.1. Assumed nailyield and wood embedment behaviour in Yield Theory.

Yield loads were derived for each of the likely failure scenarios (or "modes"), as shown in
Figure 2.2, for the example of a timber joint with two members of equal embedment
strength F.. For any particular joint, the boundary conditions of timber F" and thicknese
't'and nail F" a¡d diameter'd' are used to
In this way, the equatíons a¡e not'continu
into groups having the same 'yield load'.
failures to only the strongest of these scen
member thicknesses and the 'basic case'ap

The basic failure modes for the example shown in Figure 2.2., in ascending order of nail
yield load are:

Mode 1.

Mode 2.

Mode 3.

Mode 4,

wood yield ('slotting') in the side member only
wood yield in both members (no nail yield)
wood yield and one-point nail yield in main member only
wood yield and úroo-point nail yield

4



Chapter 2: Noil-Wood Failurc Mechanism

on of a yield point in the nail, and are by
mber due to cnrshing. As may be seen in

of the timber members only (Lheude, 1990)'

eory, as exPlnined in Section 2.3.

m
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o. = |,zltt, Ç = wood embedment strength (MPa) 
' 
MY = nail yield moment = 

r/e Fy ds , Fy = nail yield stress (MPa)

Figure 2.2. Nailyield formulae and lailure modes lor a þint with two members ol equalfo (p =1).

'two-member' joints, despite the presence of
only 31mm into the 63mm wide LIÍI,

*" iffJ,"å,:î::fft:ît 
strengths' such as

Mode 14. wood yield ('slottingl) in the mnín member only

Mode 3A wood yield and one-point nail yield in s¿de member only

The ratio of member embedment strengttrs (Þ) was 72198 = 0.85 for the Yttryp Joint.

c¡."tãiions for its n*t yietd load showe¿ tttai Mode 4 goygrled1."1d !þat the difference

b";;; ;nì p = | ptable G 4 Vo'). Mode 3A (nail yield within lhe
;ly**d .ia.?n"- low likelihood of occurrence. (see Section

ói.i. a" r".r," ttt" of the p = 1 case could be used.

Similar expressions were
with steel side members,

developed by Aune and Patton-Mallory for the cases of joints
three timber members and two member joints with a gap of

I

I
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{s
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n .'maE
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t
F"=+t21l-qz..gr-tr1

l

I
f l¿

R= of t ./3û2 + 2o.+ 3 - (1+c) l

bl

t EL

F.=qrdtr

Tailure geometrY I¡ad Fu (N)Yielct

known tude. This enabled a com of their yield loads. One notable similarity

the Mode 3 yield load for a joint involving a thin steel side joined to a timber main

member. This is because these oints offer a similar amount of restreint to rotations ofj
the nail head: this is exPlained in detail in Section 3.3. The level of nail head restraint
determines how many Yield pornts or'hinges' form in the nail at failure. In Mode 4,

restraint is high enough ('fixed" nail head case) to enable two hinges to form, resulting
joint configuration. For the'pinned" head restraint casein the highest yield load for that
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Chapter 2: Nail-Wood Feilure Mechanism

of Modes I and 2, eide membert are 80 thin that failu¡e occurs at a much lower load,
before yield can occur in the nail. The Yttrup Joint can be considered to fall into the
'fixed" head cat€gory of nail head restraint (refer to Sections 3.3.,4.1.c.).

2.3. LIMITATIONS of the YIELD THEORY

(1) The Yield theory makes no attempt to predict failu¡es caused by premature, brittle
rupture of the wood material. These may be induced by close nail spacings, local defects
in the timber or small end dist¿nces (see Section 3.1.). (2) No account is made of friction
at the interface between the joined members, or the influence of the (ever changing)
magnitude of the gap between joint members undergoing the large deformations implied
in the Theory (see 3.3.). (3) Also, for joints having steel side plates, the plate thickness ie
assumed to have no effect on the nail yield load (see 3.2. and 3.3.).

(4) By concentrating on the capacity of a single nail, only local or 'microf scale effects a¡e
considered, effectively defining two-dimensional behaviour. Yield Theory then suffers
the limitation of other prediction methods when extrapolating this nail strength to an
estimate for the total capacity of a multi-nail joint (see 3.1.).

This is even more diffrcult in the case of moment resisting joints. Within large, multi-
¡ail groups, the lateral load applied to individual nails is not uniformly distributed: it
depends on nail position and the type of loading. ?erimeter" nails will be most highly
stressed due to bending action, while under shear loading, nails along the loading axis
most remote from the centroid of the group will attract a greater load, as seen in multi-
nail rows. (See 3.1.). Due to the presence of bi-directional shear and moment in moment
resisting joints, every nail will experience a different lateral load, in a unique direction.

(5) To further compound the complication of this lack of loading uniformity are the
orthotropic properties of the wood material in response to its action. For example, Yield
Theory incorporates no allowance for the different load-slip behaviour experienced
'alongl or 'across' the grain, Dor eny intermediate angle. Even the "fou¡th root cu-rveo
modification introduced above is limited by this consideration.

2.4. BOLTED JOII'M AI{ALOGY

As a final note, it has been recognized that the bolted joint may be a useful analogy for the
topic of nail-wood failure mechanism, on the premise that nails and bolts are usually
tested as 'pins of a certain diameter'. However, the limitation of this is evidenced by the
following examples, where differences have been noted.

Hrrmphrey and Ostman (1989) developed an innovative wafer technique to model wood
deformation a¡ound bolts, sandwiching 0.8mm thick wafers of Douglas fir between two
sheets of glass to observe them loaded in tension by a steel pin. It was noted that the
complex state of stress around this pin was quite different for smaller pins (e.g. nails),
where diameter approached the magnitude of material growth rings or fibre size. The
obvious difference in bending strength between the more ductile nail fastener and the
generally larger diameter bolts has an obvioue implication on failurc modea.

In addition, multi-na¿J rows exhibit a more uniform and predictable load distribution
than rows containing many bolts. The peak load in a row of nails is seen in the end nails,
together with a 'prying moment' causing withdrawal (Nicholls, 1990). This causes
failure of the end nail, and the resultant load redistribution as this fastener 'sheds' load
causes a 'progressive' failure of the row (or "zippering"). However, in a multi-åolt row,
any one of the bolts may initially carqy almost all of the applied load, until load increases
and slips in each individual bolt allows load sharing, until any of the bolts may become
'critical". In both cases it has been shown that the capacity of the row of 'n' fasteners is
less than n multiplied by the single fastener capacity, with the reduction being more
signihcant for the bolted case. This is explained in the following Section 3.1.

b
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INTRODUCTION

The 'reductionalietic' approach to underetanding a large, complex problem- is. to
nes, which may then be treated in isolation,
From the results of this, the now-quantified
accurate theoretical model, in the manner

total phenomena = function (effect 1) x (effect 2\ x """" x Basic Value'

This seems preferable in the present study- þ the empiúcal, h-olistic approach of
examiniug thõ totål phenomena without regard for its make up, pnoducing an

"ACTUAL total phenomena = variable x oBSERVED total phenomena"

type conclusion.

The LVL timber - ptywood gusset plate joint (Yttrup 1990I which is, fast€ned (initially
s, and subjectæd to cyclic, dynarnic
problem. Timber researchers have

plex problem since the early 1960's. From
statically in shear, variations
loadings. For example, Soltis
while Karacabeyli and Foschi
static bending moment. The

revious investigation exactly matches this
d or useful ones.

Following on from the work of Hunt and Bryant (1990), a comparison in terms of the
topics inlroduced above between the two extremes of najled timber joint complexity, the
'simple" and 'Yttrup" joints, is presented in the table below:

one value without reversal

load, steady build up to reversed, cyclic pulses of erratically
load duration short term (minutes), one application long term (years), infinite applications

loading type lateral (shear) only, load applied

in plane of joint interface

bi-directional shear plus bending
moment at nail group cenhoid

interface gap
and friction

members having same roughness and
moisture content, one nail only

influencing contact pressure

surfaces open to air (possibly wetted)
prior to non-uniform, tight nailing
pressure due to multi-nail group

nail head
restraint

pre-bored hole, parallel driving of single- 
nail, heád flush to wood

on site, pneumatically driven flat head
nails; variable depth and angle of driving

ioined
members

two of same species, thickness,
roughness, moisture content

63mm LVL member plated on two sides
by 19mm plywood gusset plates

nail group single low strength nail

or one multi-nail row

hollow recüangular'ting', with six multi-
nail rows of 50 hardened nails each

,SIMPLE" JOINI "ÌTTRUP" IOINT

7
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Chapter 3: Litereture Ræieut

The components evident within the Yttrup joint, as studied individually by other
resea¡chers, are introduced below:

1. number and arrangement of uails (from single nail to multi-nail rovrs, to multi-row
nail groups);

2. materials and dimensions ofjoined members;
3. nail head restraint (incl. nail head type and extent of driving, and side plate

material);
4. interface characteristics (friction and gap magnitude);
5. static [ssding type (shear and moment combinations); and
6. cyclic loading characteristics (load magnitude, rate, frequency, shape, history and

duration)

The use of these joints to resist bending moments in portal frames, without steel side
plates, and hence act as the sole provider of structu¡al furtegrity of these buildings, is only
a recent development. The Australian Standard for timber structures, 451720.1,
provides very little guidance for the design of this joint type. Rulea pertain to only the first
two topics listed above. Lheude (1990) has shown the Code coverage of nail head restraint
to be highly conservative. Its treatment of moment loading does not apply to gusset plate
ioints. and no mention is made of any loadine type other than statieallv anolied. non-e J a ' '----'---¿

reversed forces.

Very simila¡ research to the present study has been undertaken in New Zealand, on
essentially identical joint types (Batchelar and Cavanagh; Boult; Hunt and Bryant; and
Walford), but emphasizing earthquake instead of wind-type cyclic loading. Also, an
analogy may be drawn between nailed and bolted joints in many areas of behaviour, by
regarding both fasteners as 'pins' of a certain diameter, and comparisons are made to
the concurrent resea¡ch in that related field.

Many topics such as creep slip due to long-term lateral loads, the effect of drying on
interface gap, joint arrangement effects on damping and hysteresis, and the relative
merits of steel and timber side plates have been mentioned only briefly. Firstly, where
they are specifically compared by an author to the cha¡acteristics found in ou¡ joint, or
when they serve to provide a useful perspective to our necessarily narrowly defined topic.

The developments in each of the above areas of resea¡ch are considered in turn in this
Chapter, with reference to the behaviour of the Yttrup Joint.

8



3.1. NUMBER and ARRANIGEMENT of NAILS

-nail versus single nail joint question is
istic research philosophy. This approach of

int from that of a single nail or single row
the Australian fimber Süructu¡es Code,
ors invariably operate on this basic

relationship, to account for the effects of nail group geometry.

Discussion of multi-nail joints is inexorably linked to the loading type for which the ioint
is designed. Economic constraints dictate that where multiple nails are required to form
the connections to truss members, (that is, acted upon by pr¡¡e tension or compnession),

The consist of a base plate with many
ing ' a thin steel plate-. \ilhen begding
, the up must be adapted so that nails are

placed where they are most effectiv of the
joint (see Figure A.f.f.U). A'ring' of du-cin-g

ät""ss conceãtrations in the brittle which
usually contain a small number of fasteners. In large mom_ent ,resisting joints, nail plate
conneótors are not more economic than many individually driven nails, due to thei¡
sheer size and non-standa¡d nature.

P

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

P
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1.1. (a) typ'rcal rectangular (multi-) nail group (single shear), and (b) 'ring' type nail group

Oveniew of relerenced papeß: Foschi and longworth (1975) investigqted connections between
plates, joined by high strength Glulam rivets
with a number of identical rows of the same

fluence of the connection's geometry on the
stress distribution around the nail group, in order to predict the failure mode and
ultimate static strength of such joints concentrically loaded parallel to the grain.
Karacabeyli and Foschi (1987) extended this work to include eccentric loading and
refined the predictions for ultimate load capacity of the same j91nt 

-configuration.
Thomas and Malhotra (1985) quantified the distribution of the lateral load resistance of
individual nails within a single row, oriented parallel to the Brain, for joints with and
without interface fiction between the joined members.

pattern (i.e. more than one row
The frrst failu¡e mode features

ln
the nails yielding in bending while the wood under their

shanks fails in bearing, and in the second mode, the wood fails in shear such that the
wood volume containing the embedded nails detaches completely from the member of
which it was a part, as seen in Figure 3.L.2. below. For this to happen, shear failure
must (rccur in the plane joining the points of the nails in the gtoup, and the cross-section

9
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most remot€ from the membr end must fail in tension (or 'plucking'). Other
experience splitting to permit this brittle failure. Ordinarily, this 'premature'
mode is considered to 'limit'the preferred'ductile' failu¡e mode.

planes
failure

P

SPLTTTTNG FACET
where vertical faces
must fail in shear

PLUCKING FACE,
parentwood fibres
must fail in tension

WOOD VOLUME defined by
nail group completely detaches
from the parent timber block

(TNDERSIDE) SHEAR FACE, where
the plane formed by the tips of the
nails must fail in longitudinal shear

P

Figure 3.1,2. Brittle (limber) failure mode of a laterally loaded multi-nailed þint

Due to the size, 'rind arrangement and the dominance of moment loading of the Yttrup
joint, the 'nail yielding-wood bea¡ingi failure mode is the most likely of the two modes
described above. Failu¡e of the parent members in bending, at a section immediately
a$acent the gusset plate edge, or splitting failure of the plywood gusset plate itself, are
also possible. These 'failure' scenarios are outside the scope of this study, which is
concerned with quantifying the'in-service'(serviceability level) loadings and responses
of an actual structure possessing the Yttrup joint. The concurrent study of Mr. Daniel
Siu-Cheungl,ee (M.Eng.Sc. Thesis, 1993) attempted to directly add¡ess this issue.

Thomas and Malhotra (1985) confirmed the work by Lantos (1969),1 from whose report on
boltæd joints they cited the conclusion that:

'....the fasteners in a row of a þint do not transmit the load applied to the joint uniformlf .

For multi-nail joints, Thomas and Malhotra indicated that

"....the lateral load carried by each of the multiple nails in a row of a joint is not the same as
that canied by a corresponding joint labricated with a single nail".

I IAI\IIOS (1969). "Load dist¡ibution in a row of fasteners subjeræd to lateral load", Wood Science,l(3), 129-136.
10
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Nails at both ends of the row tend to carry a larger share of th_e appligd latcral load tha¡
;ü-*i"iãã Uv ttre naits at the centre, while the joint is still within its linear elastic

range.

This characteristic of multi-nail rcws diffe
Wilkinson (1986) discovered that "the load

drilled causing that bolt to transmit almost no

Thomas and Malhotra also introduced the concept of a modifrcation factor Cx to scale the
joint capacity equation:

Po=CNnPr

ofa
the
slip

ultimate slip.

an Standard for Building Construction, DIN
joint basic design load of LÙVo fot every 10
r own tests, for one single shear joint

age load factor of 0.94.

Foschi and Longworth (19?5) incorporated the Lantos (bolted joint) conclusion, without

"o"fo^àtion, 
in-to their model for the behaviour of a multi-nail joint under increasing

load. But Thomas and Mathotra were later to find that:

,....the rcduction of strength in the case oÍ ioints fabricated wilh common w¡rc nails is

rctat¡vely very much towei than that in the case of ioints with bolts'.

c¡¡ was found to reduce to 0.õõ for a , comp-ared to 0.9 for the 8

"åìt "q"i""lãnt. 
The conclusions o also did not include the

modifiôation factor approach, effec 1.0. However, their joint
behaviour model remains valid:

st the linear range), the nails at the ends (of a row)

r the shanks starts fo lail in bearing. As these nails

additional increases in P must be transfened to he
, Eventually, the load P reaches an ultimate value

ærrespond¡ng to a siluatíon in which every nailin the ænnection has reached iß ultimate caPac$:

Undeih¡s cõndil'ton (on\, the distrbution of load among the nails is unlorm and the ultimate load,

Pr,lor he connection equals:

Po = NR.NC Pr

where NR indicates the number of rcws parallel to the grain, each of NC nails."

AS 1720 defines the Permissible load of a ( ) laterally loaded na¿l as Q=kQ',where
to the number of

nails in a o rsm gr
similar to that of the Cx modification factor is thus

acity deemed to fall short of the ?o = n Pr" prediction forcap
of nails orientated parallel to the principal direction of

loading (n"). Table 4.2 6) from 451720 is reproduced overleaf:

11



0.850.900.941.00Seasoned
0.750.800.901.00Unseasoned

na na nâ- na

Condition of
Timber

Values of k17

Chaptcr 3: Literature Raiew

Table 3.1.4. 4S1720 Table 4.2.(A), for'mulli-nail'type joinls

The 'nail yieldingi failu¡e mode described above is only possible if the premature, brittle
shea¡ failure of the wood surrounding the nail group is avoided. Only then will the full
load carrying capacity of the nails b€ realised. Thís may be achieved with good detailing
of the nail group geometry. The study of Foschi and longworth considered this failure
model in detail, and the influence of variations in the nail group geometry on its ultimate
load capacity. Variations were made to the number of rowe, number of fasteners in each
row, fastener penetration depth, fastener spacings (parallel and perpendicula¡ to the
grein), and the distances from the group to the edges of the host member (side, end and
bottom). The effect of this was seen in the th¡ee-dimensional stress state around the nail
cluster, the knowledge of which enabled a prediction of the failure mode and ultimate
load. They found that nail spacings were the primary influence on joint strength and
failure mode, for a given number and arrangement sf ¡nil¡, nail penetration et*., "with a
wíder spacing producing nail yielding mode". Nso,"for the same nail spacing, ø longer end
disønce (fro* the end of the timber mcmber to thc 'first' nail) increases the ulrtmate bad based on
shear faílure", thus delaying premature failure.

The Australian Timber Structures Code, 4S1720, makes recommendations for nail
spacings, edge distances and minimum penetration according to the nail diameter and
pre-boring, to which the Yttrup nailed joint complies. Interestingly though, Glulam
rivets were not eelected, and are not genera.lly used in multi-nail jointe in Australia or
New Zealand, in contrast to overseas practice. 'Blunt end" connectors such as these tend
to treak' the wood fibres rather than'splitting'them as nails do, which can ncreate micro-
shear planes within the wood structurc, thus inducing an inherent weabtess in the titnber membel
(Crews, 1992).

The 'nail yieldingi model alao a.ssumee that after a nail has yielded, the wood supporting
its shank has sufñcient reserve bearing capacity to not fail before all of the central nails
have reached their yield loads. For this to occu¡ in larger multi-nail groups under lateral
load (only), considerable "plasticn behaviour (and load sharing) would be required: as the
nails under initially higher load yield, Ðd wood deformation under their shanks
increases, load is "shed' to other nails. The load-deformation curye for bearing parallel
to the grain has such a flat'post-yield'plateau, but in contrast to the rising curve seen
when loading is perpendicular to the grain (refer to Figure 4.2.2.). Should the wood
supporting an outer nail suffer brittle failure in bea¡ing, even more load will be
transferred quite suddenly to the innermost nails. This may then produce a progressive,
splitting failu¡e in the host timber memberz. At best, this brittle wood failure would
reduce the joint Po, commensurate with the
Joint, it would be optimistic to expect the re
where all l}ae nails in the joint have yielded,
failu¡e.

Failure mode assumptions made when calculating the moment capacity for these joints
are described in detail in Secùion 4.2. Generally, they assume that "failureo occurìs when
either t}ae first nail reaches its yield stress, or when ølJ nails have yielded. Load
distribution differs from that produced by pure lateral load, where the "endn nails in the

2 The work of Hunt and Bryant (1988-90) documented tbese premature, brittle "splitting" failures, seen at nominal
stresses well below the modulus of rupture for the LVL, and caused by stress concentrations introduced by the
close nail patterns of multi-nail, moment resisting joinS.

12
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line of loading attract the highest load, il that those nails most remote_ froa the grogp
centroid are äost hiehly strãssed. To achieve the pure "n3il yieldingf mod-e capacity
o"¿"" moment loading, all nails must reach ultimate slip (a_t p: Pr),-before the
iaminates fail in beariñb. No guidance was available from the New Zealand testing of
Èabhelar and Cavanagtr (fgg4), since all recorded failures occurred in the plywood
gusset platee or parent LVL membera adjacent to the joint region.

fl ¡g¡¡ain as load carrying fasteners in their
wood failure, until load distribution within
tc nail sites, is crucial to determining the
ase of the joint's performance.

e models tested by Lee (1993) failed in this
locations of the "inside" (t¿nsion) region of

ser to the centroid or on the 'outside" of the
ood at these'failed nail'sites appeared less
ility for the "nail yielding" failure mode to
ee Appendix D) had been confirmed.

451720 uses a similar approach to that for laterally loaded joints to 4low for t_he_ large
numbers of nails (n") in lñese joints. The factor k17 is once again used, as seen below in
the 451720 Table 4.2(B):

to nail from grouP

Tabte 3.1.8. 4S1720 Table 4.2.(B), for 'ring' type joints

2
5

10
20

100 or greater

1.00

1.05

1.10
1.15

1.20

ktzn" (whose r > 0.7 ro,"r)*

lÍl





3.2. MEMBER MATERIALS ANd DIMENSIONS

The Austratian Standard ,q,S1?20 stipulates the permissible toad Q of a (single) laterally
loaded nøil aa;

Q=kr kr kr¿ kr krz Q

for seasoned and unseasoned timber, for
groups in the Code. (For simplicity,

d eroups for both strength (design of

,*,,"lli;lî,'l¡,T,1:::,:&':;:of ;:,,1,'iü
covered by ihe modification factors, Ðd

a safety factor.

lNote that the values of Q' are quoted frgm tes! joios of all-solid wood with hand-driven,

i;;;;b." Át""t ""it., 
*iìftttt" effects of interface friction removed (unkn¡wn magnitude-

;i ñp). ;ngftf j"i"G'tnu¿" with gun-driven, high strength- nails suc! as the Y.ttrup'
joint are not.ou"r"ã, 

""¿ "o 
p"o*'iîioo is made to increasè these basic loads despite the

äb*,ior,, improvements made to the joint confrguration.l

ely to load duration, nail position -in the

"d for the 'side' member and multi'nail
wence for grade of tirnber has been mad¿ in
(such- as 

-knots, veins, splits and severe
ation. As such, no prediction is made of

lr than nail yielding, such as brittle shea¡

failure of the wood or fastener pullout at the member énd. (Minimum end and edge

distances are given to prevent the latter).

ction 3.5. "Cyclic Loading Characteristics',
tion. This section is concerned with how the
bers and their relative sizes affects joint

movement of the loaded nail through the s

passage of a nail through the-joined me
such Às embedment strength, density and

3.2.L. STEEL SIDE PI"ATES

resistance is offered in order
thinner steel plate, looser fitting nails,

by thick steel side plates with tightly frtted nail5,
then plywood gussets with pneumatically driven

15
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3.2.2. TIMBER SIDE PIATES

Since plywood side plates feature in the Yttrup Joint, their influence on joint behaviour is
now exarì.ined. Thicknees and embedment stress (or'bearing resistance') a¡e the two
most important parameters of timber side plates which influence joint performance. In
tum, it is generally accepted that bearing resistance is proportional to the wood density.

3.2.2,A. THICKNESS

The timber side platc thickness influencee the ertent of nail head restraint and the
failure mode of the joint, and is expanded on in the following Section 3.3. For a given
timber material, thicker side members provide considerable nail head restraint, and
achieve the higheat lateral load capacities, while thi''ner plates are more likely to fail by
timber crushing due to bearing of the nail, at lower loads. The ratio of timber side plate
thickness (t) to nail diameter (d) enables the identification of 'thin' plate failures, at tld
ratios of 1.5 or lower. Side members are considered to be 'thick' where Vd is greater than
approximately four.

a) SoLIDWOOD

AS 1720 Clause 4.2.L.4 allows the use of the quoted basic permissible lateral loads Q' for
thicknesses of all-solid wood joint members above prescribed minimums. For two-
member joints (nail in single shea¡), memberc must be a minimum of 10 nail diameters
thick, while in the double shear case of three-member joints, outer members must be a
minimum of 7.5d and central ones 10d. Nails a¡e to be assumed non-load bearing for
thick¡esses less than 5d, with a proportional reduction allowed for intermediate 't'
values.

There are obvious Ud inferences in these clausee. In 451720, the strength of solid wood
joints is assumed to follow the relationship shown in Figure 3.2.L. below.

1.0 P (t/d)
P lttrict ptate¡ 3-member joinb /

/
I

/
member joints

I
I

5 78 10

Figure 3.2.1. lnfluence ol Ud ratio on the strengh of solid wood joints.

t/d ratio

Due to the presence of transverse layers (or'cross bands') in plywood, it demonstrates a
reduced tendency to fail prematurely by splitting than solid wood. Along with many other
Codes, the Australian Timber Structures Code, AS 1720, recognizes the increased
strength of joints with plywood side plates over those of solid wood, by setting its
16
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aforementioned modification factor kre to 1.1 for joints with Ud ratios of 1.5 or gteater. In
comparison, the equivalent Canadian and United States Code modification factors are

¡"ttt trigtter (at 1.3)-, but both apply only for joints with much thicker side members, with
the Ud iatioe of õ and 10 respectively.

Based on research bv Lheude (1e88), AS 1720 yï,rä:Lîiå"'"liå gffi:ï: å!"f .i:
st other Codes disallow ony plywood joint
tio, notably Canada (min Ud = 2.2), New
Norway (4.8). This was made possible by

Lheude's work, which recognized the existence of the failure mode (for low va.lues of Ud)

*tt""" the nail'moves laterally through the side plate material as a rigid body. This was

referred to as "Mode 1" in the Yield Theory considerations of Chapter 2.

As seen in Figure 9.2.2. below, AS 1?20 predicts that the lateral load capacity of a joint
with plywood-s qguilalelt one with
wood 

-members all t/d ratios gteater
varies between g 3.8, 7.0 and 7.8 in
Ù.S. Coa.s respectively. The different treatments of the- effect_of side plate thickness by
these national õodes iÀ seen in Figure 3.2.2. (from Lheude, 1990).

P (ply ioint)
P (solid wood)

13
Canada

Australia

k=1.1
16 

1.0

Norway

t d ratio

0.6

0.4

12345678910

Figure 3.2.2. Compar¡son ol Code Lateral Load Capacrty vs.Ud ratio relationships for plywood þints.

3.2.2.8. TIMBER MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Important properties to be considered for the timber members are embedment strength,
density/specifrc gravity and moistu¡e content.

of two
typical
timber

, Smith
and Whale et al (1988) and later Hunt and Bryant (1990), tested a nail embedded in an
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actual joint, thus fully surrounded by wood, with the load being applied to the nail by
rigid steel clamps aB clos€ as possible to the timber eurface in order to eliminate bending
in the nail as much aB possible. Thie test setup enables the loading of the timber to be at
any direction relative to the grain. Hu¡t and Bryant found that"....these tests led to bener
theoretical predictions ol naíl joínt behaviour....than the predictions given by the Foschi-type
bearing test{.

Girhammar-Andereon varied the rat¿ of application of single pu-lse loade, and found that
the maximum timber bearing strength increased proportionally to the logarithm of the
imposed deformation rate, for both parallel and perpendicular to grain loading. No trend
was recorded between deformation rate and elastic modulus.

Smith and Whale et al (1988) conducted a mqjor (ongoing) study into the properties of
laterally loaded, single nailed or bolted joints, concentrating their materials testing
programme upon deriving reliable "embedment characteristics". Large numbers of tests
were conducted, on mâny solid woods and sheet materia-ls, over a wide range of fastener
diameters, to serve as input into yield theory based limit state design formulae for joint
strength. They found that

'....the dilferences between the (embednent) strength propefties of specimens loaded in
different direclions, ot in a tensila ot comryessive mode, were only very small'

To confrrm this, Hunt and Brya.nt (1990) concluded that'there is not a símple relationship
beween ...bearing resistonce and direction of loading".

The loadings applied by individual nails to the wood volume in a moment resisting joint
are necessarily unique in both direction and magnitude. Generally, data is only available
for the two principal directions of loading, parallel and perpendicular to the grain, as in
the case of Smith and Whale above. While the 'failure' stress in embedment may not
differ between these two ertreme directions, the shapes of their load-slip traces (over a
range of load levels) may be quite different. The importance of this is discussed in Section
4.2.'Prediction of Yttmp Joint Performance".

b) HVIBH)MENT STRESS and DENSITY

The strength of timber is directly related to the amount of wood substance present, aad
given wood's cellular construction, this is determined by the cell size and the thickness of
cell walls. Density (and in tur:n, specifìc gravity) acts as indicator to this. As such,
hardwoods may be erpected to possess greater strength than soflwoods. However,
variations to wood density within a given species also occu¡. Apart from the natural
variation in wood properties from different parts of the tree, this may be caused by other
factors which increase density but not strength, including abnormal g¡owth features
such as compression wood, large amounts of gum or resin and the presence of knots
(higher density branch wood)....(Silvester, 1967). Fortunately, the production process for
glue laminated timbers such as LVL mitigates these effects.

This -reaso _ning w_as used ìy Lheude in 1988 to explain the higher embedrnent strengths
found for plywood over solid wood of the same Radiata Pine species, being 65 and 45 [{Pa
respectively, along with a 10% difference in their densities.

However, Hr¡-nt and Bryant (1990) reported bearing resistance vs. displacement data for
Radiata Pine solid wood, parallel and perpendicular to the grain, at fou¡ densities, and
concluded that "....there is not a_simple_ relationshi_p between density (and) bearing
resistance.... " A plot of their data did reveal the general trend of increasing resistance foi
an increase in density, except that two of the fou¡ tra he expected
order. It is suggested that account for material ab ativeþ low
number of tests conducted allows confidence in th which was
shown to be true for all of thei¡ "perpendicular to grain" data.

18
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Certainly, from some 3200 embedment tests, Smith and Whale plotted lineor traces
between mn-imum embedment strength (F") and density (p), noting that F" demonstrated
a negative nail diameter (d) trend in these. Thereaft¿r they established a power law
relatlonship between timber embedment strength, density and nail diameter.

Values for F" varied little between the two loading modes of tension and compression and
the two directions of loading, parallel and perpendicular to the Frâin, ae found by Hunt
and Bryant (1990).

In a similar way, Komatsu et al (1988) extcnded the work of Hirai to establish the uon-
linear comelation between (initial) embedment stiffness (k.), fastener diameter (d") and
the modu-lus of elasticity (E*) of the parent timber, of the form:

,- --E**-(A+Bdo)

where A and B are empirical cun'e-fitting constants.

All the above bearing tests provide convenient values for the timber bearing resistance.
However, they do not model the true wood-nail interaction, that of a nail loaded laterally
at íts læad whilst embedded in the non-linear wood volume. The theoretical work of
Nicholls (1990) reflected this aspect, but without experimental verification (3.2.1.). This
consideration introduces the additional effects caused by the interaction of the nail head
with the side member, and are discussed in the following Section 3.3. 'Nail Head
Restrainto.

3.2.3. NAIL PROPERTIES

Relevant factors concerning the nail fastener in a single nail joint are diameter, yield
stress (these two together giving yield moment), nail head characteristics (shape, size)
and depth of penetration.

Nail head characteristics pertain mostly to the extent of restraint against rotation offered
to the nail head by the side plate, and are mentioned in the following Section 3.3, îlail
Head Restraint.' Depth of penetration has a role to play in restraining the nail head also,
since without suflicient frictional resistance to withdrawal of the nail shank, the nail
head would be pried clea¡ of the side plate under reversed loading. Nail diameter has
been shown to affect both timber embedment strength (discussed above) and the yield
stress of the nail.

a) YIELD STRESS Fy

Yield theory incorporates the yield moment of the faste4er in its prediction of the lateral
load capacity of a timber joint failing in the 'nail yieldingf mode. To ensure accuracy
when inputting this parameter into Yield Theory derived ultimate load equations, or
frnite element based theoretical models for joint capacity, many investigators have
chosen to obtain nail yield stress F, from thei¡ own tests.

As for embedment strength F", the nail yield strength F" is an important parameter
capacity. However, it has been shown by loferski-Mclainwhen joint

U.t WatA yruyt;, tlç., ul¡ç t , VL,rt¡ vYt.rt¡l'¡¡¡'Ë, Ur f,IlË
F, exhibits a
is ofTen not
anufacturers

and engineers. A similar lack of uniformity exists in the test methods used to
experimentally define Fr. As another example of how experimental frndings may be
influenced by test procedure, this aspect is discussed in Appendix E, 'Testing Variables."
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b) NAIL PEI{ETRATTON

Hunt-Bryant (1990) varied the depth of penetration of 2.5mm diameter nails with
'clamped' heads, holding all other joint variables constant, and found that ultimatc load
increased with penetration. Steady increases in capacity were seen between the cases of
4d, 6d, 10d and 14d depthe, but above this, only a marginal gain was made by the
identical cases of 18d and22d,.

The extreme case of 4d penetration and clamped head represented the 'ideal' case of a
very stiff cantilevered nail 'beam', for which the nail-wood interaction was nea¡-uniform
compression down the full length of the nail shank. In thie case, the nail does not bend,
so the preferred 'yielding' mode of failure is not seen. Naturally, withdrawal resistance
is a minimum for this case also.

3.2.4. The WIRUP JOINI
In ihe Yttrup Joint, 50mm iong r 2.87mm diameter hardened nails are used to ñx two
side plates of thickness 19mm to both sides of a 63mm parent member, with no over-
driving. Since the Ud ratio of Lgl2.87 = 6.62 is comfortably above four, the work of Lheude
(1990) into plywmd joints indicates that the side plate may be considered 'thick' in terms
of the extent of restraint offered to the nail head. As such, the head 'clampingi restraint
would be siguifrcant, suflicient to ensure a 'nail yielding" failu¡e mode. (see also Sections
2.1. and D.4.).

From the work of Hunt and Bryant (1990) above, an embedment of about sixteen nail
diameters would be requiled to fully gle nail joint.

ffi##ifHïiifflÏ."i"u'"îT| p Joint óourd
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3.3. NAIL HEAD RESTRAINT

Increased nail head restraint (against rotation) has been shown to improve the stiffness
aoa rtt""gth of nailed timber jo-ints by many researchers. In 1984, Lowe and Edwa¡ds
expressed the widely held view that:

'.,..þint st/fness is greatly inlluenced by the head (rotational) lW of he nails'

Improved nail head restraint increases the etiffness of the upper -Po{ign 
(headside) of

ürJ"rit, limiting bending (curvatures) in the nail, thus delaying the failure of the joint
in the 'nail yielding'mode.

Nail head restraint in joints possessing " hT,l,:n:tlT"ä:*ï *åå lf"Ïff:J"åli
d size or yield moment. The latter may be
ail diameter or yield stress. Stiffer and
tes, the chief influencee being thickness of
d its hole in the plate. Nail head shape is

side plates, with a flat underside achieving

overviewolreferencedpapers:HuntandBryant(1990)presc|rteda.comprehensiverepo-rton.
the main factors affeótiog nailed joint behaviour, including side member material and
thickness, nail diameter-, head shape, hea-{ r_estraint and extent of drivin-g. Tþgf
ext¿nded ã frnite element analysis ol laterally loaded, single'nail joints, developed by
f,o..fti t fS 7 4'), to study joints of varying confrguration and incorporated experim_en tally
derived non-linear maørial properties. Lheude (1990) predicted a'l increase in ultimate

of a joint featuring high strength nails, gun-
ght'interface. The Code values are based on
wire nails. Earlier, in 1988, he showed how
solid or ply-wood side members depended on
I diameter (Ud). Inwe and Edwa¡ds (1984)
and plywood nail plates, with or without
the action of a fully reversed cyclic (shear)
frndings on a recently adopted joint type,

the nail head.

3.3.1. STEEL vs. TIMBER SIDE MEMBER

All the above references suggest that the strongest and stiffest joint would be achieved by
using thick steel side plates and high str-ength nails driven at least 10-18 diameters
throùgh'tight-fit'holes into the parent timber member.

In support of timber side plates, Lowe and Edwards suggested that:

'..,.steel nait plates produce stifler þints in the small load amplitude region, thotlOh al larger

amplitudes, the difference (in residual stîflness) between steel and plywood þints is nof so

ptotþunced...."
and that

'....the use of ptywood ß¡de) plates resu,ls in a solter more ductile þ.int, with little
diÍference in litsl dvnamic orooerlies for loadino alono the orain and loadinø across lhe
gra¡n....'

From these frndings, they conclude that "plywood joints would seem to have some

advannges over steel when a ductile (nailed) timber joint is reEiredfor seismic consideration{.

2L
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Yield theory, as outlined by Aune and Patton-Mallory (1986), ignores both interface
friction, thickness of steel side plates and nail head shape, Even so, it predicts that the
ultimate load capacity of a steel eide plat€ joint with fully restrained ('clamped') nail
heads will exceed one with unrestrained heads by a factor of 1.4. Also, the same factor
applies between sþel and wood joints where both have clamped heads. These have been
confirmed respectively by Foschi and Longworth (19?5) and Lheude (1990), as well as by
the original authore (1986 b).

The Australian Standard AS 1720 applies a modification factor (kre) to allow for side
plate material when determining the lateral load capacity of a joint. This is set to L.2 for
mild steel and 1.1 for plywood eide plates. Lheude (1990) has claimed that the k15 factor
for steel plates was oonservative, and that "....(even) relatively thin ( I.6nun) steel side-plates
provide a hígh degree of restraint to the nail." He pmposed an increase in kre to at least 1.41,
the value predicted by Yield Theory. Walford (1988, NZ) and Komatsu (1989, Japan) have
both suggestcd similar improvements of 2.0 and 1.56 to 2.13 respectively, above their own
Code values, both 1.25.

The influence that nail head restraint has on joint behaviou¡ is explained by its effect on
the position of the point of contraJlexune for the nail prior to 'failu¡e', the formation of a
plastie hinge. This point of contraflexure (POe) ean only erist where a moment of
resistance is provided near the head of the nail, to produce double cu¡vature in the nail.
This may be achieved by either embedment in a 'thick'timber side member or steel
(rigid) side plate. The degree of restraint offered by timber side memberc depends on the
embedment strength of the timber and its thickness, and in the case of steel side plates,
on thickness and the 'snugness of fit' of the nail in its hole in the plate.

In the case of nn un¡estrained nail head, this POC may be said to "remain at the nail
head location". For greater degrees of frxity at the nail head, the POC moves towards the
point of the nail. For a¡ infrnitely stiff nail frxed from rotating at the head, the stress
distribution of bearing on the timber wou-ld be uniform. The lateral load resistance is
thus maximized for this case. For realistic nail bending stiffnesses, the bearing stress
distribution is non-linear, with a POC close to the nail point. Hunt and Bryant (1990)
indicated that the "fully fixedn case may be practically achieved only with thick steel side
plates with close frtting nails.

(a) SCHEMATIC VIEW

flat underside
nail head

(b)Foc
location

I

(c).Idealized (str.aigtr.t (d) Ideatized (shaight
nail) and actual nail nail) and actual
DEFORMED SHAPE BEARING STRESS

P

WP ru

1. 'Fulty fixed' case, high nail head restraint. Thick sleel side plate, flat undersided nail head.

The stiffest tímber joint has two equally "thick" members, possessing a POC at the
interface. Should a joint possess a thin steel side plate, offering ¿o rotational head
restraint, it will also have a POC at the interface. But since total joint displacement is
taken as the sum of the deformations at the head and point of the nail, displacements for
this steel configuration will be half those of the stiffest timber arrangement, since it is in
effect bne half of that joint. Even the stifÏest timber case can never provide the stifhese
of the (unrestrained nail head) steel side-plate joint. However, according to yield theory,
these two joints will have identical ultimate (nail yield) lateral load capacities.

The Yttrup Joint is an example of this scenario, due to the high bearing strength of the
component timber members. (refer Sections 2.L., D.4.).
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(c) Idealized (straight (d) Idealized (shaight
nail) and actual nail nail) and actual
DEFORMED SHAPE BEARING STRESS
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(a) SCHEMAIC VIEW

sloping underside
nail head vrtr

(c) Idealized (straight (d) Idealized (straight
nail) and actual nail nail) and actual
DEFORMED SHAPE BEARING STRESS

ideal actualVT?

2. .pinned'or'Free'case, low nailhead resttr¡nt. Thin steelsirle plate, 'sloppf na¡llit

ideal actual

m

3. .stiffest timber arTangemenl', high nail head restra¡nt. Two 'th'nk' timber members.

Joints with co oversize holes in thin steel side plates are

considered to e it is-impos-sible to p^recisely

áãtti""" túe th pinned'nail heads, references

ølï"ir *ittt that the'most ti4d'or'most
freä'situation behaviour is seen in the large
zone between these two ertremes.

The case of ,partial' restraint to the nail head is distinguished from. that of 'restrained'
ã" foáa, head in that a point of contraflexure will never form in the joint. (As for the

be said to remain at the head). The failure
nail (often
oet timber
influenced
strengths,
4.2.

P

P

P

Nicholls (1990) used a bi-linear rotational spring to model the nail head rotational
stiffness in a 2-D model of the nail-wood interaction. Extending earlier investiga-tions,
he modelled the nail as an elasto-plastic beam on a wood foundation, represented by a

n
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series of bi-linea¡ axial epring Bupports. This enabled a study of intermediate degrees of
frxity of the nail head between the theoretical 'fully fixed' and 'free' conditione. The
'partially frxed' example chosen by Nicholls was that of high strength nails gun-driven
straight through thin steel side plates, a¡¡ used in recent construction practice. He
concluded that these joints behaved as for 'fully fixed' head joints at low slips, then
rapidly converged to the 'free' (or 'pinned') condition near l.2mm slip, and beyond to
ultimate slip. Interestingly, the theoretical (FEM) plot for these "partial fixit]/ joints at
no time accurately deecribed the test€d joint'e load-slip behaviour.

LOAD
.FULLY FIXED'

(Finite Element Model)

TIAL'FIXITY
(FEM prediction)

,PARTIAL'FD(ITY (test result)

or'PINNED (FEM)

SLIP

Figure 3.3.1 . Theoret'rcal LOAD-SLIP traces for þint studied by Nicholls (1990) over the lull range of
nail head lixity states lrom free' lo Tixed', compared to tests on 'parlially lixed head càse.

Nail head shøpe also has an effect on the load-slip behaviour of steel side plated joints,
according to Hunt-Bryant (1990). The withdrawal resistance of the nail shank allows a
clamping effect by the underside of the nail head on the steel plate, effectively increasing
the restraint of nail head rotation. This is most noticeable for nail heads with flai
undersides, in which case restraint is offered at all levels of loading. For nail heads
with sloping or rounded 'shoulders' however, restraint is only offered after significant
rotation has already occumed, and the head is brought to bea¡ against the side plate. As
such, this restr4ining effect is seen in the load-slip trace only at higher levels of loarling
(i.e. after considerable slip). Flat head nails can be expected to provide stiffer joints than
those using sloping shoulder nail heads.

3.3.2. TIMBER SIDE MEMBERS

By varying side member thickness for plywood joints, Hunt and Bryant noticed that:
'....even at large (nail) displacements, head rotations arc small when the plywood ütidrness
is 20mm or more'and 'when the plywood thickness is 18mm or more, there are
insignificant changes in þint sfifness or strcngth wìth plywood thiclaess'.

Thus, thicknesses above 18mm may be regarded as "thick", providing considerable nail
head restraint, such that the nail bende in double curvature to form a point of
contraflexure near the joint interface. As explained by Lheude (1988), the dimensionless
parameter Ud, the ratio of timber side plate thickness to nail diameter, is relevant here.
Since Hunt-Brya¡t held nail diameter constant at 2.5mm, their conclusion may be read
as " ....for t/d greater than 7.2 ."

zL



For thinner side members,
'....stiffness at lower loads as well as ultimate strength increase with the plywood

thbkness'.

For these joints, "the point of contatlexure moves into the side-member, resulting iry a less stiff
and weakcr join for these thjnner members, 'head rgsyginí1ç
effects can be r rome lateral restraínt can be provided by the
resistaflce ta rota

A lower bound exists at which the thickness of the thin timber side plate becomes small
enough that it is insu.ffrciently rigid to restrain the portion of the nail embedded in it.
The headside of the nail then moves laterally as a rigtd body, to produce a crushing
failure of the side plate timber in bearing, instead of bending into the preferable nail
yielding mode. r.heude found that thig phenomena occurred in plywood below the Ud
iatio oi approximately L.2. Since this failure mode relates more to side member
thickness, it was discussed in the previous Section 3.2. "Member Materials....o.

Lheude (1988) explored the inte¡mediatc zone between the two extremes of 'thick' side
members (Ud g¡eater than say 4), with their signifrcant nail head restreint, and the very
'thin'side plates (Ud below 1.2), for which the failure mode degrades to a brittle type
bearing-crushing failure. For joints in this middle range of Ud ratios, the side plate is
stiff enough to bend the nail into siugle curvature, leading to failure in the 'nail
yieldingi mode. However, this restraint is lower than that of the thicker side plates,
where double curvature is achieved, along with higher ultimate lateral capacities.

Also, Hunt-Bryant proved that the nail head restraining effect (a¡d hence joint strength
and stifhess) will "increase with (nail) head sizc". They used a joint with a 'thin' 7.5mm
plywood side-plate and 2.5mm diameter neils, varying nail head sizes through 4,2 and 1

(no head) times the shank diameter. The improvement in lateral load resistance at
ultimate slip (5 mm) gained by doubling the head size from a typical 2d, tß 4d was 267o.

Nail head chøpe has also been shown to be significant in timber joint performance by
both Lheude (1988) and Hunt-Bryant. Lheude compared bullet and flat head nails, in two
joint types, 'thick' to'thiclC (48mm) solid wood and'thick' solid wood to'thin'(4.8mm)
plywood, using 4.5mm nails in Radiata Pine throughout. Nail head diameters were
different however, being 9mm for flat and 6.8mm for bullet head nails lcf, Hunt-Bryant
conclusíon oboue). As erpected from the findings for steel side plates outlined above, in
the 'thick to thick' case, the flat head nail provided an initially stiffer joint than the
bullet head nail, which has sloping 'shoulders'. However, for the case with 4.8mm
plywood side plates, the reverse was true: but since the plate thickness/nail diameter
ratio here is 1.0, the failure mode would have been crushing of the plywood in bearing
u¡der the lateral movement of the nail. Nail head restraint effects are only relevant in
the'nail yielding' mode.

%





9.4. INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS

The two characteristics of interest arc frictio¿ between the two joined members and the
møgnitude of the gøp between them. 11 the Yttrup-joint, this relates to the contact
sntîaces between tie gusset plate and the two incident structural memþ-ers, nl1gly
column and rafter. The theoietical model developed by Thomas and Malhotra (1985)

showed the signifrcance of the effect of friction when pre4icting jol"-t behaviour. They,
and earlier Antonides et al (1980), showed experimentally that joint behaviour was

directly related to the magnitude of the interface gap.

acccpted that the interface gap increases,
iction between the contact surfaces. Tbe
cyclic loading (\rithin their elastic range),
clear. This is the case for the Yttrup joint

Overuiew of relerenced papers: Malhotra a¡rd Thomas (1984/õ) cover this topic extensively in
the context of timber joints with multiple nails, loaded to ultimate sliP. Atherton et al
(1980) incorporated the aspect of friction as e variable into their comprehensive progrqP
to examine ihe damping and slip of cyclically loaded single nail joints. Also to use a fully
reversed cyclic loading regime were Lowe and Edwards
performanðes of plywood and steel side plates. Jenkins et al
lhe effect of duràtion of load on the stiffness of single nail

of shims during assembly. Antonides et al (1980) compared these- two- techniqles fo^r gap

va¡iation in two and three member joints, in their pilot study of the effect of gap

magnitude.

Their respective conclusions were not because it_is very diffrcult
to completely isolate this problem, a n of the effect of interface
characleristics on joint beñaviour has evident in the conclusions
of Atherton et al (1980), who could only qualitatively describe how these mechanisms
influenced joint performance in conjunction with other joint characteristics.

A further complicating factor, as discussed in Appendir E, "Testin_g -Variables", is the
lack of uniformity between the experimental loading devices used by the referenced
authors, and the presence of varying degtees of out'of-plane e_ccentricity in their two-
member arrarrgements (see Figrue 8.2.\. This eccentricity produces a te_ndency_for the
loaded specimen to rotatc in the plane of the members, which subsequ_ently mobiliseg an

additional prnng moment at the nail site, further widening the- gap_between members
under increaÁing load. Since it is an uncontrolled effect, related to the geometry of the
testing rig and not to joint behaviour, comparisols- between the conclusions of different
researcheis must be made with additional care. Of those listed above, Atherton, Chou-
Polensek, Jenkins and Polensek employed the Bame (Oregon Statæ Ugiv.) test rig, but
differed from Antonides (Colorado State Univ.). Malhotra-Thomas used a three member
arrangement, which substantially removes the eccentricity problern.

No mention is made in the report of Soltis-Mtenga (1985) about the influence of interface
characteristics. They tested single nail joints to failure with a reversed cyclic loading
regime of step-wise increased deformations, also without the eccentricity mentioned

extremeg gap
gap magnitude effects (at the end of each 'push' or 'pull' cycle). Their conclusions on
joint pbrformance however, deal exclusively with the influence of loading
èharacteristics. The inference is that interface effects are secondary for reversals of

ü
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deformation up to ultimate levels, modifying rather tha¡ domiDating the load-slip trace
for cyclically loaded joints.

The most likely explanation for thie observation is that for these single nail tests, the
'clamping effect' eeen in multi-nail joints was not present. Other conclusions cited by
the authore above suggeet that the mqjority of resistance to each new (and higher) load
level in the cyclic loading regime was experienced during the very first application of
that load level. Together, these points would indicate that the joint fully 'closed' only
during t}l..e fi,rst cycle, and as such, friction was not seen during the mqjority of the teets.
The assumption, by these resea¡chers at least, that their effect is secondary, exemplifies
the difficulty in quantifnng them for cyclically loaded joints.

3.4.L. nITERFACE FRICTION

Thomas and Malhotra (1985) concluded that:

'....flr prcct¡cal purposes, it can be said that for multi-nailed þints, lhe ellect of lriclion on
joint stÍffness at ult¡mate slip is nther insignificant.,.', and that'...with the increase h the
number of nails Ìn a row, the eÍfect of inteilace friction becomes less significnt, Drrth at
propottional slipr (0.38mm) and at ultimaie slip (5.08mm|.

The maximum effect (of friction on joint stiffnese) reported was about 107o.

They also testcd single nail joints (1984). For these, a slight increase in stiffness due to
the presence of friction wae observed, being L5% at proportional limit slip and 6Vo at

plated joints,"significant only at smaller amplitudes (of slip)".

From their short term loading tests on single nail joints, Jenkins et al (1979) admitted
that their number of specimens prevented a reliable trend to be ascertained.
Nevertheless, by comparing their load-slip results with those of Mack (1966), they
concluded that:

'....the
friclion.

(shear) loads for slips of (up to) 0.12in (3,0mm) were not aÍfected by (inteilace)

In apparelt contradiction to the bulk of evidence outlined uring
lateral load tests of varying duration, Jenkins recorded total ) long
term loads as being two to three times larger for specimens thosé
'with friction'. This was despite concluding that for short term loading, stiffness tvas
'not afÏected by interlayer friction'. This apparent contradiction was attributed to the
støtic coeffrcient of friction, associated rrith sliding under short term loads, being 50
percenlb gteater than the dynømic coeffrcient of friction relevant to the long term creep
tests. However, since this result was obtained in the context of permanent (e.g. 'deadt)
loading, and this investigation is primarily interested in the d¡rnamic, short term action
of wind loads, it is only of interest value.

Nailing pressure affects friction, and was studied by Chou and Polensek (1987) and
Polensek (1988), using both fully driven nails (giving a 'tight' joint) and nails that were
incompletely driven, then pushed in the remainder using a ram ('loose' joint). Their
discovery confirmed the intuition that a nail driven through a thin (deformable) side
member engages interlayer friction, in the form of a local zone of higher contact
pressure at the nail eite. Coupled with the higher static coefficient of friction, this
produces a high initial slip modulus. But after initial slip, friction effects disappear.

I see Figure E.3. for dehnition of lerms
%
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Atherton et al (1980) also employed this method to fabricate their 'with friction' joints,
p"rtti"g their l!2cm proud nql-s to- 0.4mm $164 inch) below the surface, _but P-olelsek

f fggSl i.t"r fonod thai the likelihood of initial over-driving made the method unreliable.

Of direct relevance to this study is the inding of Thomae and Malhotra that the

Ããg"it"¿. of the frictional force in the interface increases-linearly wi-th the number of
na;i. until three nails are present in the joint, after which the frictional force is constant.

structural plywood, will negate the effect of
by all the referenced researchere, the effect
ultimate loads. HoweYer, friction will be an

important factor in servi
this atudy. This is high
collective withdraw rable
maintain the initial 'tightness' of the joint.

The research of Boult (198?) provides experimental evidence to confirm the presence of
lement model to predict the deformations in
ts. After calibrating the model to actual tcst
movements were over-estimated. Since his
rface friction, he suggested from this result

xímately 15% of the moment tansfer." By
ion is that it applies throughout the fr¡ll

, the entire error between the experimental
solely to the presence of int¿rface frictim,

maing proportional at the higher load levels.
nfluence of friction exists at much gteater
t joint with relatively few nails.

As discussed earlier, the 'nail yieldingi failure mecha''tism involves separation of the
joined members for increased lateral loading. The effect of the introduction of this gap is
now discussed.

3.4.2. INTERFACE GAP

been accepted that a specific level of
maintain over øperiod evenwith dry wod,

..for their ultimate capacity...)wíth CIt

ds for structures subject to long term
et al (1980) developed a testing

ich maintains the gap at the initial value
throughout the test.

int, laterally loaded in single shear, with a
, it may be said that the effects of interface
between the members. Indeed, should an

de load, sufficient to cause plastic
perform thereafter as a joint with an

tude of the gap
gap increases,
resistance. But

the range of different methods used to actually achieve varying gap magnitudes, and tìe
ìimitations of each oÊthem. means direct comparisons of their conclusions nust be

maìe sñth due regaid to testrmethod. ThiS toÞiG iS diSOùsSed iir detâil in ApÞ€ndii li.
Also, many investìgators treat the problem as a 'secondary' effect, gen-erally adopting
only-one value of gãp. It was considered unlikely that such 

-a 
gap qo"t_d 3-Pneq¡ d*Þg

serviceability level lõads on the Yttrup Joint. Observations during the half scale model
laboratory tests reported by Iæe (1993) confirmed this hypothesis.

n
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3.4.3. COLUMN. RAETER BEARING JOINI1T

The design int¿ntion for the Yttnrp joint is for the raJler to bea¡ on the top of the column.
The innovative construction method used for erecting the structural frame of thie
building involved the on-sit¿ pre-fabrication of the roof assembly, at ground level. The
columns were hinged in a slotted hole to the gusset plate, which was attached to the
rafter only, such that when the multi-bay roof assembly was lifted, the columns s\Ã'ung
into place underneath. fies were used between the exterior ends of the two rafters in
each frame to hold the roof into its triangular shape during the lift. the 'nail ring'
connection of the gusset platc was made to the top of the column whilst the weight of the
rafter and roof assembly was supported by crane (or stiff bracing). The weight of the stiff
roof assembly was then ¡eleaeed onto the columns.

As a consequence, the dead load is pennanently shared by the gusset-column connection
and column-rafter bearing eurface. Certainly, in an uplifting wind situation, the nail
groups would carry the net upward force. However, two scenarios exist whereby this gap
might have varied from the design intention, thus altering the proportion of load carried
by the nail groups under downward loads. Firstly, during erection, where tolerances
may have inereased or misalig-nmeni of the strueiural components may have occurred.
And secondly, if the moisture contents of either the rafter or the column reduced (due to
shrinking or seasoning) afier the frame was sealed ineide its weatherproof cladding.
LVL is much more susceptible to moisture cycling than solid timber, being highly
permeable along the grain. In either case, the effect would be to produce a non-uniform
bearing of the rafter onto the column top, thus throwing the rernainder of downward
vertical load unevenly onto the gusset<olumn nail group (refer to Figure 5.2.L.).

As the joint rotates under the action of bending moment, the presence of this bearing
surface would be benefrcial. Neglecting local deformation of the top of the column in
compression, contact would see the centre of rotation for the overall joint lie towa¡ds one
end of this surface (outside end for 'openind and inside end for a 'closing' joint). Should
a gap exist between the rafter and column, this centre wou-ld lie close to the geometrical
centroid of the two nail groups, for elastic response. The greater lever arm in the former
case would result in lower lateral loads for nails remote from the centre of rotation.
Despite the beneñts, the New Zealand practice is to deliberately introduce this gap.

It can be seen that the presence or absence of a gap between the two structural members
is of great consequence to joint behaviour under both downward vertical load and
bending moment. Advice from the structural engineer responsible for the design and
construction of the tilingfreld building, Mr. Peter Yttrup, suggests that full coutact was
indeed made, and a reasonably uniform bearing achieved. As such, there wor¡ld be no
gap in the 'knee' joints in this structure. (see also discussion in Section 5.3.).
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3.5. CYCLIC LOADING CTIARACTERISTICS

Repetitive application of lateral load to a nailed joint produces a progressively increasing
local defor-ãiioo in the timber members at the fastener sites. Over time, this causes a

trength and stiffness (or 'softening') of the joint. Central to this
dete-rmination of the level of cyclic ls¿ding at which long term

gnifrcant in the Yttrup joint, both in terms of load amplitude and
eg.

Classic fatigue g static strelfth fo1 an increasing number
;f;t;Ë;tî p linear cumulative damage rule states thst
theiummation at a progression of stress levels, (each_for a

ld iniluce failure individually), should be
es at a higher level. The critical number of

itude tests. Since wind loading
pulse amplitudes, the direct
it has been used as a basis by

cyclic loading on timber joints, as is evident
in their loading regimes.

All of the reported dynamic cyclic loading profiles, either of lo_ad vs. time or, if
deformation cbntrolled, slip vs. time, have hinted at an earthquake application: i.e.

relativety few cycles of làrge amplitgde loads. This contrasts with the case of
.".oi.""Ëility levãl wind loading, wtrictr features many repetitions of relatively low
amplitude impulses.

Ove¡view oÍ relerenced papers: Of th studies which included cyclic_loading, many
chose a loading regúlè with the formation (or load) increased in a_stepwise
fashion, after ã nümber of fully s at that level. A non-cyclically- loaded

Soltis and Mtenga (1985) tested single
rmation regime in a'ramp'function, at two
s (1984) also used deformation control, but

amplitude combinations within a study of
I side plates. Atherton et al (1980) and

Polensek (1988) both employed load control, Atherton with a constant loa$ng_late of
67N/second. Polensek also incorporated deformation rote control in his load-limited
cycles, to study the loading rate éffect on joi t perfo_rmance, which was also studied by

di"ha--a" and Anderson (1988), but by using deformation control of a non-reversed
single pulse shear load.

The testing programs of these researchers is summarized in Table 3.õ.1 below, and
rliscussed in more detail in Section 3.5.3.

i¡oh

& L2û
mm./min

n¡.n-a-ramp2.0mm/mindeformationAnderson

K rcf¡o h/i t OK

Lowe-Edwards ainusoidaldeformation (unapeciñed)1200 freq.-
Amp. sets

6 cycles @

4 slip levels

load
and

defm-n rate

Polensek 3 cyclee @

4 load levels
tilSmm slipeinusoidal

or
triangular3.8mm/min.

(0.15in/min.)
A,STM

0.38 or
38mrn/min
(triangular)

0.1,1.0p.5,?,
15 and 20 Hz
(sinusoidal)

Atherton load 4 @ 5 loaderamp 66.?21.I/sec.

Soltis-Mtenga deformation
control

40 cyclee €
4 slip levels

triangular6.35mm/min
(0.25in/min)

varied rate=
4AÆ or 4Af

I and 10 Hz

loading
control

load
function

static control
rate

loading rateload
frequency

no. cycles @

amplitude

Table 3.5.4. Testing programs of other researchers

n,a. = not
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The main characteristics of cyclic loading (3.5.1.) are magnitude (3,5.2.), ratey'frequency
(3.5.3.) and the number of cycles applied at any prescribed level. The effects of load shape
(as a function of time) (3.5.4.), and the influence of loading history (3.5.5.) on joint
performance are also of interest.

To compare the results of deformation controlled tests with those using load control, a
decreasã in lateral load resistance after many cycles at a speciñc slip (in a deformation
control teet), may be equated to a higher slip at many applications of one load magnitude
(in a load control test). That fu, Ð increase in slip at constant load suggests a decrease in
resistance at a given slip.

Not¿ that varying either loading ratp or frequency infers a variation in the other.

The close similarity of the imposed loading profiles of the four cyclic load investigations
mentioned above (i.e. a number of cycles at one level, followed by the same number at a
series of larger amplitudes) suggests easy compa¡ison between their conclusions about
joint performance. Unfortunately, their different emphases, and the brevity of the
journal articles, prevents a more detailed analysis of their data. A comparison of the
relative merits of the above researchers' chosen loading profrles was similarly thwarted.

mr a ¡ -r!- d1- -r--l ]ld ttTf¡^ l^C-^- ¿L^ -^-:--:Ll^ l^^l ^t^ /-:--l^\ l-4^-^ll--lng l.ì'ustrarr¿lll ÐLauua¡'ur.crr) Ir¿v, ucrluEs uuE PEr.uussru¡È rudu ur a \sruËrE, ril¡,El.i,'¡¡y
loaded n¡il ss Q = k Q', where k ig a product of five modifrcation factors, including k¡,
relating to load du¡ation. For connections, this factor is linearly varied with respect to
logarithmic time from 2.0 for uinstantaneous" loads (wittr a peak load duration of 5
seconds or less) to 1.0 for durations of 50 years or gteater, namely '¡)ermntrent" loads.
The transient, fluctuating nature of wind loading as examined in this study
approximates to many applications of varying amplitude loads of very short du¡ation. AS
L720 makes no mention of cyclic loading (3.5.1. below), nor is any guidance given about
the influence on joint performance of loading rate (3.õ.3.) or concerning the residual
capacity after the application of nea¡-ultimate level loads (3.5.2.,3.5.5.).

3.5.1. STATIC vs. CYCLIC LOADING

The task of formally concluding that the presence of cyclic (inst€ad of static) loading
affects the lateral load resistance of a joint was lefl to Soltis and Mtenga (1985).
Interpreting the transition from static to dynamic as primarily an increase in loading
rate, they reported an (initial) increase in joint resistance with this higher loading rate,
and a (stcady) decrease in resistance afler a number of load cycles. At small (elastic
range) amplitude deformations and low number of cycles, these two effects were seen to
offset each other. But:

"..,,at higher deformations and increased number ol cycles, there is a deueased lolnt
rcsistance under cyclic loadin{

The ratio of joint resistance afìber a number of cycles to the resistance afTer one
application of each load level was seen to decrease for increased number of cycles. This
phenomena was seen to be accentuated by higher loading frequency, when comparing
their 1 and 10 Hz ¡esults. This trend ie discernible in Figure 3.5.1.

This is confrrmed by the load controlled studies of Mack (1960) and Wilkinson (1976).
Mack indicated that after 1,000 and 10,000 cycles of low level, non-reversed load, the joint
static ultimate load was the same as that of joints not exposed to repetitive loading.
However, for increasing initial slip, about which the joint was cycled, he observed
"considerable slip increases" for increased number of cycles, "the increase (in slip) being
greater for higher initial slip'. Atherton et al (1980) concur, showing that the effect of the
number of reversed cycles on residual slip (after removal of load) is most important at
higher load magnitudes.
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Conclusions ooncerrring stiffnesg were not a8 unenimous' Atherton aleo found that:

'....the elfect of load cycting on....sl¡p modulus....is minimal compared to the elfects of load

(magnitude) and þint friction'

wed that after initial friction effects were
slip moduli of all their joints
lus' is actually the slope of the
which represent the uery first

their loading regime.

This ig also seen from the graph of Soltis- ftenga's Table
(both) deformation level ãnd loading rate increased
resistance of the joint to the very fust cycle at each Þgh
;h;;g" ;arkedly. ance actually increøsed slightl-y deapite the

á.-."tå"t"ü"g dain is true even when comparing the results for
their two different

But both these statements are only relevant for an application of load higher than that
ding cases such as wind loading, load level
highest load' will be exceeded very rarely.
show that for repeated applications of the

hange markedly until, as expected, plastic
ads.

Soltis-Mtenga (1985) Table 1
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Figure 3.S.1. Soltis-Mtenga (1985) deformalion controlled test on þint betwe.en 2"x4".Douglas Fir.and 5'
ply, ll2" þlywood side member. 40 cycles were applied at each of four discrele

deformation ampl¡tudes of 0,03", 0.06", 0'10" and 0.15".
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For convenience, researchers oft€n use a 'seca¡t' modulus as an indicator of 'stiffness',
making conclusions by comparing the load resietance at a etandard slip value, ae seen in
Mack (1960). This gives the expected result, found by inverting the 'decreased resistance'
conclusion, that stiffness is reduced after cyclic loading. This convention appears to have
been developed for non-reversed loading. In the case of reversed cyclic loading, whoee
Ioad-slip trace is a hysteresis loop, using the'chord' definition for stifhess would seem to
be more appropriate.

In light of the observations above, it may be concluded that etiffreee (as deñned
slip modulus) at eerviceability level loads is largely ind,ependcnú of cyclic ls¿ding,
gradually deteriorate at higher loade.

by chord
but will

It is clear that by introducing cyclic lssding to a timber joint, its resistance to repeated
loading This equates to saying that stips
increase ese two relationships by the loading
characte d the number of cycles experienced
a¡e discussed in detail below.

3.5.2. LOADING I\{AGNITUDE

The previous section indicated the importance of the møgnitude of the imposed loading
on behaviou¡. For the situation where the amplitude is low enough such that the joint is
well within its elastic limit, any number of repetitions should not cause the dynamic case
to differ greatly from the static.

From their load controlled tests, Atherton et al statedthal"load(magnitude) affects slíp
modulus more than any other lactor, but much less for non-friction than friction jointsñ, but thát
in both types ofjoints, "load level was þy fa, the greatest effect on enetgy absorptíon",
which íncreased rapidly for increasing load.

Loading magnitude was not varied in isolation within tests with controlled deformation
or deformation ratc; it was invariably in conjunction with an increase in loading rate, as
was seen earlier in the summarJ¡ of loading profiles in Table 3.5.4 As such, conclusions
concerning the effect of magnitude on joint resietance may not be made from
deformation contmlled tcsts.

deformation

time

T/4

2 cycles only shown

2 -27 2T

LOADING RATE 4A 1

A3
L,
A1

2T

4A
T

2 HrcHESr RArE Et3
Trf

Figure 3.5.2. Loading prol¡le for Delormation Control test, showing the increase in bading rate for an
increase in deformation level, whilst keeping Írequency constanl.
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rmation røte coltrol into his load-limited
k the same shape as the above (although

onstant slope, so that loading rate was not
the test.

ion to ascertain the significance of the
d loading frequency and magaitude. The

for the natural logarithm of the load
flicient (r) wae O.77 , with thoee of frequency

agnitude, r=0.14. He limits the validity of
d type as their study, Douglas fir-plywmd

ess, the correlation coefñcients suggest that

polensek and Atherton have both discussed the effect of loadi.g magnitude on damping,
and both made conclusions based on analyses of variance. Polensek again proposed two

h including the (again) highest correlation
tude, the other joint slip. However, all the
ts are below 0.48 and 0.72 respectively, so
antification. Polensek observed that"in rtght

oll cyclic frequencies", but for "joints with gap,
increased bat. This apparent contradiction
gap.

It would appear that the primary effect of is to modify lhe effects of
other loading or joint cha¡acteristics. For loads,_ the effect on joint
resistance due to interface friction become mas-Malhotra, Atherton).
The effect due to loading frequency, to reduce maximum slip at higher frequencies, on-ly

manifests itsetf at higher loads (Polensek). In addition, the reduction-in jo_tn-t resistance
after a number of cycles is accentuated at higher loading amplitudes (Soltis-Mtenga,
Atherton, Mack).

e on joint behaviour, it is
but without the stepwise
is, the constant amplitude
damage rule.

3.5.3. LOADING RATE AI\ID FREQUENCY

Polensek studied the frequency effect using both a ramp cyclic loading function with
'static' level rates of 3.8 (ASTM D 1761 standard) and 38.0mm/minute, Ðd a sinusoidal

with frequencies of 0.1, 1.0, 2.5, 7, 15 and 20 Hz for plywood side
being in line with timber structures oscillating at thei¡ natural

eme wind or earthquake excitation. As described previously in the
Section 9.6.2, these two effects were not isolated, but frequency was easily the highest
correlating factor influencing both maximum slip and damping ratio.

The effect of loading frequency to reduce naximun slip (sinusoidal tests only) for
increasing frequency 2.3 times
working ãesign level) 1.5 times
working design level). Ponded-to
an incrãase in joint s 976), who

'....increasing the frequency of vibrational loading increased lhe stîffness ol nailed and bolted
joints'.

His vibration tests were also designed to simulate earthquake-like conditions, but did not
include a varied load magnitude.
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Soltis and Mtenga (1985) proved that'an the ratc of bading íncreasedfrom static to dynamic,
the lateral nail resislance at the end of the first cycle (of four) increasef. Quantitative
conclusions beyond thie are invalid since load magnitude and ratæ/frequency were varied
simulta¡eously, rather than in isolation, as for Polensek's cyclic tests.

Girhammar and Anderson (1988) investigated the effect of loading rate on the load-slip
behaviour and ultimate capacity of a four nail joint by varying the rate at which a single
shear pulse load was applied, and also by varying the thickness of the th¡ee members
joined. They concluded, convincinglX, that for an increase in the deformation rate of
their non-cyclic lesding, the ultinate strength increases and deformation capacity
(ultimate slip) decreases. The increase in dynamic strength over static was "substantial"
for both 'thick' (34mm) and 'thin' (17mm) joint types, regardless of the direction of load
relative to grain direction. Bearing t¿sts on the wood and bending tests on the nails we¡e
also conducted at various deformation rates, the influence on their material etrengths
being greater in the case of wood. Since the ultimate capacity of 'thin' member joints is
limited by wood failure, these joink are most a-ffect¿d by the deformation rate effect.

'Test results show hat (for both he þint fiþknesses and load directions), the increase in
ultimate load is linearly dependent on the logaríthnic deformation rate',

with very high correlation factors. the stiffness in the elastic range did not appear to be
affeeþd by the deformation rate.

3.5.4, LOAD FUNCTION

Jenkins et al (1979) discussed the enormous complexity introduced to the question of load-
slip behaviou¡ when load was considered as a function of time, as in the case of wind
loading. So that the validity of their reeults was not limited to the chosen function, they
'developed an alternative procedure that estimated the creep-dependent joint nndulus for any
numcrically defined load function from the experimcntal data for creep under constant shear
loads". Since their method speciñcally quantifies joint behaviour due to the action of long
term loads, in contrast to the load function for wind load, which is highly erratic, their
results cannot be directly applied to this resea¡ch.

3.5.5. LCAD HISTORY

Soltis and Mtenga conducted a test wherein one set of specimens was loaded directly at
the second largest of the fou¡ deformation levels (2.õmm) they considered, without first
cycling at the two lower levels (0.75mm and 1.5mm). The close similarity in specimen
behaviou¡s for both of these regimes indicatee that the effect of load history is negligible,
when considering increasing load. There is, however, an obvious magnitude implication
in this: were the joint to experience considerable yielding of the nails, and retain a large
residual slip, performance would undoubtedly be degraded. It was for thie reason that
Soltis a¡d Mtenga did not compare performance after progressive cycling to the result
from a test at their highesú deformation level (3.8mm), during which they obsenred low
cycle fatigue of the nails, and a rapid reduction in joint resistance for the number of
cycles applied.

The question of whether the Yttrup joint's behaviour is significantly afTected by the
entirely random, cyclic loading history that it has undergone is central to this
investigation. That history comprises the influences of all the mqjor factors detailed in
this Section, most of which interact to affect each other individually as well, The
laboratory.tests of Lee (1993) on half scale Yttrup Joint models \trene ân attempt to fu¡ther
the understanding of the effects of the cyclic loading characteristics above.

A summary of the Literature Review chapter is presented in the following Section 4.1.
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4.L. PREDICTION of Yttrup Joint PERFORMANCE

resea¡ch relevant to multi-nail joints was
emarks. A great deal of this resea¡ch was

ns not involving a force eccentricity about the
ade to distil from these findings a prediction
Yttrup Joint. This sen¡es aB a summary to

r as before.

4.1.a) NUMBER of NAILS

of the noil group for a given joint
plittingl failure of wood volume, and the
(as opposed to LrfL or plywood failu¡es)

to develop for the 40Or nail group

4.1.b) MEMBER MATERIALS and DIMENSIONS

as against solid wood is significant, due to
strength. 451720 k15 factor = Pd7P"ou¿ = 1.1
Yttrup Ud = 6.6 > 4, .'."nail yieldingz mode.
ertain to obtain 70'807o of max. possible P1

4.1.c) NAIL HEAD RESTRAINT

ay regard the side plate as "thick".
shape and'Mode 4" failure (see Section D.4.),
t failure.
nail head shape also contributes).
e above) should be at least 1.4 for such joints.

4.1.d) INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS

. Small scale joint tests indicate friction between the joined members is likely to contribute
LO-ZOVo of the moment resistance at serwiceability level loads.

. .ClampingÍ effect of high number of n?ils ir Yttrup Joþt (.'. high collective withdrawal
resistäncã) should retain friction over longer portion of loading rânge, and create amorìe

uniform contact over gusset plate area: especially due to remote location of 'ring'qails. 
-. Pneumatic nailing unlitety ø tocatly aJfect contact pressure, 9t" !o thickness of plywood.

. Moment resisting joint research in New Zealand suggested that friction effects aFe more
important for joints with high numbers of nails than for'gþPle' joiPls. 

.. A tap" is unliiely to form in the Yttrup Joint at serviceability level loads.

4.1.e) CYCLIC LOADING CHARACTERISTICS

number of cycles) will influence alla

a

influences the effect of all the other

and rate of loading/deformation at

. Load resistance increases

4.L.f) MOMENT LOADING

. Presence of load eccentricity influences all of the above effects. Principal effect is to alter
the distribution of load around the nail group (see 3.1.). Most of the referenced resea¡ch
occurred in New Zealand, where ultimate level,'earthquake" type loading was studied.
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4.2, PREDICTION of LOAD CAPACITY -
A REVIEW Of THEORETICAL METHODS

Any prediction of the capacity of a moment resisting jgint must deal with the issue of non-
unifo-rmity of load distribution (and hence nail slip) throughout the nail_grouP.A_plethora
of approximate methods exist, of varying sophistication, for the case of steel side plated
joints, as companed by Walford (1988).

The ùwo main methods of modelling nail group behaviour during the "nail yielding" failure
mode are the'torsion st¡€ss'and'discrete'methods. the frve prediction methods reviewed
by Walford appear in summary form in Table 4,2.A. below. The first two a¡e examples of
the'torsion'approach, while the final three use the'discrete'method. This is evident from
an examinatión of the geometric term (K) used in each model to express the nail group
cha¡acteristics of size, shape and number of nails. The underlying assumptions behind
these modele will now be eramined, and latnr, these formulae .rpiU be used to compute the
strength of the Yttrup Joint. Finally, the r _umerical results predicted by the various
methods will be rliscussed (see Table 4.2.8. and Appendix D).

Mn=ERrl
R = k (ri) - and slip (4) cr ri

with k=Prl(r,,,.,)t
P1

Discrete Nail Group Analory
Non-Linear DRG Analory
AS1720.1988, NAFI

(m = 1, 0.7, 0.5 respectively).

"stress = M.r/fp" at any point
within the nail group area.

Mitchell Method (1979)
(Sha¡ed Nail Group Analory)

shear flow = P/cp around the
enclosed ring is constant.

4nAB ---., ocostt ¡'p I'Thin Tube Wall' Analogy

mqior assumptionformulaforjointM=KPrprediction model

where 'lvf = ûtoûlênt capacity of the nail g¡oup, 'Po' = "allowable nail load", 'n' = the number of rows
of nails, þ' attd 'C are the nail pitch and nail row spacing respectively, 'r' = "¡adius" of a nail from the
group centroid, 'A' and 'B' = centreline dimensions of the nail ring 'enclosed area', and Ir¡", = the
polar monent of inertia of this area about the nail group centroid'

Table 4.2.4. Summary of five maior moment capacity pred¡ction equat¡ons (see also Table 4.2.8.)

4.2.L. FAILURE MODE ASSUMED

All the methods mentioned in the Table above concentrate on the'nail yielding'failure
mode, ignoring the likelihood of prematu¡e brittle wood failure. (see also 3.1.).

Hunt-Bryant (1988,90) demonstrated the danger of igaoring the brittle wmd failu¡e mode,
as their 'fínite element analyses of the regíon of t_he nail plate in joinß between laminated
timber m¿lnbers showed that..-.timber stresses can be significanþ higher than given by usual
timber engìneering calculation". Their experimental work, and that of other researchers at
Auckland University, including Boult (1987), found that 'some joints failed at
embarrassingly low nominal tirnber stesses (based on My/l and P/A)."

These findings confirm, for moment resisting joints, the earlier work on this brittle failurc
mode by Foschi-Iongworth (197õ) for laterally loaded multi-nail joints withoutload
eccentricity.

The reversed cyclic loading tests by Batchelar (1984) on joints very similar to the Yttrup
Joint showed that the most likely mode of failure was rupture of the tension edge of the
plywood gusset plate in bending, during the closing cycle. Reinforcements to the joint, in
the form of either timber or thin steel strips, were added at this critical stress site in an
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attæmpt to fully realise the bending c_apacity of the coPnected Glulam memb€rs. TÞo of the
;úúgns 

"-*ttiUiø¿ 
this failure mode, but none of the joints produced the 'nail yielding'

mode.

Karacabeyli and Foschi (1987) were the only 1. s-earchers to- develop prediction formulae for
U"ttrìiittä mai¡ failu¡e modee of rivet (or nail) fastener yielrting ønd.bntlle splittin-g of the
parent timber, given a known eccentricity of load. Their work is examined in detail later.

4.2.2 MOMEIVT.SHEAR LOAD COMBINATION

The effect of the combination of loading by lateral load and moment is notably absent from
meiho¿s. The p the
such as the Ytt alt'
acabeyli-Foschi

tvllMo

1.0 fourth order
between M/

03
M/Mo= l-P/E

M=Pe
P

o.7 .0

polynomial
M" and P/{ P

Figure 4.2.1. lntenaction relalionship as derived by.Karacabeyli-Foschi for'nail yieldinf failure. r1ode: 
.

Po ié the capacity h latenal shear without moment, Mo the (lhæretical) rlìornent equivalent. [Their Fig.6.J

Clearly, the moment capacity of a t'ail group is overestimated when no account is made for
the piesence of lateralload. ttris becomes most significant for joints whose moment to
shear ratio (lvIA/) is low.

rtance of moment and shear loadings on the
ed moment to moment capacity for the joint

. In practice then, it would
t: in the above Figure, the

at of the 'design' interaction I\d^[" = 1 - PlP"

would indicate an error in the order of t0'167o.

lvf/ùf" M'1": P e ' nFo- ¡e - 3000 r 4f9 ',P[P" IVf"rP - KF¡'P K I75,Uru

The assumption of 'Po = n Fo' implies that the shear capacity of a þint containing 'nl na¡ls
is a linear magnificatlon from the capacity of a single nail joint, Fo. I_t was made for the
sake of coorrenfence here, despite research showing its inaccuracy, as discussed in Section
3.1. The'upper'nail group in the Yttrup Joint contains approximately 410 nails. Defrning
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'e' = lvfA/ = ûlorl€Dt to shear ratio, an exami¡ration of th¡ee loading caaeg of dead load and
the two wind loading cases (West and North) ehowed that'e'varied from 2.6 to 3.2, so a
representative value-of 3.0 was used (rqfel-to Appendir F). In addition, an average value
foi the geometric term'K intrcduced in Table 4.2.^ie 175,000.

4.2.3. USE of "ALLOTtrABLE NAIL LOAD Po"

All of the capacity prediction models in current use rely on an estimate for the allowable
nail load for that nail considered most likely to'fail' first, generally the most remote from
the joint centroid. As seen from the work of Au¡e & Patton-!!_¡lq"y (1986,USâ), Smith-
Whale (198?,UK), Lheude (1990,4us) and the discussions of Walford (1988,N2), there is
international agreement that the use of Codifred values for this allowable nail load in
multi-nøiljoints is invalid and conservative (see Sections 3.2, 3.3.). Code values, as in the
case of AS 1720, are obtained from tests on joints of quite simple geometry (usually with a
single nail), which involve relevant to qrgme-nt_resisting
join:ts. Also, the "allowable at an "allowabll slip",-rnaking
ihe results highly depende e (itself a functio¡ of slip) and
the subjective cñoice of the "allowable slip" level.-Frgm the work of Lheude (1990), the
mat¿rials and ^rcchrniques rised in the Yttrup Joint should produce an improvement over the
AS1?20 allowable nail load of at least 2OO7a (seen in Table 4.2.8.\.

The frrst two researchers above showed that from Yield Theory considerations, the "nail
yieldingl failu¡e load is greatly affected and
embedment strength, Ðd nail diameter not
covered by Yield Theory, are steel side p tion
(Thomas-Malhotra, 1985) and the unifying effect ofjoints possessing large numbers of nails
(Walford, 1988). These matters were discussed in detail in the preceding Sections.

It can be seen therefore, that regardless of the geornetrical elegance of a moment prediction
equation (of the form M = K Po), the use of even a modified Code "allowable ttail load" P-
wilt inevitably limit its accuracy. As \¡riü be seen in the numerical comparisons later (Table
4.2.8.r, the use of a Yield Theory nail load based on the true joint geometry and material
properties offers much improved accuracy.

4.2.4" "FAILURE'= "FAILURE of FIRST NAIL" ASSUMPTION

In addition, even the most "exacto of the approximate methods considers the load-slip curve
only during its initial 'elastic' phase. For example, the various "Discrete Nail Group
Analogy" methods employ relationships between fastener load P and slip (limited to
proportional slips, of the order of 1mm), where P = (slip)T, and'm'ranges between 0.5 and
1.0. There are two flawed assumptions with this approach.

90 MPa
BEARING
STRESS peqpendicular to grain

4,0 MPa parallel to grain

P = 550 kglm3
SLIP

0.4 1.0 5.0mm

40
Figure 4.2.2. Hunl.Bryant (1990)tests on Pinus Radiala limber, using 3.55mm diameter nails.
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Firstly, by using the same expression between nail load and slip-for all nails þ the group,

¡h" itír";õnce is- thÁt a nail lãaded perpendicular to the grain be-hqvqs exactly as a nail
iåã¿Lãl*ru"t ø trre grain. Thir l" dlemónstrably false, for any nailed timber joint, as seen

in the Figure 4.2.2. forthe example of wood bearing resistance.

Furthermore, in the case of moment resisting jo_-b, the influence of the moment loading ie

to create a loäd component tangential ø the iádius between an individual nail and the nail
gt";p;"i*i¿. fo. ihe over*hãhine ryaioritV of nail" in the_group, the resultant load will
Ë"-J"o*é 

"o!t" 
to the grain betweeñ thgextremes of parallel and perpendicular.

is availab
ad-slip rel
s. 451720

rking load for abolted joint (Clause 4.1-2-Ð-

Secondly, by limiting the ext¿nt -slip expression þ gntY the elastic plase of
üú"t"í;, ttt" i*ptiãaüon ie that saiã ø occur in the joint as soon aa the verv
frrst nail is seen to begin Jrreldit'g,

nt failure as when rotation of the rigid
at this time that the aPPlied load ø
or'nea¡' yield) throughout the group.

analog/, intrtduces the'uniform nail load"
ow around a nail'tind, implying that as the
'on the point of failt¡¡e'. This is only valid at

ål"i'iïîiÏl'i'i"trå:;il:ii:"tr"nH'í;
e this is only tne in the'ultimate'condition.

Since some of the prediction models a¡e based on assumptions which are only valid Þ th.^
'ultimate' condition, nail "yield" loads should be used in order to satisfy the principlgs 9f
mechanics . ÍIn ttw o6tr*, if ,øl,¿t test data, the Yi¿td Theory equations relcuant to tlrc ioínt could fu
used (Aune and Pøtton-Moltorl, 1987). This approoch has been ødopted ín the numeritnl
compørßons ot the end of this Sectionf.

Another (more refrned) example of the 'torsion stress' approach, the "Mitchell Method'
compare best to the "exact" method, that of

example of the 'discrete' approach. However,
entical failure mode assumptions, essentially

ese assumptions ale:

(a) ignoring the pote brittle wood splittils falt¡üe mode,

15) iãrroring the ioad load Oi-directional) and bending moment,
(c) the use of a Code
i¿l frning overall nail group failure, effectively

'elastic' phase and (ii) disregarding the

All of these assumptions, from the above discussion' a¡e seen to be flawed.

4.2.6. KARACABEYLI - FOSCHI MODELS

The work of Karacabeyli-Foschi (1987) is the only theoretical model uot limitcd by the
methods for the theoretical interaction
moment, for both modes of failu¡e and for
heir analytical models, for two examples of
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Their 'discret€' type 'nail yieldingf model has a failure mechanism based on failure of the
joint as a whole, not that of a single nail. It was based on the known nail-alip performances
(for single nails) in the di¡ections parallel and perpendicu-lar to the timber $ain. As a true
"ultimate" load level method, it can be readily used in accordance with the Limit-State
philosophy.

For the purposes of this study, the direct relevance of their work should not be dismissed
on accor¡nt of the simplifying preseuce of a rigid (stÆel) side plate.

4.2.6. EXTRAPOI"ATION of the K-F METHOD to the trTRUP JOINT

While their work concentrated on the example of (st¿el) Glulam rivets f¿sþning a steel side
plate to Douglas Fi¡ Glulam, with a rectangular group of rivets and a specific spacing and
èmbedment depth, there is scope for use of their theoretical approach outside of this joint
type. In order to apply the ¡neth.d, described in their work to the Yttrup Joint, those
elements of their work which may be adapted tnønyjoint type must be isolated.

For the two failu¡e modes, these elements are as follows:

I. For the'nail yieldingi failure mode:

(a) The use of experimentally derived load-slip relationships for a single nail joint of
equivalent geometry at angles to the grain (É) of O (parallel) and g@ (perpendicular).
(b) The interpolation between these known values in (a) for any value of p using
Hankinson's formula (1921). The use of thie specifrc equation was contênded by Smith and
Whale in the Discussion of the Karacabeyli-Foschi paper. Despite a rebuttal in their
'Author's RepV, it would appear that the emor has been proven.l Even so, as noted by the
original authors,2

'...1 do not h¡nk he Hankinsffi's formula lor slrenglh has ever been prcven lrom principles of
mechan¡cs, and rnay be seen as just an interplating equation which seems, in some cases,
(to) provide e reesonably good fit at different angles to lhe grain. 0ther such lunctions can be
qually used.'

II. For the brittle wood failure mode:

their prediction method considers three-dimensional deformations in the wood member,
which is treated as a linear orthotropic solid. Strain energy considerations are used to
derive stresses in the three orthogonal directions for each rivet. These were then
numerically integrated over the volume of the wood member.

(a) The computation of external strain energy in this method involves the use of an
assumed bearing distribution for the embedded fastener. A triangular distribution
extending from a surface ma*imum to zero at half penetration depth (of 50mm) is used for
the Glulam rivets (found to be valid from previous testing).

(b) *The nu¡nerical integrarton of the rrre.ts¿s over the member volume required some judgement
and approximartons." Two of these are important:

(i) Among the terms excluded from the function integrated were the forces parallel to the
nail shank causing withd¡awal of the rívet from the member, considered negligible for the
case of 50mm Glulam rivets.

(ii) The wood a¡'ea defining the bounds of integration was defined in order to give good
calibration of the theoretical prediction tn test results from one of the connections t€sted.

1 personal correspondence with Dr. Ian Smith, Director, Wood Science And Technolog¡y Centre,
University of New Brunswick, Canada.
2 personal correspondence with Professor Ricardo O. Foschi, Department of Civil Engineering,
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada.
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The validity of the above assumptions should be tested ¡u_øfç application of the
Ka¡acabeyli-Foschi models to other moment-resisting joilts, including the Yttrup Joint.
Wittt this-considered, their described method may be used to provide more reliable (and

indeed rational) theoretical predictions for joint capacity than possible at -prese-n-t. 
This

process is outside the scope of this_ qtu4y. If this -ygs to be undertaken,_ the a_dditional
question of cyclic loading, not covered by Karacabeyli-Foschi, would need to be add¡essed:

In their static loading case, the total lateral load applied to the jqint is divided evenl-y

between a.tl nails in the group (thei¡ Eq.13). Even for statically loaded joints, thÞ is only
approximately true, anã then only in the ultimate condition, as shown-by Th-omas-

nirlttotr" (19d5). (See discussion in Section 3.1). In the (present) case of a cyclicall_ y loaded
moment resisting joint, this is not at all true, as demonstrated in reversed cyclic load tests
by Batchelar-Cavanagh ( 1984 ):

'....it was clear from naithote deformation pattems that nails on he inside ol the þint were

worked considenbly harder han hose in he outer bands'.

iff I'ni:iäi'iH'#å#.:hiïåffii
material and the complexity of the loading

present in these joints requires the development of a unique load-slip relationship for each
individual nail in the grouP,

'...Overallyou can see that (the) use ol non-linear load-slip lunctions makes calculations

messy in tte case of a gusset plate þint tnnslening a moment.s

The concurrent research at the University of Adelaide of Mr. Daniel Siu-Cheung Iæe
(M.Eng.Sc. Thesis, 1993) erperimentally stud ed the fatigue strength o-f the ltfrup-Jolnl,
and the results of this work intends to promote greater understanding of this higbly
complex problem.

4.2.7. RESULTS of the NIIMERICAL EVALUATIONS

Each of the frve methods introduced in Table 4.2.1L were evaluat¿d (see Section D.3.) for
the Yttrup Joint using two different nail loads (D.4.). The 451720 value represents an
'allowabli' nail load, 

-but was factored up by 1.4 (Lheude, 1990) to account for the
considerable nail head restraint offered by the Yttrup joint members (Section 3.3.). Yield
Theory represents an'ultimate' load for the nail, and is commensurately higher. B"log
fmite element based, it implicitly incorporates several of the modification factors used in
the AS1?20 approach, most notably k¡6, used to allow for the "presence' of a plywood side
plate (of higher embedment strength f") the numbe¡ ef ¡ails
þresent in the group. Therefore, moment the Yield Theory nail
ioad may be reearded as predictions of while 451720 values
represent'design' capacities.

As described in Section 4.2.4., the "Thin Tube Wall" Analory requires a nail'yield'load ø
satisfy the principles of mechnniss. As such, the moment capagity using the'allowable'nail
load ie givön foi the purposes of comparison only. As would be expected, this method
recorded the highest'geometric term', thus giving the greatest moment capacity estimates.

Moment capacities in Table 4.2.8. represent the estimates for one side of a single gmup in
the Since each must transmit the same d momen the snme

the gusset plate size dictated two different groups in the ttrup Joint, but as
below, they achieved remarkably similar theoretical capacities.

3 personal correspondence with Dr. Ian Smith, Director, Wood Science And Technolory Centre,
University of New Bmnswick, Ca¡lada.
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81.5280.4u IEõ,11õa8 abve4"S1720, NA.ü'l
(m = g'5¡

78.02æ.7u L77,352a8 aboveNon-Linear
DRG (m = 0.7)

72.8250.7u 165,õrl
(lower not
calculated)

P1
Discrete Group
Analogy

(m = 1.0)

89.6
88.6

t 08.4
305.0

u 20'ð,õ78
I 201,319

'Mitchell
Method'(1979)

(L27.8)
(L24.2)

440.
427.

2
7

upper 290,õ53
lower 282,9L0

4*!coso P1
'I'hin'l\¡be Wall

M=KQ'(kl.Im)
(4,S172G1988)
(Q'= 440 N)t

M=KFo (kNm)
ffield ïheory)
(F" = 1515 N)

geometric term
K [mm]

equation
M=KPr

prediction model

Chaprcr 4: Prediction of Ytlrup loint Petfonunæ

represenùr capacity on6
Load duration factor k1 ryas set to 1.0 for botb nail loadr, equivalent to'deaü load case.
t includes an additional modification factor for hardened nails of 1.4, from Lheude (1990): see Section D.4.

Table 4.2.8. Numerical comparison ol five maþr predlction melhods for Ytlrup þint moment capacity

During the laboratory tests on half scale models (Iæe, 1993), one specimen was seen to fail
in the'nail yielding'mode (Teet 7). Failure occurred in the most remote "inside" nails first,
confirming the Batchelar-Cavanagh (1984) observation of above (4.2.6.), afTer Ló7,028
cycles at a ram load of 26 + 16l<N. This represented a scale model opening moment range
of 44.6 + 26.8 lù.Im, equivalent to node moments in the full scale joint of 178.6 t 107.1
kNm. The maximum moment applied n'as 28õ.7 kNm, over 1õ0,000 times. firis provided
an excellent confirmation of the Yield Theory predictions above (which assumed ø¿¿
repetition). As expected, the "Thin Wall Tube Analog/ over-estimatcd the failure moment,
provirling test confi¡mation of the discussions in Sections 3.1. and 4.2.

Also of interest was the result for Test 6, which was cyclically loaded with an equivalent
full scale moment range of 178.6 t L42.8lrl.Im, grving a maximum of 32L.4 kNm. However,
this specimen suffered a bending failure on the LrfL rafter tension face, not a nail yield.
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5.1. THE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

As outlined previously, the primary task in thie study was the on-site instrumentation of
an existing iarge timber portat frame structure, to alcertain tþe magnitude of dynamic
lateral loadingJ and the r-esponse and performance of a¡ actual moment resisting nailed
joint under their action.

nd events experienced by the joint causes
e nails, gradually 'softening' the initially

ä,iffitüi"Ë:;:i:ilif if,#'#iî,î
measurement of these two parameters is

discussed in detail in the following sections.

Wind speed and direction data was not used to empirically de¡ive qn appmximaþ loading
on the itructure or to estimate the bending moment applied to the joint, as allowed in
4"51170.2-1989. Wind data was only recorded to estimate over what range of wind loadings
that the derived moment ve. curvature relationship was valid. As such, a continual record
was needed to simultaneously log the wind and structu¡al (i.e. action vs. response) data.

MOMENT

anticipated ,l=rür^rnrr."z?/
t*rr^r//

CURVATURE

Figure 5.1 .1. Expected moment-curvalure relalionship (linear), lor anthipated range of wind velæities.

5.1.1. SELECTION of the ON-SITE LOCATION for the
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

In plan, the Wi¡gûeld building is a simple rectangle comprising 7 open bays. The southern
end walt is made "rigrd by external cladding (without an East-West running lqttal fram-e),
while lat¿ral stability for the northern half of the structure has been provided by partially
frlling in the frrst portal frame from the northern end. The northern'face'of the_building
consiits of a facade of full-height glass. Numbering the portal frames from the Southern
end, as one to seven inclusive, the fou¡th portal frame is equidistant from these two'rigid

By instrumenting thia frame, deformation response data was maximized relative to
measuring errors and sigaal noise.

Wind measuring equipment was sited on the Western side of the building, since the
prevailing wind direction in Adelaide is Westerly. The exact site was then influenced by
the need to not impair access nor car parking on this side of the building, while keeping as
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Chapter 5: Instrunmtation SYslcm

close as possible to being in line with the fourth frame. This then influenced the choice
between which of the two 'knee' joints in the forth portal frame to instrument for the
structural responses (East or West). Since a common data logging site wae needed for both
wind and structural data, choosing the Eastern side joint would have clearly introduced
large cable lengths to the data logger, resulting in ilcreased signal noise, so all
instrumentation was undertaken on the Western side. Another advantage of this was that
for a given Westerly wind, the deformations of the Western joint (opening) were gteater
than those of the Eastcrr joint (closing), theoretically by a factor of 1.5. (See Chapter 6).

The form of t influenced by the uses and clearance
requirements aving cladding attached directly to the
outside of the ct to weather) on that side of the joint,
and its steel sheeting exacerbated the effect of temperature on strain measuring
apparatus. Since the major use of the building was to house a timber joinery workshop, the

had to be accounted for. And
itc being off-campus, and the
solutions to these specific site

constraints are detailed in subsequent sections.

Ã 1O TTìÏII DASS ETTT.TNEItJ. L.¿Qt U\J ll ¿ alLrv L 
^u^ 

ulr

In order to minimize signal noise and electrical interference, a 6 chan'tel mechanical "low
pass" filter was introduced for all output slgnals at the 'post-amplification, pre-data
iecording stage'. It was designed within the Civil Engineering Department, operating at
11.5 Hertz, +l- 5V. The classical Nyquhist 'sampling theor¡/ required the sampling
frequency to be twice that of the highest frequency of the observed phenomena. In practice,
a level four times that of the estimated frequency for the second mode of response was
chosen, grving a 4 x 10 = 40 Hertz sampling frequency for the collection of data. The
practical limitations of mechanical (low pass) frlter design dictated a 'cut-off frequency of
about one frfth that of the sampling frequency (8 Hz), but at least 607o above the
phenomena frequency (1.5 x 10 = L5 Hz). Increasing the sampling frequency was not
possible, due to the sampling volume limitation of the I channel t'Maclab data logger.
The compromise 11.5 Hz was chosen, equivaletttn29%o of the sampling frequency, but well
above the structure natural frequency of 3 to [Hz.

Wind vane signal output fluetuated 0 to 10 V, so bypassed the filter en-route to the data
logger. Later, with the introduction of two additional ('glued') strain gauges Gee 5.2.2. & 7),
the anemometer (wind speed) signal also bypassed the fìlter. At this time, it was discovered
that the filt¿r affected the anemometer output, by a prcportioual amount (c.mid Sept'92).
Afler further investigation, the 'post-filter'signal was found to be nearly constant at 0.6
times the 'pre-filter' signal. Examination with a Cathode Ray Oscilloecope by the
Departmental Instrumentation staff could not satisfactorily establish the cause.

5.1.3. t'Maclab DATA LOGGER

Used in conjunction with an ÉApple Macintosh computer and the sCharUS recording
package, the 8 cha'''''el f Maclab Data Logger provided a simple, reliable and highly
portable data acquisition system.

'The hardware un¡t has considerable computing power of iß own and peiloms all urgent tasks
required during measuremenls. Thrs means hal the aclualdala capture rate is not affected by he
co ntrolling M aci nto sh.'

A summary of its specifications and features is seen below:

. 8 channel single ended input: 10mV-10 V full scale (FS) range

. Maximum sampling rate: 100,000 samples per second
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ve a preset value for one oftbe
or lative to same'trigger value''

:
. Variable input accuracy (with consequ-en-cgllor futl sgale range -an{ e{fective resolution).
. R r;i;¿i .-uztz',-; vio'go, of tull sóale ßS) rang_e.. Fol e¡a4qle, _5_microv resolution for

the most sensitive 2mV/division range (t 10mV FS), ø 2.5mV for lV/div (+ 5V FS).

higher noise lower noise

11.5 Hz low
pass filter

é Maclab/8
data logger

o

o
å Chart/8 internal
trigger mechanism

å Chart/8
data collection
p4ckage with
C Macintosh

SE/SO computer

data written
to Eldisk

o

6 E

2 4lo
o5

oooooo

t
ti

is wind speed > Preset value?

7

t6
5

4
3

r2
lr

J srlao

I

analysis using DaDisPrM
data ;nanagement Package

and CExcel 3.0 spreadsheet

U

Figure 5.1.2. Schematic view of the measuring system in its f inal lorm
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A discussion of the resolution of this equipment must necessarily involve consideration of
the expected magnitude of the data to be acquired and the associatæd instrument
measuring errors. Details of these will be found in later Sections. A summary is presented
in Table 5.1.A. below. It should be noted that all of the predictions for the structural
responses, required to select and design instrumentatiol, were based on simple portal
frame action. Due to the stiffening effect of the exterior cladding and'rigid'end bays on the
structure, 'knee' joint forces and deformations could be expected to be significantly less
than those calculated with thie "upper boundn assumption.

2O ms= 0.2 mV =0.8meZVo =O,lmY25 microV10 mVbott glSGE

20 ms=O.2mY =0.EmsZVo =O,LrnY25 microV10 mVtop elSG7

0.0005e= 0.1mV =0.001g25 microV10 mVaccel-n6
20 ms= 0.2 mV d).8msZVo =O,LnY50 microV20 mVbott tiG5
ZO ms= 0.2 mV =0.8ms27o =0.LmYõ0 microV20 mVtop SG4
lmdeg.= 0.1mV =0.8mdeg0.092 mV25 microV10 mVRVD,l'3

<10 deg.= 56 mV =2 degrees67o = 50mYõmV2Ywind dir-n2
<5 km/hr- 35 mV =1.2 km/hr24o = 30mY2.5 mV1Vwind sp€€d1

expected
min value

total system error+tcalibration
el:orf**

MacLab
resolution

Gain/
Div

chnnnel
title

ch.
No.

* see relevant Section 5.# (or associated Appendix) for calculation¡. ( 'mso = microstrain ¡re).
++ includeg the filter contribution (varies between channele, but alwaye leee ùhan 0.lmÐ.
*** % etrorc convertæd to output voltages at the min. expected value level, using the derived relationship.

Table 5.1.4. A comparison of measur¡ng errors and expected minimum values for struclural responses.

When comparing the expected aystem measuring errors and the minimum expected values
for each of the phenomena in the above table, it is clear that errors are insiguificant for all
but the RVDT (rotation) system. The minimum value approaches the predicted system
errotr, which in this case is dominated by the error associated with the instrument
calibration test. Fortunately, since these 'calibration test' errors only increase the
uncertainty of output accuracy, rather than increasing the error in the system itself, a
signifrcant calibration error does not necessa¡ily mean that recordings are themselves
insufhciently accurate. The total error of 0.1 mV could only be estimated, since neither the
'boa¡d wobble" error (see 5.3.1.) nor filter noise contribution could be exactly determined.
To minimize the latter of these two, special care was taken with the conneetions and
positioning of RVDT cables.

Examination of the RVDT output for all wind events of significance (rafter streins > 20
microstrain) revealed that the proportion of 'noise'in the output signal was acceptable, and
typically less than 67o. T}ne unifs¡mify of the fina] results suggests that gross errors could
not have been present in any of the measuring systems, especially when considering that
wind events were Decorded over a period of 10 weeks. (see also 6.5.).

5.L.4. E)(PERIMEIVTAL TIME FRAI\4E

Due to the seasonal nature of these high speed wind events in Adelaide, most wind
recordings occurred during June to September of 1992. The system overall had been
designed so that instruments themselves could be left in place for months at a time, and
either the recording unit or just the data itself (written to disk) removed easily. To avoid
most of the electrical noise and vibration from machinery operated during the working
week, 'thermal strain' recordings were routinely made on weekends or overnight. The
practical difñculties involved in establishing an'absolute zeroed' strain gauge measuring
apparatus meant that each recording 'session' could only be of several days duration before
strain drift became signifrcant (see Section 5.2.5.).
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Data was sensitive to "amplitudeo rather than "frequency",_ so large wind events were
diminish the influence of signal noise and measuring
structure to Adelaide University meant that as soon

d, travelLing to the site allowed instrumentation to be
This was crucial when minimizing rneasuring errorc,

since the fMacl,ab package allowed a selection of data-collection'gain-s'for each individual
ãtta"rel. ñesolution-roas lioked directly to the 'gain' of a channel and set at U4O96 of the

full scale range. Therefore, operating the sys-þm whilst ø wind, euent was in p-rogress

allowed instrùments to be-frne-tuned, 'zeroed' and measuring ranges narrowed: hence
ed residual or extraneous influencee on the

ic, short Lerm clwnges in the structu¡al
eep, instrument drift and, most importantly,
. & 6.).

To reduce the volume of data collected, the éMacl,ab 'trigger'facility was employed. lihe-

,r¡1it 
"òotioually 

monitored the wind speed signal, and when it ¡pse above_a predeterminPd
en collected for a specified time (nominally

nce to the alternative, that of continuous
ow the 'trigger'value. A pre- or post-trigger
n of data could be delaye_d or'pre-empted'
was used during the wind events, to collect

the 1 to 2 seconds of databefore the'tngget' time. Thie was most useful during very gusty

wind events, when high speed winds followed calmer 'lulls', producing very steep velocity
records and maximiziÃgthe dynamic effect of wind loading on the structure.

An example copy of the site sheet is seen overleaf. On each visit to the structu¡e to initiat¿
or collect dataiãcordings, weather and wind conditions, background machinery noise and
vibration levels and data logger settings such as sþannsl gains, trigger levels, sampling
frequency were not¿d. This provided a pennanent record and mnnual check on instrument
outputs and of the daily conditions.

5.1.5. LITERATURE REVIEW Of ALTERNATTVE SYSTEMS

Similar resea¡ch has been conducted into this type of moment resisting joint in New
on earthquake loading. During laboratory controlled testing
number óf nlgn amplitude cyclic impulses are applied, in
enomena of very large numbers of low amplitude loads.

Of the reports in literature on instrumenting full scale frame testing. al-l have Ised
laboratory sited programs. Of interest is the intuitive method used by Kivell'Moss'Carr
(1982), ree member timber
portat.' frame deformations
monito es and Point of load

application, the total bending moment is known for any instantaneous force.

".....Five diat gauges were placed on he underside of the beam at approlimalety.

From these d=efleôtions, apprcx¡mate cuvatures werc determined tor each end ol
hence he known momenl input could be appoftioned acærdingly.'

even spacng.
the beam, atú

Steel side plates \¡/ere used to form the moment resisting joints, ?.d -their rigidity in lhe
plane of the frame considerably simplifìed the measurement of joint deformation, as also-

seen in Karacabeyli-Foschi (1987). With this type ofjoint, net rotations and translations of

rigid plate relative to both a frxed dat
.rál groups can be assumed to occur at the respective centroids of the nail groups, and
c.rrrÀtnre of the joint as a whole becomes a function of the distance between these two
centroids, ready for use in the moment-curvature relationship.
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cunrature ([) =
(net rotation * Qower nail +

group cen

This the timber gusset plate, as act as a
rigid technique was developed (1984).

This dopted by Mr. Daniel Siu- Thesie,
1993), in his concrurent laboratory tests on the Yttrup joint.

FDGD END CYCLIC RAM LOAD

Figure 5.1.3. Experimental ssþup lirst used by Batchelar-Cavanagh (1984)

Their set-up used only one plywood gusset plate joint, comprising a fql length column and
a rafter segment of same tength. These members formed the two gqual sides of an isosceles
triangle, with the load applied at the extreme ends of the members along the line of the
third-imagina-ry side, whose length increased or decreased according to the action of a
reverse cyclic ram load. A moment-curvature relation-ship_was-derived from the
instanta¡éously known applied force, measured change in length of the third side and a
consideration of geometry. This 'remot¿' method negates the need to measure deformations
at the joint directly, and avoids the complex state of stress in the gusset plate and within
the nail groups.

However, common to atl these laboratory based experiments is the facility to base all
deflection measurements from a fixed reference datum. For example, acquiring the lateral
s\ilay deflection of the portal frame ie a simple matter of installing a gauge between the
column-rafrüer node and the rigid datum.

The use of such a rigid refe¡ence frame was not possible in the case of an exi-"tilg structu¡e
containing working machinery. A frame located within the interior of the building wou-ld
have the ãdvantage of not being loaded directly, especially by large wind events. If locat¿d
externally, wind would buffet this purportedly'rigtd datum', reducing its effectiveness. An
external frame was also impractical for the Western side of the building due to the
presence of vehicular access. An ea¡ly proposol for such a reference frame took the form of
à steet truss mounted rigrdly from the floor slab, extending to eaves height adjacent the
relevant joint, wjth its plane orientated p¿rallel to thatof the portafq, and its ovBrall width

column rafter

nailed plywood
gusset plateþint

limited so as to not exceed the Structural Cepülr ot tne column memDer. lnstrumentatrou
could then have been conveniently mounted from this rigid vertical'post'. But the security
of even this minimal intrusion on space could not be guaranteed on a long term basis, so
was not adopted.
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5.2. RAFTER BENDING MOMENT and AXIAL FORCE

5.2.t. THE CHOICE of CROSS-SECTION

portal frames are geleralìy desigped !01er node of an 'idealized frame' model

i'itrffiffil
oint. For the

portal fram e 'actual' bending_ moment- diagram tþ"-p"
ãue ¡o the tained from the theoretical loa4ing of-the
Australian to the idealized frame' The belding
moment at the moment measured at the chosen

i;;;;t") rit" Uv assuming that the bending,mo_me1! diagram.for the 'true' (measured)

ò"se cloÁely ^"t"h"d 
thaiproduced by the'idealized'method above.

use (e.g. in a joint moment-curvature
is limited by the capacity of either the

;
I

to the gusset plate, initiated by local
in the design of the Yttrup joint was the

n.l The lack of guidance provided by 451720
nstruction method and available plywood
sideration of the structuÌal capacity limit
t design would suggest that failure of the
of this joint.

It is unknown from which cross-section the

oment (2). During the instrumentation of
this joint, the bending moment was obtaine( near the first section perpendicular to.the
rafteî ceitreline whicË was unaffectcd by the stiffening effect of the adiacent gusset plate
(3). Consideration of the strain distributions in the vicinity of the co:nplex_joint region
(see 5.2.3.) led ø the adoption of the offset location on the rafter (4). The rafter site was

òho."o over the column eqoiralent because it was less remote from the ce-ntre o! 4e joint.

Sio"" the gusset plate wai cut from the largest-commercially available pl¡'wood sheet-, its
aspect ,"tío *". ã:1, orientated such that the plate occupies almost the entire upper half
of the column member.

the uncertainty of the stress distribution wi the group region, as

Batchelar and Cavanagh (1984) and Boult (198?), was avoided. By assuming that the
main structural members remained within their material elastic behaviour rsngê, both
axial force and bending moment for them were obtained from only two strain gauges.

I personal consultation with Mr. Peær Yttrup, designer of the Wingfield structure.
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2400

Bending Moments:

1. at node point 2. end of rafter

3. first "unstiffened" s€ction on rafte¡

4. section measured in this study, seen

here equidistant between the two

embedded stee! post sites

5. Batchelar (NZ) uses #1 and #5

6. centroid of nail groups (other NZ)

tz00

Figure 5.2.1. 'Knee þint" showing bending momenls at various cross.sections.

5.2.2, STRAIN GAUGE ATTACHMENIIT

With steel flexu¡al members, bending and axial strni¡s may be obtained by attaching two
strain gauges directly to one side face of the beqding memtær, one each_near the top ?nd
bottom, approximately the same distance from the respective extreme_fib1gs, to provide a
compressio TÌre n distribution and the
geometry o then eme fibre strains from
ihe *"ã"n ngitu the average of these
gives the a'rial strain, while half the difference provides the bending strain.

In practice, direct measurement of surface frbre strains is diffrcult to achieve for a
cellular structured and non-homogeneous material such as wood. It was considered
inaccurate to attempt a direct attachment of the strain gauges to the side-face of the
rafteÉ. Since the sizã of the strain gauge approaches the dimension of individual fibres in
the cellular wood structure, erratic results might be expected from adjacent gauges,
attached to different, neighbouring frbres. This was despite reference to the technique
developed by Sliker (1989), who used nitrocellulose adhesive to bond l-mil constantan

to measure strains in a,ll three
accurately measure 10'7 strains
of Sliket's arrangement was not
tion adopted.

ctly n the concurrent research on
out (M.Eng.Sc. Thesis, 1993). A
ared various lengths and backing

materials, and their surface strains compared with theory in a simple three-point load
beam test (Lee, 1993). The KYO\ryA "KC-70-.{1-1' strain gauges were chosen, and

2 personal consultation with Dr. George Sved, Honorary Visiúng Resea¡ch Fellow, Department of Civil
Eng ineering, University of Adelaidev
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s laboratory tests. Their exceptional length (70rnm) was

c ing localiied surface strain fluctuations. To conelate
s B, ãnd to confrrm the accuracy of the "steel post-plaetic

strip" method, these gauges were also installed directly on the LVL rafter (see õ.2'6.).

Cavanagh (1984) fixed 60mm etrain gauges
et plates of their moment-resisting 'knee'
uniform manufacture of plywood means

surface could be expected to return similar
results.

5.2.3. RAETER STRAIN DISTRIBUTION

Advice from the manufacturers of the LVL used in this structureS, through reference to

their own material testing, indicated that the assumptiog of li''ear elastic_ responae_

ateriat itself. The results of Batchela¡ and
on of a non-linear stress distribution
cross-sections in the parent members
distribution would be expected. The

study relied on the assumption of a linear
of a cross-section remote from the gusset

plate. However, to merimize tlne strain -amplitudes measured, and to-minimize the error
involved in extíapolating the'measured'bent 'moment, a section

"G." 
ø the plate ïut ouãdud. As a comp¡o 17gmm was chosen,

about half the depth of the (tapered) rafter

was later confrrmed during the laboratory
ic' loads (in 'openingl joint mode), over the

g this investigation. Five strain gauges,
(at the sarne cross-section as used in this

ts I and 5 were both 'static' t€sts, where a
draulic ram, until failu¡e of the half scale

specimen. Tests 2 tß 4 cycled the specimen a a controlled ram load of 26 +- g kN, for l-l2,
g7¿ an¿ 1 million cycleÁ respectiväly, prior to'static' testing to failure' Data was also

collected at intermediate numbers of c cles, by 'statically' applying a selection of ram
loads from zero up to the maximum ram load (34 kN). Tests 6 and 7 were cycled at higher

t 15 lùrJ (N = 15,000 prior to static
scale specimens corresponded to a
= 178.5 kNm, greatly above the
.4 kNm.

and tensile forces,
lever arm between

but this would largely be counteracted by the
this int€rnal force couple.

3 personal communication with Mr. Bruce Hutchings PEng, TIMBERBUILT Pty

Consul6nts), on behalf of IPL (lntemational Panel & Lumber), Boronia" Victoria.
Ltd. (Timber Engineering

D
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5.2.4. THE STRAIN MEASUREMEI'IT SYSTEM

Firstly, steel pins were embedded in the top and botþm faces of the beam, one Pair on

each iáce. Th'eir diameter was chosen to minimize bending in these reference '¡)osts',
and their embedment deep enough to achieve a rigid base connection, thereby
minimizing local wood deformation. Being v
effectively 'averaged
thus truly reflecting
(1.6mm) PVC plastic
ùo the timber, and the strain gauges were in turn glued to these strips. To achieve a
uniform tension across the plastic cross-section, 3mm steel clamping plates wefq glued
to the strip, full \ridth, at thä connection to the pgsls. To avoid -any eccentricity of loading
in this conáection, clamping plates were attached above and below the strip. To avoid the
possibility of comp
applied, of gteater
load rafter strains
in which a linear rotational spring was used to model the nailed joint behaviou¡.4

Conveniently, dead load straina were not measured, as they _were already present in_tle
structu¡al elements prior to the installation and zeroing of the instrumentation. Live
load was not possible because of the lack of access to the roof area, and temperature-
effects were largely negated (see 5,2.6.). No overhead cranes/Iifting devices are co""ected
to the intærior oÍ the structural frame, only some lightweight exhaust ducting.

I(YOWA "KFW-5-C1-11L100" 'water-proof type strain gauges were used throughout, to
cope with ber joing¡yþorkshop environment.
Specificati tance 120.0 t 0.3 O,^Gargge Factor
Z.LO + Lqo, Thermal OutPut =1.8 }u/{.

3mm steel
clamping platefixed end

3mm gap slotted hole in
damping plate to
allow movement

during pre-Þnsioning
12mm diam. fluted steel rods
act as rigid posb, embedded
100mm into parent timber

threaded rod for pre'tensioning
only, removed during service 30mm wide

1.6m¡n PVC
plastic ship

clamped

level of
parent
timber

'dummy'strain
gauge on unstrained
length b account for
temperature effects

Figure 5.2.2. Strain measuring apparalus as atlached to the top and bottom edges of the LVI- rafter

The longitudinal axis of each embedded steel post reflects the vertical normal to the
longitudinal axis of the rafler at its respective cross'section. For the 'no load" case, the

rl¡

'normals' associated with the be parallel. lateral
curved due tolhe

upon
rafter, so changes in length occur in the plastic strips frxed between adjacent posts.
Should the "suctionn wind case apply to the rafler, causing an "upward" cun¡ature iD it,
the 'normals' associated with two posts embedded on the top face of the rafler will
diverge. This is seen as an extension of the plastic strip joining them, reflecting the

4 see Chapter 6: "Prediction of Frame Defomtations and St¡ains"
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tension in the extreme top frbre of the rafÌer. As such, the total strains in the rafler
extreme fibres a¡e indireclly measnred as strains in the respective plastic strips- Since
linear elastic behaviour has been assumed, their strain levels may be calculated using
simple geometry.

Ât= f (^t^)

)t-emeasured-l

t oor*o-

e

measu¡ed

bP

rafterD

^e-(T)
ôe-(r)

x x 1 s.G.
2

^e^(B)
Figure 5.2.3. The indirect method of exlreme libre strain measuremenl,

From Figure 5.2.3., it may be shown that the true changes in strain in the two extreme

fibres (Ae) are geometrically related to the concurrent changes measured (remotely) in

the plastic strips (^¡L).

Ae(B) =

Âe(T) =

(

(

-1)
.I )

Since 'a' and 'b' are very small (4.5mm) compared to 'D' (the overall beam depth,
=760mm), the remote measured term becomes insignificant for approximately equal

^e-(T) 
and Ât,(B) . For example, 

^e(B) 
= +0.99ÂÊr(B) - 0.01^e.(T), so is dominated by

the closer measured strain change.

The above erpressions assume linear elastic behaviou¡, and apply to the general case
where the meãsured changes in strain at the top (T) and bottom (B) of the rafler a¡e

d for a positi ive'
he rafìer, and the
with careful a any

for this are now explained. 
I no reliottce o ong
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5.2.5. COUNTERACTING STRAIN DRIFT

n (and hence timber stress) was forced by
achieving a long t¿rm "absolute zero" vaìue

ipated in this study, rather
earch at the UniversitY of
at which strain cycles occur

was equally important from a fatigu_e standpoint. Tþe emphasis in-this-study was-on

"ttt¡i"tit 
wiï¿ eients, and all stresJchanges were well within the order of eerviceaÞitity

levels. The maxi-rr- clwnge in bending moment measured Þf tttig 
"_tgdv 

qf !.4 kN_rn

was well below the typical laboratory-testÆd ultimate capacity_of 4 x_55 kN x 1.785m = 394

kN"t (lJ2 ecale mo¿ötì of Lce, 1993t. The øösol¿ú¿ strcss levels in this study were almost

certainly of this low serviceability magnitude also.

Invariably, the amplifred signal of a'zero d" strain ga-ug9 (SG) will drift steadily.-
È""rrr"" äf a"""rr Íi*itatioo-s to the building and the desire to minimize noise a¡d
vibration from the machinery, recording sessions were usually overnight or over a

of drift over 15 hours were between 40
most severe of wind events, this stra
any measured strains due to the wind

expected to produce 100mV strain output, while a lOkph flutter meant only a 8mV
change in SG output).

lfnng a co¡:rection function to the recorded
so recording the time of the recorded

ments were zenoed, a'true" corrected value
te' Natura'v' it was 

iåi:',:tf":3trJ#,i
not be isolated from the

instrumentation system, the 'after' results also included this com_ponent, so the t¿sts

were only carried õut in conditions of minimum wind. However, preliminary attempts to

determine this drift rate were not satisfactorily conclusive.

As a result of the first of these tests however, the 12V battery power supply for the two

channel strain g

amplifrer circuit
input voltage, an
was detected ove
of 40 to 50 mV remained. In addition, drifts were not uniform between tests; that is, a

relatively reliable røte could not be derived. The postulated "linear" rate of the drift could

not be verified.

In subsequent overnight tests though, the instrumentation 'triggey'- was set so that rafur
strains were logged ãt short inte¡vals (of about 10 minutes), rather than just the trpo

'before' and 'aftãi' values. These tests revealed the true nature of the changing strains:
they were dominated by a cyclic temperature ua-riatíon, exactly mirrori-ng th_e dgly-
*rro''"hi''e pattern (p""id = 1 âay). The process_ of elimlnating these strains f¡e¡¡¡ l,þs finel
'nxial + bending ont/ strain output are now diecussed.

5,2.6. DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

Temperature effects on the rafter, sited immediately underneath the metallic roof

of the environment immediately surrounding the measuring site
day, the thermal cyclíng of the straín gauge agd pla_stic mounting -strip apparatus-
próáuced a length change in the strain gauge, inde_pendent of the bendilg curvatu_re of
ihe rafter. In aãdition, the temperature differential between the top and bottom of the
rafter produced an additional, non-Iínea,r straín distribution in the cross-section, and a
corresponding bending moment in the frame. Both of these phenomena, if ignored,

æ
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would have produced enore in the proposed met_hod of obtaining the bending and axial
strains by indirectly measuring the two ext¡eme fibre strains.

t6 €a

ÆüAL

)T

r

tb T+ta+t

+ +

BENDING TEMPERATURE

tb* t.
TOTAL

To remove the effec'r, of fluctuating local temperature frorn each of the top and bottom
strain measr¡ring arrangements, 'dummy' and 'activ"' sf,¡air¡r gauges were glued to- the

' was sited within the 'strained' length of
e other 'dummy' on an 'unstrained' length
the two gauges were both affected equally,
m that of the 'strained length' gave a strain
suring apparatus. This was achieved using

dix A). To ensure that the 'dummy' gauge
was not affected by local material deformation or Poisson's ratio effects beyond the post, it
was sited a strip \¡ridth beyond the remote edge of the clamping plates at the connection.õ

Section 6.2.6. were applied to both the roof
ents of the measuring system 'below' the
d data logger. (The above 'dummy' gauge
on the gauges and plastic mounting strips

tuating strain output signal, the bottom of
rafter 'active' strain gauge was disconnected from its st€el mounting posts, rendering it
"inactive". The top ofrafter gauge then provided a "rafter
comparison with the bottom gauge, without the "rafter
bottõm gauge then fluctuated much less than before
remaineã un-affectcd. This effectively proved that the pri
was 'active'temperatu¡e strains in the LVL rafter, with a minor contribution due to the
effect of tempelature on the measuring system itself. This may be seen from a
comparison of the two graphs a$acent.

To reduce any contribution to this extraneous strain gauge (SG) sigaal cycling from the
thermal load-on the SG amplifier, it was encased in polystyrene insulation. This made
no signifrcant effect on the nature of the SG output- Temperature effects_ on the low p?ss
filtcr-box were checked by apptyrng a thermal load directly to the internal circuitry with a
hot air blower. Again, the changes to the test sigaal were minimal,-of the order of 0.5 to 1

milliVolt. Since it was highly unlikely that the t'Maclab data logger or f Macintosh
computer were affected by temperature changes, the -only remaining source for the
'syst-em' contribution were the leads between the (roof level) temperature compensated
gáuges and SG amplifrer, some 5 metree below.

5 personal consultation with Dr. George Sved, Honorary Visiting Resea¡ch Fellow, Departrnent of Civil
Engineering, University of Adelaide.
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The stratery for dealing with the non-lín¿ør dffirentíøl temperature strain distríbution
was altereã from one óf 'prevention' to one of 'removal afier data collection'. It was
initially thought desirable to minimize the temperature differential between top aad
bottom of thã rafter, and hence minimize the inducement of a non-linear strain
distribution through the cross-section. A shade structu¡e \ilas propo_sed to achieve this,
mounted over the iheeting immediately above the measuring site. However, this strain
was present over the entiie rafler length, so minimizing its cause at the measuring site
(ody) would not have removed the enor it produced in the strein measurement process.

By recognlzing that temperatr¡¡e gþsin¡ were effectively 'constant' over_the re-cording
time of IO ø 12 seconds or less, compared with the highly erratic wind effects, the large
difference between the frequencies of the two phenomena was exploited b¡' employing a

rature effects. The É Maclab Chart/8
g1 function, which is intended to remove

ne signals. Effectively operating as a L Hz

',i"'iänïfi ""Y*åH:,äiåJff :ti'j
of 3-4 Hz. der of 0.1 Hz would

#f""åhil iTijË'i'3'"il"w
data management package. Therefore, no attempt was made to remove or negate rafter
temperature strains prior to data collection.

Notwithstanding the 'frequency' considerations above, it was felt6 that temperature
strains \¡rere small enough to be neglected (during high wind events), without
compensation, since:- 

a) when wind speed is large, convection cooling of the roof is at its maximum,
b) due ø Adelaide's weather pattern, any signifrcant wind gust event will most

likely be associat€d \Mith a cold front from the prevailiqg westerly_ dir^ection, ql_d
c) the instrumentation had been set up on the Western side of the building, so the

response to high speed, morning winds could be documented with even smaller error¡.

5.2.7. CALIBRATION of the STRAIN MEASURING APPARATUS

It was originally intended to independently check the validity and reliability of the
adopted stiain the
Departmental BY
loading an L\IL the
strain outputs ent
information. However, as mentioned in Section 5,2.2., this confirnation was more easily
achieved by directly attaching two strain gauges_ to the side face of the LVL rafter,
midway be[ween each of the pairs of steel posts in the original set-up. By reprolucing the
method used for the concurrent laboratory tests (Iæe, 1993), results could also be reliably
correlated.

The three graphs overleaf show the typical comparison between the two strain
measuring methods for the 11.5 second wind event of 28 Septe4ber 1992, 4:-L2:27pm._ fr_t_
independðnt outputs are perfectly in phase, with the magnitudes recorded by the "gluefl
gauges consistently about 80% of that provided by the "steel post-plastic stripn gaugeE.
ihiJ "in-phase" and "proportional magnitude" result confirmed that the output of the
adopted strain measuring system may be used with confidence.

I

:l
rLt

T

I

6 personal consultation with Dr. Malcolm Hi¡st, Senior Lecturer, Department of Civil Engineering, University of
Adelaide. Dr. Hi¡st is also co-supervisor of the researcb project of which this Tbesis is a part. 
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Since the relationship between the amplitudes of the two strain measuring systems was
constant, it must have been caused by their relative location on the rafter rather tha¡;fr#xiå: 'å:"lnn,î'ï*ii

ysteme were same data logger, in
the same \üheatstone Bridge arangement, uaing essentially identical strain gauge
amplifierc. The following reaÉ¡ons may explain this proportional relationship:

(a) errors during tltc two, separøte calibrøtion tests: since 'straina' were obtpi¡ed by
multiptying the voltage output of the SG amplifìer by a const?nt value, obtained from a

calibratiortest, any errors present in these tests would have been directly passed on to
the output 'strains' of the two systems.

(b) error in tlæ locatíon of the glued stroin gauges which were placed midway between
the two posts used by each plastic strip. The midpoint was chosen from the
assumption that at this location they would measure the same strain as averaged by
the two posts. For rafler sections adacent to the column-rafber node, the slope of the
frame bending moment diagram is very steep for pressure loads such as wind. This
fact would have ampliñed any errors due to the misalignment of the glued gauges.

@) the 'dampíng' of strøins meøsured off th¿ rigid steel posts: the reference posts, to
which thé plastic mounting strips a¡e attached, are embedded in the (=760mm deep)
rafter by 100mm. The common assumption that "plane sections remain plane" in
flexural members implies that no bending should be experienced by the vertical post.
They should remain parallel to the radius of curvatu¡e upon which bending theory is
based. Any non-vertical alignment of the posts would violate this assumption, by
distorting the adjacent rafter sections. Also, the drilling of 12mm holes for the
embedment of the steel posts may have slightly weakened the rafter on the tension
face, or distorted the original 'longitudinal strain flow' in the region. However, their
effect on the above difference should have been ¡¡1ini¡¡¡¿I, seen equally by both strein
measuring systems. Even so, this weakening or interruption to the strain profrle on
the tensile face would tend to accentuate (b) above.
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5.3. JOINT ROTATION

A key component rotation of
the 'Énee'¡ôint in ed whereìY
the fluctuating le derive the
instantaneous rotation at the aseumed centre of rotation of the joint (see Section 5.3.'f).
This was rejected in favou¡ of the more direct and,precise mett'od _of using a Rotary
Variable Diiferential Tlansfortner, or RVDT. The device used in this study was the
SCHAEVITZ ENGINEERING (Pennsauken, N.J., USA) RI/DT Tlpe R30D. This device
produces a voltage whose magnitude is linearly proportional to the angular rotation of
the shaft, with exceptional accuracy.

ctu¡er is for high linearit¡r, over
the requirements of this study.
tter than 0.1 percent of full scsle
, but rotations in excess of this

were not anticipated. These figures apply to cyclic loading at 2.51<tla far greater-than the
expected structural response of 2-10 Hz. Even better performance can be expected at these
lower frequencies.

Volts out inear region
relative

amplitude

INSE

90 180
angle of shaft rotation

Volts out, opposite phase
INSET seen as

Figure 5.3.4

Figure 5.3.1 Output curve for the RVDT over its lull operating range, showing the relevant linear range

To measure rotation, a ferromagnetic rotor (attached to the shaft) spins relative to
stationary windings inside the housing and internal shielding, thereby inducing a
current. 

-Therefore, the coupling is electromagnetic only, so electrical noise is
minimized, Fnd mechanical friction is produced only by the miniature precision ball
bearings supporting the operating shaft. This enables a resolution 'approaching
infinitely small angles", or at least, much smaller than the rotations to be measured in
this study.

In order to measure the rotation of the two structural members with respect to each
other, without interference from the gusset plate, 'mounting boa¡ds'were attached to the
LVL members beyond the edge of the plate, as shown in Figure 6.3.2. These boards
projected over the plywood gusset to allow the mounting of the RVDT at any chosen

must not exceed 3.63kg (8lbs). Accordingly, the body of the RVDI was fixed relative to the
rafter, while the shaft, pin reflected the relative rotation of the column. This way, no load
would be transferred into the shaft due to the dead load of the mounting boards. A
nominal gap was rnaintained between the gusset plate and each mounting board so that
protruding nail heads would not foul their independent action.

6õ
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NB: assum¿d centre of roøtion
is centroidal axis confluence

RAFTER

+--

connection to
RVDT shaft
from column
mounting board

GUSSET PLATE

stiff mounting boards exænding
to the centre of rotation of the
joint, clear of the gusset plaæ

rigid connections ûo LVL stn¡ctural
members, beyond gusset plate edge

Figure 5.3.2. Elevalion of the 'knee'þint showing lhe RVDT mounting armngement

5.3.1. WHAT IS ROTATION?

What is the defrnition of 'rotation" for this joint? Conventionally, rotation is based on the
change in angle of a simple, two-member hinge, measured at its centre of rotation,
normally considered to be the confluence of the two member centrelines, or 'node point'.
This model assumes that infrnitely stiff members are connected by a much weaker
"rotational spring element", where the dimension of the joint is small compared with the
length of the membere. For moment resieting joints, a much stiffer spring element is
required to provide the necessary structural intcgrity. In traditional steel or reinforced
concrete construction, this model is still convenient because the size of the joint seldom
exceeds the depth of the connected members.

The presence of the gusset plate and the two large multi-nail grou-ps in the connection
means that the Yttrup 'knee' joint also does not behave as a simple two-member hinge.
In addition, there is no intuitive 'centre of rotation'. Considering the bearing of the rafter
on the top of the column (as discussed in Section 3.4., "Interface Characteristicso), it was

66
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most likely occur eomewhere on the gusset
. This point is a distance of half the rafter
point.

The large (elevation) dimensions of the gusset plate relative to the column and ra-fì¿r
depths (änd column læight!) suggests a very stiffarangement. The gusset plate not only
controls rotation in theJoint', but also resists bending in the connected members, 9s w-ell

as incorporating some 
-tracing/tie' action from the gusset diagonal. As- such, the

stiffnessior 'defree of rigidity')ãf tne connection will inJluence the rotational behaviou¡
of the joint. If the plate were innnitcty stiff, auch- that bendilg- of the plate_ in the plane of
the portal frame were negligible, no rotational chan-g,e would be seen at the conv€ntional
'node' point. In thie situaliõn, the "rigid" joint would merely_ translate (as a rigid body)
under ihe application of load to the frame, ar d rotation y-ould only be seen in the colum¡
and rafter inembers. For the more realistic "semi-rigid" joint situation, with nail slip
and frnite gusset plate stiffness, rotations in the members at locations adjacelt-to the
plate edge õan be éxpected to be greater than those seen in the plate, g! thq 'node'poi¡t.
this waã in fact observed during the concurrent laboratory t¿sts on half-scale spegimens,
and became most easily noticeable at higher applied moments and rotations (L€e, 1993)'

Since very small joint rotations were anticipated for the serviceability level, ambient wind
events eipected-during the study, and in order to maximize the amplitudes to be

measured, "rotation" was based on the rotations of these member sectiols, adjacent to
the gussei plate edge. As such, 'rotat rerce in tlæ slopes of !fu
"lasl" two ùngents-to the centrelines "Last" meaning "at-that
section closest to the node pointn, for hence rotation would be

a maximum. (NB: the 'twó-member hinge' model is a subset of this). lherefore, if the
two centrelines were to be projected towards the 'node' point, their confluence would
continually change under varying load, making the selection of a single site fo-r the
RVDT impossible-. For small rotations however, the confluence would occur within a
relatively lmall uzoîe', Use of a computer stn ctural package_ showed_that with the use of
the mouíting board arrangement pieviously described, under sn]41 rotations, damage
to the RVDTghaft would be avoided. For initially straight (unloaded) column and rafter
members, the confluence of their centreline tangents is the trivial case of the
conventional'node'point. The RVDT was mounted directly above this point.

One advantage of using the "mounting boards" to project the line of these 'centreli¡e
lengents' is that these prcjections are índependenú of that which makes the joint stiff, i.e.
theþsset plate and nail groups. So the (disadvantageous) "size effect'of the gusset plaF,
whiðh complicates the study of this timber moment resisting joint,_ is-esseltially
countered by tfris rotation measuring method. The long projection length of the boa¡ds
tended to increase the po.ssibility of sideways 'wobble' and in-plane ben.ling, so stifÏeners
were attached to minimize the sigaal noise and measuring error from these.

Due to this uncertainty regarding 'centre of rotation', the mounting arrangement for the
R\IDT was designed to enable adjustment of the RVDT position. Initially, the RVDII was
positioned direõtty over the 'node point' for the joint. Subsequen_tly however, for the
þurposes of uniformity and comparison of resulte for different wind events, this position
was not altered.

5.3.2. CALIBRATION OF THE RTüDT

From Departmental records, the R\IDT unit was calibrated in April of 1983, when the

The quoted scale factor of 125m wag to m a
rotation range of 18f.

To confrrm this finding, and to test the device's repeatability, a static ca-libration test was
undertaken using the Departmental torque machine. It was recognized that it would
have been very diffrcult to reproduce a reversed cyclic rotation regime within the

6¡



Chapter 5: Instrumentation SYstem

calibration experiment in order to gauge the device's performance under conditions
similar to those produced by natural wind exciting the structure. From this 1991
calibration, the sCale factor was L22.6mV/degree of rotation, for a rotation range of
+5.76/-8.36o, corresponding to RVDT output voltages of +0.7V and'1.04V.

The RVDT rotation was measured against a simple hinge-board, as seen in Figure 5.3.3.
This device was made up of a spirit-levelled platc, hinged to another (straight) 'datum'
plate. A micrometer was mounted between the two plates, off the epirit-level plate,
forming the thi¡d side of a right angled triangle.

micrometer
base 'b'

hinge

spirit levelled
base' plate

Au

0 = arctan (a/b) datum plate

Figure 5.3.3. Hinge-Board Device used to measure the relerence rotation h lhe calibration eperiment.

The shaft of the torque machine was progressively rotated by convenient amounts,
chosen from the RVDT output. Hence, the pin of the RVDT and the datum plate were
rotated through equal angles. The spirit bubble was levelled using the micrometer
adjustment, and the angle of both assemblies computed from the simple trigonometry of
the hinge-board device. By using a micrometer accu¡at€ to 0.0015mm (including a'us€r
interpolation error' of a half of one division), and a base length measu¡ed to the nearest
0.02mm, error analysisl gave the accuracy of this 'reference rotation' to be 0.75 milli-
degrees. This apparently minute error (for the unit itself) is not deceptive, as this 'exact'
mathematical figure may be easily confrrmed by applying the errors to the respective
lengths of the right angle triangle. (1 milli-degr€e = 0.02 milli-¡sfinn¡).

A highly linear calibration was achieved, with a correlation factor negligibly below unity,
as is evidenced in Figure 5.3.4. The relationship between the irnposed angle of rotation
and output voltage of the R\IDI was:

rotation 0 = 8.135 Volts + 0.033 (degrees)

A stable output voltage signal for this (static) test, combined with a negligible error in the
reference rotation, indicated that the measuring error associated with the RVDT itself
may be ignored when considering the error of the whole rotation measuring apparatus.
This error would necessarily include any "wobble" (buckling) or bending in the mounting
boards, or slip in the "rigid" connections of these to the LVL members. Measuring
apparatus error and noise would also contribute. The concurrent laboratory tests (Lee,
1993) helped to show that these errors were not excessive (see 5.3.3.).

1 see Appendix B: Error Analysis in the RVDT Calibration Test.
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0 (+0.701V, +5.

RVDT output (Volts)
1

8.1350

0

rotation 0 1aeg.¡

-2 5

coarse spacmg
of points on

reurning

L22.6 mY gree

fine spæing of
points on
departing one -1.0v

({.361deg, -1.04V)

Figure 5.3.4. Plot of resulls from the RVDT Calibration Experiment

5.3.3. COMPARISON with ROTATIONS in IABOROTORY TESTS

in the following Section 5.3.4., and was
preferred method in the laboratory tests. A
ént to the (vertical) edge of the gusset plaûe,

) edge of the gusset plate. A Direct Current
in a similar way to the column member,

of the 'reference ba¡'. This DCDT measured
reference bar and the column member, from

which a rotation in the overall joint could be trigonometrically deduced.

Non-reversed, cyclic loads were applied to the .\P-frame specimens, whilst recording
rotations witÉ two methods. fhe fVDT was place of rotation',
fir.tiy o""r the midpoint of the rafter/column beari e confluence

of the two membei centrelines, as done in this ount was

required to prevent damage to tÍre RVDT shaft, due to the very large rotations (several

degrees) applied.

These tcsts conclusively showed that
recorded) in this study (-0'15 to +0'25

for the range of rotation amplitudes expected (and

degrees), the adopted RVD1I method should provide

2{

overleaf, for
"midpoint of

comparison between the
the rafter/column bearing surface" location.

ea

2 Honorary Visiring Resea¡ch Fellow, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Adelaide.
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Chapter 5: Instrumentation Syslcm

5.3.4. Al\I ALTERNATWE TECHNIQUE - NOT ADOPTED

wo-members
triangle was
(column) leg
the triangle,

measuring the fluctuating third (djagonal) side wou-ld p-rovide a length from which an

instantaneous angle of rotation at the node could be calculated'

fixed "horizontal"

varying
diagonal

fixed length
vertical leg

The assumption of constant length holds reasonably well for the column leg, because

downwa¡d vertical forces through the joint are primarily carried by bearing of the rafter
load in the rafter is carried only by shear
plate, and thence into the column member.

Ïn:'å""ïil',".utl?:i:tîi:t"'*"i?ff:#
hence a length change.

To overcome this defrciency, the other two legs of the triangle co!¡ld be measured. The
cosine rule would then provide an in¡tantaneous joint rotation, inde_pendePt of the global

ngth as the distance from the node to the
formation in the member beyond the plate is
n be due primarily to nail group slips only.
if this information was not sought, ÐY

reference length would suffi.ce).

A second order effect which would induce a change in the horizontal gauge length,
independent of joint rotation, would be bending cun',rature of the rafter member. This
coulå be minimized by simply reducing the gauge length. However-, the 2:1 gusset-plate
aspect ratio dictates that ø re¿uce measuring errors, the þoriz_onf.al gauge_length should
be at least that of the vertical leg. And as such, it would include not only this second

order effect, but also that of rafter axial deformation. A trade-off is thus- -required in
decidi.g on the horizontal gauge length, with both options leading to inevitable errors.

hinge

After a choice of gauge lengths was made, the triangle of displaceme_ntneasuring
devices could be instalted. Linearly varying displacement transducers (LVDTs) were to
be mounted between two sleeved (or "bushed') tubes, and co''ttected as 

"igtdly 
as possible

at their ends to the LVL base.

3 pcrsonal consultation with Mr. Peter Yttrup, dcsigner of the rù/ingheld st¡ucture'
7L
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L2W

2400
less measuring e¡Tor, but axial
deformation and curvature also
picked up in addition to nail slip

measunnS €rTor,
slip directly

verticai
gauSe
length

Figure 5.3.5. Elevation ol lhe 'knee' joint showing gauge len$hs for the rejected 'LVDT lriangle' method.

This arrangement was rejected for two reasona: firstly, the process of measuring
rotation by measuring the lengths of th¡ee sides of a triangle was much more complex
than obtaining it directly from an RVDT; and secondly, it'e only advantage over the
RVDT method was the additional information obtained about nail group slip, but as seen
from the discussion above, this would contain unavoidable errors. The task of predicting
this nail group slip is made diffrcult by the scarcity of guidance in literatune or Codes, the
large number of nails in the 'ring' groups, and because the combination of materials
represents a 'new' technology, without the benefrt of erperience or reference joints. The
setup as described wae formulated with LVDTs in mind, From preliminary calculations
however, it appeared that the slips for such large nail groups would be of a sufnrciently
small magnitude as to approach the resolution of the LÏDT.

In addition, the problem oflocating the centre ofrotation ofthejoint, as described above,
also plagues this method.

4

1surfce

fI
--

horizontal

a>
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5,4. \MIND MEASUREMENTS

In order to reliably relate the wind action vs. recorded structural respolse to the
Australian Standard AS11?0.2-1989, '\ilind Loads (Minimum Design Loads oD

Structures)', it was necessary to measure wind spee4 That is, it was importan_! to
ãshblish thé range of wind loadings (from zero up to the basic_desigl gust wind speed) in
which the conch¡iions about joint-behaviou¡ were valid. lVind speed and direction we¡e

measured simultaneously, uJing a three+up anemometer-and potentiom-eter-type wind
;;; respectively. The sampling rate to meaaure the wind actions wag the same as the
rate useå to measure the slructu¡al responses, since all instrumentation was recorded
by the same (Maclab data logger.

In order to derive an estimate for the applied loads on the structure only from wild
*"""o""*ents, it would have been necelÃa¡y to install pre-ssure transducers over the
."tf"* of the óladdiog, covering the entire tributary a¡ea of at least one portal frarne.

Many such units
Alternatively, key
(e.g. 4S1170.2) u
extremely time co
toad appiied to ltre cladding, not to an individual -portal frame. For this reason, the
appheã- bending moment aod a¡al forces were inferred by measuring rafter strains
directly from the frame itself.

loading of the structure was accepted. The
eter then acted as an 'indicator' of wind
onship between high wind speed (at some

ds acting upon it. It also became a practical
d (and that which needed analysis!), as the

f Maclab data logger would be "triggered" to record only when the wind speed rose to a
predetermined value.

When measuring the wind speed impinging on a structure, it is most accurate to locat¿

instrumentation at least frve wall heights upstream of the windward wall. For locations
closer than this, it is necessary to conduct wind tunnel t¿sts to check for.position errûr, in
particular to cover other wind directions, Ðd to determine the effect of upstream

Ëuildings.l Due to sitp constraints, the me=imum distance aYay fro-m the 5 metre high
windwaid wall that the equipment could have been erected was 9-12 metreg. Power
supply lines occupy a one me[re vertical space, õ.õ metres d¡regtJV above this,.adjacent
thä'slreet kerb üne. A proposed anemometer site, at the building eaves height of 5

metres, some 10 metres üpstream of the windward wall, would have ilvolved the above

error, and a possible effect on the anemometer output signal due to the magaetic field
surrounrling [he power lines. See Figure 5.4.L. overleaf.

guys war¡
conveyed back to the data , without obstructing traffrc adjacent the building

1 personal conespondence with Professor W. H. Melboume, Chairman of the Deparunent of Mechanicål

Engineæring, Monash University, Clayton, V ictoria, Australia.

ll
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o anemometer
site

instrumented 9m
joint TV-

26m

glass
facade
"front"

L 2 345 678

Figure 5.4.1 Building Plan slnwing location of wind measuring apparalus

One problem introduced by the use of only a single ancmometcr is that of the correlation
betwãen the instantaneous wind gust speed measured and the structural responses to it
(in the form of deformations). This is particularly difñcult when the angle of incidence of

ormal" or when'flukey' or gusty winds are
inantly Westerly wind, the anemometer

cellent indication of the loading experienced
In addition, the lag between the times at
r site and when this wind was acting over

area could be readily estimated. In squally weather,
ed and changeable, so that pressures on the cladding
time.

T\¡lo extreme scenarios may be constructed whereby the correlation between anemometer
wind speed and portal frame responses would Þ pgo". Firs!!y, when a 'line sqgaq'
approaôhes from a high angle of incidence (9_.8. S -_Sq or NÏI - \), recordþg a þigh
vè[ocity at the anemometer site but essentially lot loading a signifrcant portion of-the
instrumented frame's tributary area, and secondly, the reverse of thie situation, when
the same squall passes directly over the builc ng, but records a relativ-ely low speed a! the
anemometel sitõ. The likelihood of these situations is reduced by the proximity of the
anemometer to the West€rn wall of the building. Nevertheless, the complexity of the wind
loading phenomena is such that the limitations of t obvioue.
Fortunately, the high volume of data collected during gnificanf,
storms (3,?,10 & L2 August, 28 Septcmber) meant th ing were
measured during a variety of wind strengths and 'types'.

Due to the'large plan area, low height'building t¡rpe, the rafters dominated in the total
load supplied to the frame 'knee' joint. Consideration of the size of the gusset plate, being
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Chapter 5: lnstrumettatíon Syslem

half t}re column height, suggests that this would be acc_eltuated_ þl-such a stiffened
column member. Ideatly then, structural responsee would most likely be maximized
when wind events were of sufficient duration to apply sigaificant (negative) pressures
over the tength of the rafter. For a typical wínd gust of 45 km/h (12.5-m/s), _the time

to reach the far (Eastern) end of the lee rafTer afìer
would be (9 + 26)1L2.6 = 2.8 seconds. This is consistent

to AS11?0.2, which is based on the design gust wind
speed (Vr) for a 3 second gust event.

5.4.L. CALIBRATION OF THE AI.IEMOMETER

The three-cup anemomet€r, manufactured by'R.M.YOUNG COMPANY, lYayglse Çity,
Michigan, US.A,", supplied by Dobbie Instruments, Sandringham, Vic., had a light,-free'
moving head, which-minimized time lag errors due to momentum on 'start-up'_and
cessation of loading. Its sensitivity was such that it would reliably register at walking
speed, say 0.5 mõtres/sec. Using the Departm_ental (linear) wind tunnel, a Yery
sätisfactory (linear) calibration result was achieved, relating the _velocity of the incident
wind to thé output voltage of the anemometer, according to the following equation:

velocity of wind =9.64 Output Volts + 0.30 (metreJsecond)

This relationship is valid within the range of voltages of 0.1 to 1.8V, correspon{og ø
velocities of 1.26 to 1?.58 m/s, which was satisfactory for the purposes of this
investigation. However, advice2 indicated that after the slight initial non-lilearity in a
wind tunnel-derived erpression, extrapolation beyond the upper extent of the linea¡
range is quite valid.

The velocity of the air in the wind tunnel was derived from a pitot-tube pressure head,
measured by a manometer, and adjusted for ambient atmospheric pressure,
temperature and humidity ratio. The standard equation:

.r = üghR

was used, where R represents a dimensionless adjustment for the ambient properties of
the air in the wind funnel described above, and h is the manometer pressure head
reading. An error analysiss showed that the maximum wind velocity derived from the
tunnel, 1?.5 m/s, included an error of 0.18m/s, equivalent to a linearly increasing
uncertainty of l9o of the derived magnitude. By fa¡ the dominant source of error was R',
the 'atmospheric aduster', and not 'h'. For the conditions experienced on the day of the
experimen[, R = 820 + 14, effectively contributing 857a of the error in the velocity equation.

The output signal from the anemometer was fa¡ from constant, its error linearly
increasing throughout the experimental range, representing an output error of about
L.5-L.84o, or + 0.75 tn0.97o about the median observed value.

2 personal consultation with Mr. Jack Ewers, Senior Lectu¡er (Water Engineering) in the Deparmrent of Civil
Enginerring, Univenity of Adelaide.

3 see Appendix C: Error Analysis in tbe Anemometer Calibration Test. 
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5.5. LATERAL DISPI"ACEMENT of KNEE JOINT

itations were imposed on the access to the
g and the necessity to leave instrumentation
he use of standard measuring techniquee
environment, and was most evident when
ateral displacement (or 'sway') of the frpme
ent and anecdotal evidence suggested that

the order of several millimetres for the
uring this study. In addition, unlike the

measurements of rafter strain and joint rotation, there we¡e no comparisons to be made

with the half scate model frames, and no possibility for the refinement of any propoæd
system during these laboratory tests.

Encouraged by the experience within the Civil Engineering Depa{ment in acceleration
recordinls, piimarily-in the freld of earthquake _engineering, the igdirect "baseline
correctioi; method was adopted for obtaining the frame sway. This was used in
conjunction with instrumentätion techniques de_veloped _fo¡ f^e?sgligg. ambient level
vibiations in unreinforced masonr¡r structures by Klopp and Griffrth (1993).

5.5.1. BASELINE CORRECTION

"Baseline correction" (or "BLC") is a common technique used during the analysis of
laboratory based earthquake simulation tests. In these testq, an ac_celeration record is
used as the load input fór the "shaking table'on which a scale model structure frame is
mounted. As such, the time history records for the base acceleration (a) a¡d
displacement (s) of the model are known. Accelerometers and displacement transducers
are attached to measure the frame deformations for the upper levels. Load is input for a
known duration (T), at which time the base 'a', velocity ('y') and 's' become zero, Since
the frame upper levels continue to oscillate harmonically after-time t=T, measurements
are continuéd until the response has been damped to negligible amplitudes (t=c). This
gives zero final values for the acceleration and velocity o! the fr"+g a(t) and v(t), while
frnat displacements for the upp€r levels will only be zero if the model remains elastic.

The baseline correction technique provides an independent check on the lateral
displacement records for an upper level provided by the trn.nsdugersr and involves the
doúble integration of the accelerometer record for that level. The accelerometer
measuring error 'e' is very small compared with measured accelerations, nnfl -may E
estimated for the purposes of this exercise. However, after double integration, the tl2et2

term may be of signihcance, especially for long test records. From a knowledge of the
above boundary conditions for the three functions given below, the integration errors
r/2et2, c1 and c2 may be removed fmm the derived displacement function s(t).

accelerationa = f(t)+e

velocty v(t)= Ja = Jf(t)+et+cr
t2

displacement s(t)= Jv = ljf(t) *"h+crt+c2

:,f
rl,f

1i

As seen in Figure 5.5.1. overleaf, the integration error'c¡'appears as a constant offsetin
the integration-derived velocity record v(t). Since it is known that final velocity v(t) is zero,

this error may be removed, prior to the next integration step. For elastic range tests,

Þ ll
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where s(r) is aleo zerc, a eimilar correction may be applied to the derived displacement
result, while in the more general inelastic cage, 'ct' would repr sent the error in the
double integrated estimat€a for dieplacement.

forced vibration
damping

v

1
qt

s c2

0 T t= I t 0 t= I

MEASURED RESPONSE .'BASELINE CORRECTION"
'e'þrms removed

Figure 5.5.1. Upær level'mæsured arÉ'baselhe conecled records lor ehstb rnodelcaæ

5.5.2. ADAPTING "BLC" TO OBTAIN a*""

It was expected that the adaptation of the above method to this study would produce far
greater errors than norrrally erperienced (or accepted) in earthquake eimulation tests.
A single accelerometer wa¡ placed at the node point of the instrumented joint, with ite
sensitive arie aligned horizontatly. Load was not controlled in thie study, and as such the
boundary conditions for the accelerations and displacements at the meaeuring site were
not known. Without knowledge of the frnal frame velocity value v(t=t), the 'c¡' error could
not be removed a-fter the first intcgration. However, 'c1t' manifested itself as a larger and
more easily recognizable featu¡e in the derived displacement-time function s(t). The
error 'c1' then represented the slope of the imaginary line between the final and initial
displacement values in the derived s(t) record.

slope of linea¡ error function = 9LL =
finåt dt=f) - initial dt=O)

"c,

Baseline correction was the process of subtracting the linear function 'c1t' from the
displacement record obtained from the double integration of the accelerometer record.

The selection of this 'frnal' value above represents the mqjor source of error during the
use of thie method when calculating Âko"". During earthquake simulation tests, it is
known that a = fIt=t) is zerr, so the above expression holds true after the removal of the
r/2et2 term from s(t=t). This was not the case during this study, \Arith its absence of (wind)
load control. Therefore, some judgement had to bê exercised: rather than selecting a
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frame velocity.

A series of three of these baseline selections were evaluated for each event, a¡d the
resulting maximum offsets each side of this line noted. The maxima for both positive and
negativõ displacements from th the "peak responses" -for the
latãrd '.*"y' of the frame at the an approximation in this form,
BLC provided a reliable "order of

to obecure the constant offset error þ', but
, Ðd no attempt was made to remove it.

le integrated s(t) record was expect€d to be
olic'shape in all records. However, this did

not occur, suggesting that the measuring error ('e') was well below that expected from
the considerati,ons given below. It became evident from inspection_ of the sigagl outp-ut
and subsequent D-aDisprM analyses that acceleration magnitudes approaching the
resolution of the instrument were measu¡ed reliably.

5.5.3. ACCELEROMETER INSTRUMENTATION

One "KISTLER 3054" accelerometer was chosen from the Department's stocks. Their
quoted performance features such as t50 g range, 0 to 500 Hz fre-quency responsg ?nd
damping response of 0.6, were well above the requiremen_ts_ of this study. With a

sensitivity raling of 100mV/g, it was connected to a servo-amplifrer with this (minimum)
signal gain.

Resolution was 500 [¡g (0.000õ g), corresponding to 100 ' 0.0005 = 0.05 mV at the above
gain. As such, it was importanf to use a recording range for the f,Mae._Lab dat_a logger-
ãppropriate to this value: the chosen 10 mV/division range posses_s_ed a resolution of
yiOS6 times its full scale range of t 10O mV = õ0 microV = 0,05 mV also, A narrower
range (and higher resolution) could not be achieved due to tlre signifìcant and erratic
elecirical noisé caused by the operating machinery in the building, itself in an industrial
area. DC signal shifts were also experienced after the opening of the two full-height
sljding loadi"g doors on the Westem wall of the building. The measuring range had to be

suffrciãntly wide to allow for these shifts and still'capture'data. (see also 5.1.4.).

The results from this exercise are presented in Section 7.3. &,4 Inspection of the output
signals for the accelerometer (low pass filtered at 11.5H2) indicated that the observed
reiolution had been better than the 500pg quoted by the manufacturer. Furthermore, as
detailed in Section ?.3., the "baseline correctedo values obtaing¿ for lateral frame sway at
the 'knee' (Ârn*) compared favorably with the form of those measured for rota,tio¿ of the
'knee' joint. This ãonsiderably increased the confidence in both measurement
techniques, since there could have been no independent check on their reliability to
measure their respective structural phenomena.

?9
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6. PREDICTION of RAFTER STRAINS and FRAI\{E
DEFORMATIONS due to WIND LOAD

Theoretical predictions for the forces and deformations in the instrumented portal frame
were required at two stages of the study:

Stage 1. During the selection and design of components of the instrumentatiol systeP
detaileã in Chapter 5, it was essential to estimate the expected magnitude for all
the structural responses that were to be measured. Appropriate instruments
could then be chosen from a knowledge of their resolutions and maximum
rarrges, and data loggtng equipment set to appropriate ranges.

Stage 2. The data recorded on-site by the instrument systcm was_ c_ompa¡ed with the- amplitudes predicted from theory. The procedure outlined below is a recreation
of ihe accepted design procedure for determining the design forces and
deformations of this structure type.

Analyses for both of these stages were made by applying design Code wind loarlings to a
struCtu¡al model, assuming 2D portal frame action. This assumption meant that frame
forces and deformations \pere over-estimat€d, since the stiffening effect on the entire
structure of the external cladding and two 'rigid' end bays was not modelled. A more
detailed, th¡ee dimensional structural model was proposed to theoretically investigate
the effect of including these featu¡es. This would have more closely modelled the "true"
behaviour of the joinlas a component of the building as a whole, rather than as a featu¡e
of a single 2D frame. However, since adequate conclusions were reached using the two
dimensional "upper bound" estimates, this time consuming task was not undertaken.

Wind loads only were considered, since only 'dynamic' effects were relevant in this
study, and the instrumentation system had been specifically designed to eradicate the
more'static'effects of dead and thermal loads and creep (see 5.1.4. & 5.2.5.).

The Stage 2 predictions represented a refinement of the Stage 1 values, made possible by
referencã to the laboratory t¿sts on half scale Yttrup Joints (Iæe, 1993). The principal
adjustment to the structural model was the value of spring constnnt IÇ used to represent
the rotational behaviour of the complex joint region in the 'idealized" frame (see Section
6.1.3.). The IG = 20Eg value used in Stage 1 was extrapolated from analyses of tests on
sitnilar joint types reported in the literature (see 6.2.1.), whereas the 3Eg value used in
Stage 2 was derived directly from the tests by Iæe (see 6.2.2.), thus free of computational
assumptions. By employing the "actualo Kr, the Stage 2 structu¡al model made more
accurate deformation predictions. These were later used during comparison with the on-
site measu¡ements (Chapter 8.1.). Values for IÇ were seen to have a negligible effect on
the predicted frame forces, but a signifrcant effect on frame deformation estimates. Note
that IÇ = infinity would simulatc a fully'rigid" joint experiencing no angle change.

. Structure Analyzed: "signature Joiner¡/ premises (formerly "Kent Town Gate Centre"
until early 1992), Dundee Street, Winefïeld (Adelaide), SA, 5013. Constructed 1989.
Designed by P.J.Yttrup & Associates, 1128 Mount Pleasant Road, Belmont, Vic, 3126.

. Ioading Modet: 4S1170.2-1989 "UIinimum Design Loads on Structures (known as the
ÊAA Ioading Cod¡) Parþ 2z Wind Loads', SeçlLion-3. 'Detaile{ Proced 're: Static
A¡ralysls', and Appenfttx ü.

. Computer Analysis Package: IMAGES 3-DrM Version 2.0. A general structural
analysis package, also containing modal analysis facility.

. Design Code: 451720.1-1988 'Timber Structures (known as SAA Timber Structures
Code) Part 1: Design Methods".
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6.1. STRUCTURAL MODEL FEATURES

6.1.1. Material and Section Properties of Members:

1. Rafl,er and Column: IPL "Ilyspan" LVL 0aminated veneer lumber).
Column 800 x 63 mm, Rafter tapered from 400 (ridge) to 800 (knee) r 63 mm.

Youngis Modulus (E) 13,200 MPa, Density Ø\ 620kelm3. Shear Modulus (G) of 878 MPa
(taken from 451720) is artificially achieved by setting Poisson's Ratio (u) to 6.51? in the

IIVÍAGES-3DTM model; derived from u = *- t = m- 1 = 6.51?.

2. Plywood Gusset Plates: T(nee'2 No. (1eaù side) t9-92-7 (F17), ex 2400 x 1200 sheet,
f.idge'2 No. 17-25-7 G14), er 1800 x 900 sheet.

Youngls Modulus (E): for F14 ply'ridge'plate is 12,000 MPa, for F17 ply'knee'plate is
14,000 MPa.....(A'S1720 Table õ. 1.)

6.L.2. ETEMENT MODELLING

Tþenty elements were used in total. Each of the column and tapered rafter members
were iepresented by four and six 'beam' type elements respectively, with section
properties taken at the segment mid-length. The gusset plate connection overlapped the
upper three wall (column) and 'frrst' roof (rafter) beam segments. Modular ratio theory
was used to transform plywood components to equivalent LVL areas. As an
approximation, the full plywood cross-section wae ueed to determine section properties.
Figure 6.1. below represents the view looking South, with a'Northerly' global Z direction.

glpbal

4"
n12

12 90 mm

5@2420

Figure 6.1.a. Geometry of idealized 2D fname - nodes.
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Figure 6.1.b. Geometry ol idealized 2D lrame - members.
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Chapter 6: Framc Response Predíctíons

6.1.3. 'KNEE' JOII\TT MODELLING

ee' joint v¡as mdelled as a linear rotatinnal
e ends of the rafter and column memberg

g was assumed
rted by both
uP to at least t

oint'. Their quotêd load-displacement traces
9 and 13.589 Nmm/radian respectively, and
e 1) estimate of Ke = 2089 for the Yttrup
2 is derived in Section 6.2.2. below.

For the sake of uniformity, in all the theoretical computations, those portions of each
the plywood gusset plate were aseumed to

and column'elements' immediately incident
ed of 400mm length (being the half depth).
ar deformations of these beam lengths were

set to zero and that slips in the moment resisting nail'rings'\pene assumed to contribute
only to tlrre rotation of the joint.

6.2. DERIVATION Of thE ROTATIONAL SPRING
CONSTAIIT Iç.

Prior to the availability of results fipm the laboratory tests (latc 1992), the estimate for the
the research conducted in New Zealand on
asie of their tests was on (la¡ge amplitude)
t rotations of sufficient maguitude to permit
. Although the frame geometry, section
ere known, arr error of f 20 to 307" was

ulus of the main timber members.

Batchelar (1984) and Batchelar-Cavanagh (1984) both tested two-member V-frames'
possessing nailed, plywood gusset platg join_ts very similar to the Yttrup- Joint. Thetl
ieported "ia* loaã-dõflection" traces referred to the total deflection at the base of one of
thã two members, in the direction of the applied ram load. Since the frames weFe

statically determinate, it was possible to derive the moment-rotation relatiolrships for tlre
joints främ consideraúion of the ram forces and component deflection.. ¡¡¡swing the
ii*b"" material and section properties, estimates were made for the deflections due to
the bending, shear and axial forces in each member. Then, by subtracting tÞese fro-m- the
quoted 'totá' deflection, the component due to rotation of the joint was obtained for a
given ram load:

Âe=Âøt-(Âu+Â'+Ao)
= Âøt - Åb,r,-,

The example computations for the Batchelar-Cavanagh (1984)'Specimen II.1" 'V-frame'
are given overleaf.
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Chapler 6: Frem¿ Response Predictions

\ usL
-/ \

0J \ 1200mm

â \ portions1962mm

loadedr
shape\
(dashedf INSET

Pr'^j=***'
FIXED END

Figure 6.2. 'V-frame" test selup, giving Batchelar€avanagh (1984) example dimensions.

For the purposes of this exercise, oniy the member iength clear of the gusset plate was
used, vtz. 3L52 - 1200 = 1952mm. Deformations were also caused within the joint area by
nail slips and gusset plate bending. It was assumed that all these deformations could be
accounted for by a rigid body rotation of the two members, seen at the (ram) measuring
sitc as Âs, the (ram)'deflection due to rotation". This was modelled by representing the
portions of the members joined by the gusset plate as 'rigido, connected by a rotational
spring of stiftess IÇ at the node point.

Components of the ram load Pr". were computed for the local x and y di¡ections (axial P,
and shear P" respectively) using the initial angle between the horizontal line of ram load
and the member evis of cr = 38.5o: R = P,"- cos a and P, - Po- sinc.

The parent ti¡nber size was 570x115mm LVL, assumed to have the following material
properties: Young's Modulus (E) = 11,000 MPa, bending strength Fu = 11 MPa, and shear
modulus (G) (from 451720) as 730 MPa. Unfortunately, for both the New Zealand testing
programmes, Young's Modulus of the LVL specimens was not measured, but other NZ
testing on the same species and grade indicates "moduli ranging from 8 to 14 GPa, with
the mqjority of beams being in the range of 10 to 11 GPa".r As a convenient value, E = 111
3 GPa Ì 'as assumed. A value of 9 GPa is quoted in the New Zealand Timber Design Code
N23603:1990 for "dr5r, No. 1 framing grade glue laminated timberz.

From th in Figure 6. angle enclosed by the
two legs known) total ør). Although one leg
end was recorded at of a s¡rmmetrical test,
the node point would remain equi-distant between these two ends during loading.
Therefore, total ram deformations (^tJ and change in enclosed angle 0 rnay be attributcã
to the legs equally. By considering each leg as rotating about the 'node' point, the arc
length 'scribed' by the end of each leg (of unchanged length 'L') was V2 ôe L. It was
assumcd that the length of the -'chord' between the initial and final positions of the leg
end was equal to this arc length, Ðd that this chord was perpendicular to the initial
'radius'. thus, the displacement of each leg end Uz Ãr,,t = chord ¡ sinc. Therefore, U2 A¡n¡ =t/2 ôe L r sind,, gtving the simple expression for the change in the joint enclosed angle:

ôe=;Â.0
IJ Srn(I

1 ¡rrsonal communication with Dr Ricbard Hunt, Timber Engineering Resea¡ch Fetlow, University of Aucklancl. In
the Hunt-Bryant (1988,89) papers, Dr Hunt referenced and summarized tbe resuls of Batchelar (1984) and Batchela¡-
Cavanagb (1984), all of whicb were conducted at tÌ¡e University of Auckland.
u
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Chapter 6: Frame Response Predicfic'¡s

Movements of each leg end due to the three elastic member displacements may be

transformed into tlw direction of tlw røm as follows (^ in mm, Pråm in kN):

Bending:

A - À" sina = ( ffi) siocr, - ffi Po. (sin 38'50P = 0'0492P*"

Shea¡:

Â" = Â"o si¡rcr, = ( gå+) sinü, = tffi P-", (sin 38.50P - 0.01eP'-'

Axial:
Â., = Â",, cosø = ( *#) cosct = ffi P,",o (cos 38.50P = 0.00166Pno

Thus, the total elastic deflection in the member at its base was Ao,.,o = 0.0699P."-
A total deflection of 34mm was quotêd by Cavanagh for the extreme case of a rem load of

80kN. At this load, the above equates to Â¡,",", = 5.59mm. Due to sSrmmetry, this is equally

present in both (identical) members, so the rotation component_is Ae =34' 2(5.59)=
-22.82^tn. 

Over a radius R of 3152mm, the change in enclosed angle is:

arc
T_õ0

n.82
sin 38.5. ' 3152 = 0.01163" = 0.66&[ degrees.

Thus K" = # = ffi = 13.4989 Nmm/radian.

This calculation confrrmed the IMAGES-3DrM analysis of the same problem, which gave

a Ks of 13.589 Nmm/radian. A similar exercise for the "Specimen 6" described by

Batchelar (1984) yielded a Ke of 3.089 Nmm/radian. LVL members of 360 x 90 mm

Radiata Pine were connected by 18mm ply gusset plates at an enclosed angle of 102.5".

6.2.L. EXTRAPOLATION to trIRUP JOINT

The two values derived fmm the New Zæaland tests above were then extrapolated ø obtain
a reliable estimate for the rotational joint stiffness Ke of the Yttrup Joint. Various
geometrical parameters were chosen, as detailed below. Refer to Figure 6.3.

However, this procedure was only approximate, due to the complexity -of the joint
geometries. For example, both the NZ researchers installed-a gap betwee_n the connected
ra-fier and column members. The Yttrup Joint, without such a gap, could be erpected to
be slightly stiffer as a result. The joints constructed by Batchelar-Cavanagh featu¡ed a

'mitrer type joint between the two members, in contralt _to the tearigd arrangement of
Batchelar and yttrup. Also, the results quoted by Batchelar relate to his "Spe_cimen 6", a
joint stiffened by a thio steel'reinforcing' strap on the- butside'edge, eslecialll effective
ãuring the closing mode when the strap would have been in tension. Because of these
differences, two ãpproaches were considered for extrapolation of the NZ results to the
Yttrup Joint. The ñrst approach assumed that the ¡nqin proportioning_influence on joint
stiffness was the sizes of the component members, while the second also considered the

(a) byMember Siz€s

Three'member size' extrapolations were used, two based on section moduli (Z) and the
third orr moment of inertia about the mqjor bending axis (Izz), Section moduli were taken
through the LVL parent member and also, the plywood "critical section', which is
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Chapter 6: Frame Responsc P¡edictions

tinuity between the joined members: where
nt bending moment between the two nail
value derived f¡om a'Z'extrapolation could

rning frame bending moments (M'), since M
hand, a similar exencise using'I' rnight be

d method of ertrapolation was based on the

<L4-T or20.2Ll9 >2.688 (1.0)9.5 (t.o)6.72 0.oIttrup

t3.5rJ91.77õ (.66)8.64 (.sr)6.2,7 (gn)Batchelar-
Cavanagh

3.0890.t 50 (.r3)1.574 (.166)L.gM @æ)Bat¡helar

K0
lNmm/radianl

Izz (LYL)
IE9mm3]

7, (ply crit. secn.)
lE6mmsl

zúvL)
lE6mmsl

As seen in Figure 6.3., both the Section Modulus ('Z') extrapola¿ions c-onveni_e4tly gave-

(approximrt"ú) the saane rotational stiffness of Ift = 14.7E9 Nmm/rad. Tt¡e Moment of
Inertia ('!rr') ccrnparison ¡'ielded a Ift value of 20.02E9 Nmrn/rad'

(b)byNaif GroupGææ@

As will be seen in Appendix D, many geometrical functions erist to accpunt for the effect
of nail group size, shàpe and nail pattern on joint strength. The Mit¿hell Method (1979)
was usei here, as it has been shown by Walford (1988) to be an accurate appro-imatíon
over a wide range of nail group aspect ratios (1 ø 3), and is valid for the pre-ultimate
loading range within which the linea¡ elastic IMAGES-BDÎM model was used.

The geometric term employed was 'I', a polar moment of inertia: t = {P where

's' is the transverse thickness of the ring and '^êf and 'B' are its centreline dimensions.

The two nail
easily evalua
nail groups o
the constant
inertia was instead evaluated from fìrst principles, using a double integral over the
'ring' equations (seen below) we¡e _chec\gd_ uslng the Batchelar
Joint, well with the 'approximate' Mitchell 'I' abovel. In_ ad-dition,
some ng nail spacings and end/side distances were made for the
Batchelar-Cavanagh joint (consist€nt with other NZ joints) since they were not included
in the jour:nal article.

(*y)

I" = J rz dA = J fJi(xz + y2) dx dy
comprises:

ttzr"a= (+) ms + t\tr) -
Lrzr,o,= (T) u' + (r! , 

rl) u

For the upper 'ro'w', bounded by two
parallel lines y=mx+c (c¡ or q):

L=lÌl$(t", + 1þz + 2mcx + cz dx dc

m
n

v

dA
(dx by dy)

x
a

o
I'col,rmn

I
2

r

'row
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Extrapolation of these results yielded a predic_tion of I! {or lhe Yttrup Joint of tE)
Ñ**lïa¿ian using the'upper'nail g¡oupg, and 3489 with the'lower'.

Chapter 6: Fram¿ Response Predictíons

<30 -348 >97.156 (1.0)86.714 (Lo)Yttrup
13.5!1936.583 (¡zz)36.583 (.422)Batchelar-Cavanagh
3.OEp5.5M (.ooz)4.557 (.0æ)a

I{€
I Nmm/radian ]

I (IOWER)
I E9 mm']

I (UPPER)
IE9mmr]

Ko [Ee]

I
7.

3.0

\

u.0

30.0

20.0

15.0
135

0.05 0.16 0.289 0.4

Figure 6.3. Extrapolations for Yttrup Joint Ks based on live geometric indicators.

en the three joints prevented a convincing
ods used above. For example, aside from all
sessed a unique "over-designo factor, which

ore, there is no valid basis for assuming

However, the process did achieve the obje_ctive olproviding an "order of-magnit¡¡flsn
estimate'for the rotational stiffness of the Yttrup Joint, for input into an elastic frame

the frame benrling moments did not change
alues derived. Since the primary use of the
d in turn to design instrumentation), the "I
ien was adopted.

6.2.2. Ift from the I,ABORATORY TESTS

A¡ irlentieal analvsis to the one described abovc was conùucted oulLe half sc¿le Ytt¡u+

joint property

Ythup value
0.e 1.0

Joint test specim€DS, and yielded a IÇ of 7.3I 9_Nmû¡-/radiân. An IMA(i.[.;ö-öLI'- cnecE ot

ifti. .ut""l"iioo gave a smaller value of about 5E9, due to lhe asyarye_try of the '\y'-frame'.
These were based on the P-¡ results of Tests 2 a¡¡d 3 (see Section 5.2.3.), shown overleaf .

However, since additional M-e data was available for these tests (see 
-graPh 

overleaf fmm
Griffith ét d, 1992), the K6 derived from these was used in the refined predictions of
frame forces and deformations (Stage 2). The linear moment-curvature test results gave

an initialjoint stiffness of about 389 Nmm/radian (see also 6.6.).
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MOMENT - ROTATION plors for LABoRAToRy rEsTS 1 to 3.
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UNMRSITY OF ADELAIDE S/N:801903 01106193

PAGE I Run ID=HH529M 18:06:29

======================I M AG E S I þ ===-===============
= Copyright (c) 1984 Celestial Softwa¡e Inc. =

======================================-===============

half scale model Yttrup Joint (Lee, 1993) laboratory test specimen
Ke=5E9Nmm/radian

rlgld end offsets: BEAM NO. 1: node I = 350 mq node 2 = 930 mn
BEAM NO. 2: node 3 = 410 mm, node 4 = 450 mm

LOAD CASE 1

TENSILE RAM LOAD P = 45 kN TO NODE 1 (-ve X direction)

DISPLACEMENTS (mm, radians)

Translations / Rotatioûs
NodexYZIXYZ

--t-----------
1 -.6300E+02 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 / .00008+00 .0000E+00 '-2299E-01
2 -.3153E+02 -.40008+02 .0000E+00 / .00008+00 .0000E+00 -.1 l25E-01

3 -.3l53E+{Z -.40OOE+02 .0000E+00 / .00008+00 .0000E+O0 .5486E-02

4 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .24228-01 (fixed in global X andY dirn)

BEAM LOADS AND/OR STRESSES (N, Nmm)

Gloads Node Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz

GLoads
GLoads

GLoads
GLoads

***BEAM NO. 1*¡ß¡r (node I to 2)
I -.4500E+05 .53468-02 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .33y8-07
2 .4500E+05 -.5346842 .0000E+O0 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .8035E+08

***BEAM NO. 2+** (node 3 to 4)

3 -.4500E+0 5 -.53'1 0E-02 .0000E+O0 .0000E+00 .0000E+00'.8035E+08
4 .4500E+05 .53708-02 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.8469E-08

SPRING LOADS between nodes 2 and 3 (N, Nmm)

Type Node Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz

GLoads
GLoads

GLoads
GLoads

GLoads
GLoads

***SPRG NO. l*** (axiat)

2 -.45008+05 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .0000Et{0 .0000E+00

3 .4500E+05 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .00008+00 .0000E$0 .0000E+00
***SPRG NO. Z*** (shea¡)

2 .0000E+00 .7105E{2 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .00008{00 .0000E+00

3 .0000E+00 -.7105E-02 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00
r**SpRG NO. 3**t (moment) K = Ke

2 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.8035E+08

3 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .8035E+08

r'!
lr

I
I\.Eftr- Ilvllù \rì; ¡ru¡ru,r-

Node Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz

1 .0000E+00 .53468-02.00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00

4 .4500E+05 .5370E-02 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00

I



Chapter 6: Fra¡nc Resyonsc Predictions

6.3. \ryIND LOADING

Being orientated on a N-S n=is and bisymmetric4 in p]an, the__structure is Snalyze! fot
wind loade in the two orthogonal directions of North and Weet. Easterly winds in
Adelaide are not generally critical, nor aE frequent, and the conse_quent decision to site
the single anemometer adjacent the Westerly wall of the building nqe_a- t that only
loadingã from the Westerly 18@ sector from North around to South could be measured
retiabÚ. For computational convelience, the General Case to be considered was:
transvãrse tributsry width of frame G) of one metre, gust dynamic wind pressure (q") of
one kiloPascal (1 kPa) and intcrnal prlessure set to zero (sealed building). Thereafter, the
results from the IMAGES-3DTM analysis were scaled appropriately.

.i':l .i'l¿, il *åexternar
lL= eight),bN-W)=40m,

d (E-W) = 26.6m).

Case 1. 9-= 0"llüuùhqtqlüesl)

Case ô 0= 9(þ (Wind from N or S)

0-0'
E
E

s
u0

s
UD

E
-0.3

L TY

9= 90'
+n.7 -0.4 {.4

Figure 6.4. Showing llV, U, D, L, S and pc = Ka x Cp,e for each lace for 0 = 0 and 90 deg. direc{ions.

6.3.1. DERIVATION of DYNAI\{IC WIND PRESSURE (q")

Bv Cl¡uce 3-3= the sì¡st rlvnamie wind Dressure o. = 0.6 V2 r 10,3-where=V- is the desim

{3{.3 (10< a< 15o) Table 3.4.3.1(B)as for W.L
{309{SG (a= 11.5Ð Table 3.$.AC)as for U.D.

4.ilg{.64 (h/d = 5126.6 = 0.188, a =11.5o) Table 3.4.3.2G)0.8õ7 for 68m2 wallsU.

+0.7+0.7 (using (L = qì ,h < 25.0 m) Table 3.4.3.1(A)1.0 for 25m2 wallsw
BCp,"Içface

{)34:l-0.4 si¡nilar to'S' above Table 3.4.3.2(A)0.857 for 68m2 wallsIJ., D.

{).4-0.4 h/d =7.425/40 = 0.186 Table 3.4.3.1(C)
as 2h (15.25m) approximately coincides with the
'4th frame'(15m from leading (S) edge).

s. 1.0 for 25mz walls

D.face

gust wind speed at height z. V" is defrned in Clause 3.2.2 as a function of the basic wind
speed (Ð and various multipliers, of which only the terrain category term M1,,".1¡ is
relevant to this structure. The shielding multiplier M" was not signifrcant for the
sparsely developed areas surrounding the site to the West and North. Also, it was
decided to not use a topographic multiplier M¡ to account for the effect of the ïtlingfreld
Waste Disposaì Depot, representing a smooth sloped, trapezoidal hill to the \{NW.
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Chapter 6: Fram¿ Response Prediclíons

The design gust wind speed V, may be computed for either of the limit states (ultimat€
strengthlr ie¡wiceability) or permissible ('worHod) case. (The permissible stress gust

wind speed V" is obtained by dividing Vu by {r¡ l. To predict the maximum respoDse of
the structure,'the ultimat¿ limit state eust wind speed (V") was used.

Vo is 50m/s for both the orthogonal di¡ections of S *4 W (Table 9.2.3), but since M(z,ot)
wãs assumed as fully developed Terrain Category 2 for North, this direction governed
over the South, which war assumed as standard residential TC8. [V' = V' lvf(aot) = 48 r
0.955 = 45.84rnls fon N cf. 50 ' 0.79 = 39.5 for S Ôoth at height 7.5m)1.

o sector beios
d to derive an
follows:

'inn€r
tullY

developed
Terrain

Category3

M = 0.955

2o,, =0'2 o

f,,lly
developed

Terrain
Category2

M =O.790

zo,, =0'U2
M X=x

The horizontal distance required for the 'inner layer'to develop to the average height of
the upwind roof slope ('U') of 6.21m is:

\ = 4¡( m!')'' = o.z ("-3ä)* = 21om.

The terrain category multiplier M(z,c¡t) is a function of the distance downstream of the
commencement of the TC2 region ('r'). A distance r = 900m \rag assumed for the site,
thus the site I(",""¡¡ was derived from Eq. 3.2.6 (3):

Ivf = Ivt +
// __\
\l{aoq'Nl") = 0.9õ5 i \0.79 - 0.95õ = 0.909

\
)

Thus for Westerly (e = @) loading, V" = V' Ur..r) = 50 ' 0.909 = 46.45 m/s, hence q, became
1.239 kPa. From above, for Northerly (e = 9Þ) lssding, V, = 45.84 m/s and 9, = 1.261 kPa.
Thus, the use of a 1 kPa loa¡ling in the II{AGES-3DrM model was convenient.

6.3.2. AI{ALYSIS at LOWER \ryIND LOADING LEVEI^S:

The probability that V" will occur at least once in a single year is about 1 in 975, and for
the 'permissible stress' design wind speed, 1 in 20. The ambient, 'sen'iceability level'
wind loading levels measured in this investigation act on the structure virtually
continually. For these wind loading levels less severe than the 'ultimate level'"worst
case scenarios", the procedure following was used to analyze the structure. This method
involved assuming a (shorter) return perid for the chosen wind loading level in order to
derive an int¿rmediate value of ç. Thereafler, for any known value of ç, the output of the
IMAGES-3DTM analysis for the C'eneral Case loading was simply scaled. In this way, the
structural responses measured at a known wind speed could be compared to the
theoretical predictions of the structural model. This is done in Chapter 8.

The ultimate limit state gust wind speed (V") and serviceability state wind speed ff.)
have a 57o probability of being exceeded in a 50 year and 1 year period respectively.
Consequently, they have return periods of 975 and 20 years respectively. The general
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Chaptcr 6: Frame Rcsponse Prediclions

formula grving basic wind speed V for
R in Region A. (Formula E3.2.2(1)).

(Westerly and South Westerly) 45o direction sectors. Thus, a basic wind speed may be

obtains¿ for any assumed return period for these two sectors.

vovov.
179.6L79.3ltr.E146.5136.8105.1V (km/hr
49.949.E4340.73En.2
1000)çn6lmÆ.2'Ã)1yea¡s)Ær

Table 6.4. Basic Wind Speed (Ð lor selected relum periods F lor the W and SW sectors in Adelalde

6.4. STRUCTURAL MODEL ESTII\{ATES

The output from the IMAGES-3DTM structural model for the two 451170.2 wind load
cases of'West (0 = @) and North (0 = 9@) is given in Appendix F. They represent the
General Case of a 1 kPa dynamic rrind pressure and tributary frame width of one metre.
In Table 6.8. overleaf, these frgures aré converted for the five metre frame \ridth of the
Wingfield building and the "ultimate" wind event p_ressures of 1.239 and 1.261 kPa for the
Wes[erly and Northerly wind directions respectively. The notations used in this table for
the frame bending moments and lateral deflections are shown in Figure 6.5. overleaf.

To use this information during the selection and design of the instmmentation system
(Stage 1), a more rcalistic wind event was chosen. Table 6.4 above indicates that a good

estirãate for the ennual ma*imum event is 105 km/hr. On this basis, an arbitrary value
of 100 km/h was used for V", grving a dynamic wind pressure of 0.463 kPa. This value
was used to scale the model 

-output to estimate expected values for the structural
responses measured i¡ the study: frame bending moment (M),_ joinj rotation (0) and the
lateral frame displacement at the 'knee'(Ârn*).As seen in Tablg 6.8., the Westerly wind
event can be expected to provide the maximum response in all three for a.giveq wind
pressure, with alt three maxima occurring in the instrumented Western 'knee' joint
(subscript 'R'). The maoi¡n¡¡¡'¡¡ Western joint responses ïvere:

Mn = 23.90 kNm' õ m r 0.463 kPa = 55.3 kNm
Âro"* = -õ.0 mm ' 5 ' 0.463 = -11.6 -- (to East)
0¡= 1.195.5 ' 0.463 =z.7æmillimdians ('opening')
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Chapter 6: Frame Resporce Prúictions

as above due
to symmetry

(0.443 + 0.762= 1.195)' 5 ¡
1.â39 = 7.405 rnilliradian¡0n

(0.460 + 0.307 = 0.767)' õ'
1..26L = 4.t!44 miìli¡adians

(0.497 + 0.39õ = 0.ð92) ¡ õ r
1.239 = 5.528 

^¡[ü¡sfinn¡
eL

as abve-5.0 u u
= 191.0 rr¡mÂn

3.0
( 4

= 4.8 mm3.72 4 (
= 23.0 mmA¡

15.35 u (
= 96.823.90

g u
= 148.1klrlmMn

-L.28 u g

= -8.1-2.t 4 a
= -15.5Mc

15.35 ¡ 5' 1.261 = 96.8 kNm17.85 ,5 'L.239 = 110.6lcNmMt.
NORTH WINDWEST \4IIND

* eubscripts 1!l and ï,'represent'rightl (l[est) and'left'(East) ¡ide¡ of the frame respectively

Table 6.8. IMAGES-3Dil struclural model resulls lor'ultimale' wind events (West and Noilh)

5to 10 a¡ Ii to 16

Westmlto4 m17to

Figure 6.5a. Notation used for lrame bending momenls (West case shown)

nodes
n 18,19

n global X
n23

Figure 6.5b. llotation used for lrame lateral dellections (West case shown)

A minor adjustment was now made to the estimate for frame moment (Mn), since it was
t}rie røfter bendirg moment (M) that s/as actually measured in this study. As described in
Section 5.2.,ib was possible to obtain an estimate for the bending moment at the'node'
point of the frame by extrapolation of the value measured at the neighbouring "rafter"
site, and vice versa. This involved the assumption of a relationship between them,
typically given by the bending moment diagram for the frame. Since the two sites were
only 864 mm apart, the enor introduced by using the moment diagram produced by the
assumed 451170.2 wind loading model, as seen in Figure 6.5a, would have been
minimal. Therefore, the ex¡rected frame moment Mp wâs adjusted as follows:
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Chapter 6: Fram¿ Response Predictíons

Mtn r¡,"' = M.od. r',ro + (Mr-." rz - Moo¿" rr,rn) , 3ffi-
= 23.90 + (19.t1 - 23.90) '
= 19.29 kNm/m¡ÌPa

æ4m
For the chosen 100 h/hr event, M = M5¡¡", drd = L9.29' 5 m' 0.463 kPa = U.65 l¡Nm

Not¿ that this simple extrapolation was far mone efñcient than converting.all measuned

rafter moments baõt< ø'node'momenta, for comparison with the model estimate.

Also, the model estimate for the rafler moment (and deformations Á and 0) could have
beeíeasily evaluated at ony wind speed, sínce the expression above was proportional to

the d¡mamic wind pressune ç. Because g, = 0.6 vl, 1û3, for any sped wind event vr:

t=# '4,4.ffi twm

6.5. ESTIMATES for RAFTER STRAINS

An estimate was then made for the maximum expected bending strains at the rafter site.
A linear strain distribution was assumed (5.2.3.). Section modulus (Z) for the 764 x 63

mm cross-section was 6.129 EG mm3, with Youngis Modulus (E) for the LVL 13,200 MPa.
Thus for the 100 km/hr wind event, benrling strain (e6) became:

mq.imum expected response e o = h,= A,ffifu = ilil2¡¡is¡oÊf¡ain (pÊ)

Since 100 km/hr was considered to be the'peak evento, recording ranges were get within
the CharUS data logging package so that these strain amplitudes would be 'captured'.

would be experienced in the plastic
), a 'pre-strain' of 600 ¡re was applied
ty squared" relationship introduced

typical expected response e o = ffi , 652 = 199 microstrain (¡re)

As a guide to the required sensitivity of the strain measuring system, a wind speed

chargé (or "fluttero) of 10 km/h was considered:

smallestexpectedresponse eo= # ' 652 = S.Smicrostrain(¡rE)

Converting these expected etrains to voltage output using the c4ibration test derived
equation of þ = 4 m\/" gave voltage outputs of 138, 50.and 1.4 milliVolts respectively. Due_

to the erpected measuring system errors and signal noise, a 'be¡t caseo resolution of
about LtoZ mV (4 to 8læ) was anticipated, equivalent to a I to 12 km/hr event.

However, as discussed in the opening remarks to this chapter, the simpl
of the above wouldìa

of 20 l¡e (or about 5 mV) was set for the strain gauges. thi-s equat€d to a We,sterly wind
event of 19 km/hr by the calculations above. So, even if the frame response had been over-
estimated by a factor of two say, rafter strains were still significant at L7 km/hr.

(,*. ,f 8i ,,rhun\ -- -V; ry , *l^r,*esotdro^ef 2-,^\ ? 8¡*8= fl lh^lü+)
loot L

s



Chapter 6: Frame Rcsponse Predictíons

6.6. ESTIMATES BA,SED ON REFINED I&

From the analysis detailed in Section 6,2.2., the "refinedn value for K = 3Eg was obtained,
and input into the structural model. The revised eetimatea portal frame responses are
shown in the Table below, for the two "ultimate'level wind events.

as above due
to slrmmetry

(2.799 + 4.376 = 7.L76) " 5 "
1.239 = U.Mg mi[iradia¡rseR

(3.L24 + 1.409 = 4.533)' 5'
1.261 = 28.581 ¡¡illi¡¿flfans

(I.LZL+ 1.036 - 5.157)' õ'
1.239 = 31.948 milliradian¡0r.

as abve-16.67 " aa

= -9ß5m
^R

7.868 u 4
= 49.6 mm6.40

g !
= 39.6 mmÅ1

19.60
g g

= 85.82L.52
g 4

= 1&33 kl',[mMn
4.U2 ( g

= -26.34.23 4 !
= -38.6Mc

13.60' 5 r 1.261 = E5.E kNm15.47 '5 ' 1.239 = 95.8 kNmMr
NORTH \ryINDWEST WIND

an

* subscripts l,'and T,'represent'right'(West) and'left'(East) sides of the fiame respectively

Table 6.C. Revised structural modd results for'ullimate" wind events (West and North)

A comparison between Tables 6.8. and 6.C. ghows the effect on frame responses of the
rotational spring stifhess IG used to model the behaviour of the 'knee' joint. A reduction
in this stiffness saw an expected redistribution of frame moments from the 'knee' to the
'ridge' joints, and greatly increased deformations Á and g. This change from 20 to 3Eg
Nmm/radian saw lateral sway (Ârn"") increase by 2 tn 3 times, while rotations (0)
increased by about 6 times, approximately equal to the notational stifhess reduction.

To compare the røfter s¿úe bending moments predicted by the two models for the 100
kÍL/hr storm (in the governing \ilesterly direction), the analysie described in Section 6.4.
gave:

M*r*;,"' = Mnod. re,rg * (Mr,.¿ rz - Mrro¿ rs,rr) t 6ffi
= 2L.62+ (17.08 - 2L.52)' ffi
= 16.82 kNm/m/kPa

whichconvertsto M=M.'.n"".rw =L6.82'5m'0.463kPa =38.94kÌ',Im (V"= 100Ìxn/tr)

A simila¡ conversion of the frame deformation predictions for the 100 km/br event gave:

^u 
= -15.57 ' 5 ' 0.463 = -$6O rnrn (to East)

0¡= 7.175 ' 5'0.463 = 16.6l mitliradiane (bpening')

joint 'node'
bending

moment

lateral frame
displøcement

rotation at
joint centroid

These estimates may be evaluat¿d for any wind event of gust speed V" (km/hr) using the
expression (shown for'rafìber site' moment):

Mv-#, sa.e4 lwm

gL
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7,L. JOINT MOMENT - ROTATION

In this study, the structural response of primary interest was the moment-rotation
relationship for the 'full scale' joint. Rafter strains and joint rotatione were measured for
ambient, 'serviceability level'wind events, as described in Chapt¿r 5. The validity and
limitations of the instrumentation techniques adopted for both of these were detailed in
Sectione 6.2.1. and 5.3.3. respectively. Momentg were obtained from the two remotely
measured extreme frbre strains by assuming a linear strain distribution across the section,
as justified in 5.2.3. AII joint rotation data was provided directly by the calibrated RVIII
output, as detailed in Section 5.3.

In Chapter 8, results are compåred to (a) theoretical predictions, based on conventional
structural analysis of portal frame structuree (Chapter 6), and (b) the results from the
laboratory tests on half scale model joints (Iæe, 1993). For convenience, all referencea to
omomento in this investigation concern the bending moment at the rafter section
approximately 170 millimetres from the (vertical) edge o{ the gusset plate, as see¡ in
Figure 6.2.1. Conventionally, the moment at the joÞt 'node'-po1nt is used, since it þ þe¡g
thát the theoretical maximum occurs. However, all data in both the laboratory and ñeld
studies was taken at the'same'ra.fter site, and as discussed in Section 6.4., conversion
between the 'node'and this neighbouring position in the frame was possible. Therefore, the
theoretical predictions were extrapolated across to the'raft¿r site", for comparison with the
'test' and'freld'derived bending moments. A typical'conversion'value between the'node'
and'rafter'moments was 1.23, based on the portal frame þ¡ding moment diag¡am derived
from the 451170.2 wind loading model ('rigrd" knee joint, Westerly wind).

From the continuously output signals for rafter strain and joint rotation, only "excerpts" of
a nominal tcn second length (called wind "events") were collected, captured using the dat¿
loggerrs intemal'trigger', based on a nominal wind velocity.,Data frles ssnfaining_hund¡eds
of these response records were obtained for each windy day during June to September
L992. From these ñles, only the most'significanti events were used for subsequent analysis.

During data analysis, the "signifrcance" level was based on the magnitude of the úangein
strøin in the botøm rafìtcr fibre, not wind speed. The adopted level of f20¡rc (micmstrain)
was derived from a consideration of the measuring error and the theoretical predictions
explainsd in Section 6.5. For the most sever€ days of August 10th and 12th L992, when wind
speeds of up to 80lsr¡/hr wene meaÉ¡ured, this "cut-off level was raised to 30 rnicrostrain, in
order to reduce the volume of data requiring analysis. The t20pe "cut-ofP level
corresponded to a change i¡ þarling momenü (ôM) of appmximately *1.5 l<l.[m in the rafìer
(hence = 1.9 lùllm at the'node'). this data selection procedure is shown overleaf.

396 wind eventsl were selected on this basis, ten of which were included despite narrowly
failing t}re'20¡n cut". lhese have been listed chronologically in the Excel 3.0rM spreadsheet
output of Appendix G., showing the calculation of rafter bending moment (M), joint rotation
(0) and their quotient, secant stiffness (K). Hereafler, each event is referred to numerically,
with the event number corresponding to its position in the spreadsheet. An additional
eleven records were included (for a total of 407) as eramples where unexpectedly high
rotation output was noticed, despite low (or by deñnition 'insignifrcant') strains. In
particular, six events were seen to retu¡a stifïnesses as low as 189 Nmm/radian or less, in
comparison with the average secant stiffness of 489 Nmm/radian (see Figure 7.1.1.), and
featured in Stevens et al (1993).

The term wind "event" is used interchangeably to refer to "ten second data collection period" and "example of
significant response". Inspection of the spreadsheet reveals that some 93 of these "10 second ¡reriods" contain
multiple examples of significant (5mV or greater) strain res¡nnse.
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DATA SELECTION PROCEDURE:

Data is monitored continuously by the instrumentation system, but
only that data occuring during the more severe wind gusts is logged:

10

v> v v v v
trigger

velocity pne-

H
Event 378

poor cornelation in either shape
or phase between strain and
rotation records, so not used in
graphical analyses such as
"sti.ffioesg" (7.2,\: see 7.1.1.

Chapter 7: Ræults and Disicusslor.

(most of the records
were of this form)

\ th¡ee instances
where peak to
trough strain

of 1.5 secs

A series of 11.õ second duration data "windows" are captured, in which
a velocity exceeding that of the trigger velocity has been experienced.
All instrument output is logged for 10 eeconds after the ínitinl gtst.

o o o
single insta¡ce
where peak to
trough sf,¡ain
A€ is > 20W

^e 
never ,20W ,

so record not used

1

I

407 instances recorded,4 No. shown here

o o

HH
Events 379,380 1

excellent shape and
phase correlation
between strain and
rotation records, so
used in all analyses

All these 407 "eventso were recorded in the spreadsheet given in Appenrlix G. An example
of the raw data record (afte¡ uqit conversion), Srving the six channels of data, is shown at

'glued strain gauges" described in Section 6.2.7.). The data shown at left was processed
using the 'peak analysis" method to give the moment-rotation curve shown in Figure 7.L.9.
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Chapter 7: Ræults ønd Díscussbn

Data was taken manually f¡om the ¡Chart/8rM datafrle records using the "pe_ak sn_alysisn

method for the three signals of top and bottom Btrain and rotation, where the dffirence
between immediately aãjacent peaks and troughs in output signals was recorded. Each
individual "wind evelt" rlpresented a single 'rise' or 'fall' in the fluctuating records of the
structural responses. Theiefore, as discussed in Section 5.L.4. and 6.2.6., the dynamic
clnnges in thô structural responses ro poin_t" i9 *y
anatysis is effectively arbitrary, sinc ive to the datum
'absólute zero'strain or rotation was he spreadsheet is
shown overleaf, showing the calculations for the most signifrcant events, which a¡e
discussed in more detail in the following text.

A strict co¡relation between the shape and phase of the concurrent strain and rotation
siguals was required by this method, but was not always seen. Moment-rotation plots could
nol be assemblãd reliably in these cases. flowever, when distinctive features were oommon
to both the (slightly'out of phase') etrai-n and rotation records, it was considered reliable to
concentrate only ol the largest changes or steepest parts (most sifnif¡cant) of the_signal
records, despite an etror in thei¡ phase correlation. This is considered further in Section
7.L.3.

Figure 7.t.L. is shown at lefi, showing the rr axi4um recorded chal8es in moment and
roãation ("ôMoment vs Arctation") for all of the 407 'sigrrificant' wind events. The largest
events a¡e labelled with their respective 'event numbers'. A large congregation of dat¿ is
seen at or above the'cutoff momènts of t1.5 kNm. The eleven records mentioned earlier,
where high rotation but low strain was noted, appear well below this distinct tuncho of
records. ltr'ive of these in the "closing joint'quadrant appear to form a straight line to the
example shown of Event 323', all having a stiffness of slightly below 1000E6 Nmm/radianl.
The maximum recorded strain ¡esponse occur¡ed during Event 233', recorded at 2:10:02pm
on August Lzrt'-, L992. Rafter moment was seen to change by 9.28 kNm in the 'opeliqd
mode, and joint, rotation by 4.11 milliradians, or 0.236 degrees. The greatest changes in the
"closing'mode were -5.94 kNm and -2.33 milliradians (0.134 degrees) for the 2:10:57pm
Event 256 of the same day.

Figure 7.L.L. shows the "envelope" effect, suggesting that the number of recorde (407) was
suffrcient to truly represent the behaviou¡ of the joint for this range of responses of 1 to 10

kNm and 0.2 ø 4 milliradians. This data comesponded to a ra¡rge of incident wind speeds
between 30 and 70 k¡¡r/h¡, over all Westerly di¡ections from South around to North.

7.1.1. INDMDUAL EVEIrII õM - Arotn PLOTS

The form of Figure 7.L.L. (at left) suggests a non-linear moment-rotation behaviour at this
(serviceabilityllevel of loading. In order to confirm this, detailed M-0 plots were made for
individual events, derived from their time-history records. The larger strain events were
focused on to minimize the effects of measurement ernors. Moment-rotation curyes appear
as'time-histor¡/ plots since every data point was Êeparated by a time interval of U40n =
0.025 seconds. Because of this, excellent correlation between the shape and phase of the
strain and rotation output signals was required to produce reliable M-g plots.

However, several of the largest strain events were found to have rø¿suitable strain ùo

rotation phase correlations, and had to be excluded from these graphical considerations.
One example was Event 256 (-2.333 millirads, -5.94kNm), the most significant of all the
recorded "closing' mode events. Other quit€ large events were l¿ss suitable because their

were affectcd excessive noise (e.g. Events 190-1, 246-7) or electrical interference

as was the case during the record of Events 131-3. Noise or spikes in the signals did not
affect the "peak analyses", since they were of only a very short duration. Their presence in
the signal could have been removed using a low pass filter, to allow further analysis, but
since a suffrcient number of "cleatr" examples were available, this was not done. A
discussion of some of the reasons for these examples of ru¿suitable correlation is to be fou¡d
in Section 7.1.3.
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Chaptet 7: Ræults end Di*'t¿ssbn

A total of 23 of the largest events having excellent sf,¡nin-¡sf,¿tion comelation were chosen
for further detailed analysis. T'his total included 12'joint closing'mode and 11 "opening"
mode events.

Graphs are seen overleaf in the following order:

Fig. 7 .L.2. 'opettittg" mode quadrant ercerpt of Figure 7.L.1., ôl[-¡rotn "407 wind event'
plot,labelled with the numbers for significant wind events

3. the 4 largest'opening' mode evente' individual moment-rotation curves.
4. I more "opening" mode events'individual M-rotn curves.

5. 'closing" mode quadrant excerptof Figure 7.1.1., õM{rotn "407 \rind eventn plot
6. all 11"closing" mode events'individual moment-rotation curves.
7. the 3 largest "closingt mode events'individual M-rotn curves.
8. 8 more "closingt mode events'individual M-¡otn cun¡es.

With only three exceptione, the 23 chosen events displayed Moment-rptation cu¡:ves of the
curvilinear form suggested by the envelope of points on the plot of all "407 events' in
Figure 7.1.1. The two closing joint examples of Events 53 and 309 (of 11) and the solitary
opening Event 160 (of 12) dieplayed slightly'concaveo curves [where ôMoment was seen to
increase more rapidly than Ârotationl, in contrast to the oconvex' curyes of the other 20
chosen events.

The 'concave'Event 160 differed from the simila¡ magnitude Event ZlL, as seen on Figr¡¡e
7.1.3. Closer inspection of the individual ôMlrotn plots revealed ma-ny examples of vertical
'step changes', which are explained in Section 7.1,9, as due to the momentar¡r'stickingt of
the RVDT rotor arm inside its housing. The removal of these vertical steps (seen at
Ârotations of 1.95, 2.7 and 3.0 millirads) also negated the contradictory'concaveo ôM-^rotn
curve shape, leaving a'conected'form that was much more linear, simila¡ to the plots of
the other 11 opening events. However, the "concave" nature of the two other examples
(Events 53 and 309) was not eraggerated in thie manner, but no conclusion was drawn
from them.
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8 Extreme Wind Events: Aug-Sept'gz.
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11 Extreme Wind Events: Aug-Sept'gz.
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Cløpter7: Ræulls ønd Di*t¿scbn

7.L.2. The INFLUENCE of WIND ACTION

"Opening' mode responses were
strain represents an "oPeningl ev
strain ('^ bot extrem fibre strain
known from calibration tests on the strain
example ig Event 136'in the preceding spreadsheet.

used by increøses in wind velocity, whereas
after this initial le¿rling, during the drop in
ause of this, the magnitude of the dynarnic
exceed closing ones. It ie interesting to nde

two modes of dynamic response appears to

effects ofa storm ofthat perid couÌd notbe
examined.

'Double" events 2M'6,233'4 (seen in ear
examples where both the opening ørú t
were 

-of 
signifrcance, and where the

'relaxation'. An example of this may be
379/380/381 shown overleaf. This plot demo
three successive cycl
curvilinear response
repeatability, these
system.

The phase correlation (over time) between the rafter bending moment and the

instantaneous wind speed recorded at the anemometer site was qot exp-ected to be good, as

fluctuations in wind speed and direction over
gn based guidelines of the 451170.2 Wind
Westcrly wind, parallel to the plane of the

ag between sPeed measurements at
e fully loaded frame did not fullY
time history records for wind speed

and strain/rotation.

responses of only +3.2kNm'
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Chapter 7: Røults and Disctssíon

It was noticed that a sharp 'spike' in the wind speed record did not pro{uce a Fespon8e- as_

great as a more consisteni gùrt,- of a lower aveiagj speed. For the typical wind speed of
B;;;;; Àf r"¿ 60ltrnÂr, itïould take between 1.5 and 2,0 seconde to completelv-cover or

me gusts the wind
d effects, gh frame
acted to e of wind

ond deeign gust" for the ultimate limit ståte

7.1.3. R\¡DT PERFORIyÍÄNCE and its
INFLUENCE on the õM-Ârotn PLOT

Rotation measurements were seen to be the 'weak link" in the instrumentation system

imperfect phase relationship between the
rtunately, this problem was mitigated by

concentrating on the larger structural riesponses.^"dÞ adopting a "peak analysis", which

was unaffectã¿ by local anomalies in the output signals'

tation records are provided overleaf, for two
ples. In these, a perfect correlation (in both
g"¡t would have appeared as a single line.

of each DaDisPrM outPut, shows the
m strain gauge signale. [For the ease of

The shape and time function of the
comoarisons show the variable and
sign'als, which led to the adoption of

In all these records, the excellent shape and phase correlations between the top and botøm
strain gauges ."o be seen in'Windows" ? and I on the lower row.
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Chapte¡ 7: Ræ

This was untikely to have influenced the aforementionld phqse relation_ship wilh stry¡n
records, but otheiobsen¡ations necessitatêd a more careful application of the rotation data:

a) frequent minor differences between the sftape_ of ths st¡nin and rctation records, such as:
- (i) the 'flatteniny' out of peaks in some RVIII outputs,
(ii) differences in'emphasis'on neighbouring peaks between strain and RrtfDT,

and (üi) occasional'extra spikes'in the RVDT output.

T\ro examples of both (i) and (ii) a¡e shown in the graphs overleaf: Events 252'7 and 16G1
for (i), 282-4 and232-6 for (ü). An example of (b) below, Event 308, follows these.

b) inspection of the ôMoment-Ârotation plots for individual events revealed examples of
vertical 'steps' during the cun'e, indicating an increasigg strain f9r no change þ
rotation. It was postulated that thie may have been caus-ed by internal nstickn at much
lower ('rnicro') level rotations than the originally detect¿d'macro'level effect. Examples
of this can be seen in the ea¡lier plots of Events 90, 160 and 308: Figures 7 .L.7.,7.1.3.
and 7.1.4. respectively.

This should not be confused with a simila¡ feature fou:rd on some of the cutves, where
marxy points were seen to represent approximately the same_ po-sitifn on the plot (i.e. a

"pauie;). This corresponded to a momentary 'zeroc-hange' in bot-h Moment and rotation:
sioce points are shown for each time step of 0.025 seconds, yhgo no chalge_occurred,
multipte points were plotted. The source of this was identical-'flat spots' in the outp_ut

sigaaÈ foi both strainand rotation, in contra t to the "sticking" ph_enomena, where only
thã rotation output exhibited the 'flat spot'. Examples of the 'pauseo &Ctg* were seen in
the ôMdrotn plots of Events 233, 2U and 289 (Figures 7 .L.3., 7 .L.7 . and 7. 1.4. ).

A finat note on the "time history" nature of the ôM-Ârotn plots of individual events concerna
the curve of Event 282 (closing). The arbitrary nature of the assumed 'zero point' usgd r¡
these analyses is evidenced during the Event 282 ôM-^rotn plot seen i! Figure-7.1.6.,_which
featured asection where ôMoment increased, but Ârotat,ion decreased, over about 12 data
points, or 0.3 seconds. A momentarily poor cor, lation between strain and rotation was the
õause.'This can be seen on Figure 7.L.L?., showing superimposed rotation and bottom
strain signals: Event 282 represents the ñrst rising cursre, during wlich the rotatiol output
featuresã small "spike" not present in the strain signal. Setting the 'zero point'after this
spike would have avoided the problem, but reduced the maximum ôMoment recorded.

d

Drsc¡l$
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Chapter 7: Ræults md Dillc.ussiort

7.L.4. SAI\4PLING ERROR during DATA SELECTION

igure 7.1.L. had been construct€d by
d that the possibly subjective manual
Bome event responÊes to be omitted. A

by a wind event with a "signifrcant" strein
between strain and rotation may have been
Árotn plot. Events following this scenario

d would have fallen into either of the areas
bounded by the 1.5kNm (20¡æ)'significance'
dicate the hypothetical bounds for the loci of

horizontal ôMÁrotn error bars, âs explained in Figure 7.L.20. These bounds relied on the

6;;;t-Ñic) assumption of a'óostarrt value" erroi type in the RTfIII rotation signal

Note that regression theory is yaps
variable, meãsured againsõ an in the

case of ihi" *oto"nt-lptafion ) we¡e

k ro*o to a high aocuracy, and the 'x'-axis rotations ssaf,ninsfl tÞe gealer measuring error.
R.ñ.i"; t¡ão"y error L."s are vertical for both 'constantn value and "proportional" type

e..ãr, a¡¡ represented in Figure 7.L.20. below.

Y'axis
(variable)

Moment
= f(strain)

vertical
error bar

'x'axis
ßnown)

rotation

horizontal
error

Figure 7 Ln. Enor bars for (left) conventionalregression lheory, and (right)strain vs RVDT in his sludy

The selection criteria of events was thereafter changed from one of 'best correlation" to a

analysis (through manual extraction) had
ontinued) absence of data points from the

on measurement system were proportionnl to

the signal amplitude, and not aconstønt value, a far more favorable situation.
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7.2. JOINT STIFFNESS

Three different defrnitions for "stiffness' a¡e commonly used: 'initial', 'tangentia.l' and
'secant'. These generally apply to different parts of lhe moment'rotation or load-slip gurYe_,

and are shown-in Figure 8.3. 'Initial stifhess' (Ki) could only be calculated for the 23

chosen events of Section 7.L.L., using the individual event moment-rotation plots. Due to
computational convenience, secqot stifhess was evaluated for all4O7 events, ast seen io t!.
rp""ädrheet of AppendiÍ-G. 'secant stiffness'-(K".) was defrned in this study as Qe

e in moment and rotati presenting the
point in the individual plots Gigu¡es
1.1., initial stifhess co e greater tban

secant stiffness.

The results are sho\pn in Table 7.2.A. below. fh¡e to the variable conelation between strain
and rotation discussed earlier, the stifresses of many events were actually greater for the
secant definition (K,* ) I!). For those K,* > IÇ examples not gxplainqd by thg pnesence of
either a'concaveo cú:rve" ôr "vertical gtep" in the ôMÂrotn plot (see 7.1.3.), the difference
between the two stifhesses was seen to be generally small. Initial stifhesses ranged from
1.0 to 10.2 (t0.1) E9 Nmm/radian, and were more variable than secant stiffuess, with
values from 0.?79 tß 6.924 E9 Nmm/radian. Averages for the'i¡itial'value was 3.93, and a
similar 3.033 for 'secant'. The 12 chosen "openingl joint responses varied little from the 11

"closing" ones, having average initial stifhesses of 3.8 and 4.1 respectively.

3.4744.8opeD381
5.0807.7close380
4.880L0.2opeD379
0.7791.9ODED323
4.3704.3close315

2.580',ür'1.0close309
3.465',fL,4oDen308
2.2L4t.2open300
3.3006.7open298
3.2543.0open289
2.4802.2close282
3.0604.7of¡€n269

1.573 *2.9close249
6.3247.8close242
1.8651.5close234
2.2576.3open233
t.23L1.0openztL
4.0577.5close204

1.651 *.**L,4open160

2.4893.4open136

4.0907.7closeL34
1.966 *L.2close90

3.321 f',r'1.6close53

secant stifËress
E9 Nmm/radian

initial stifhees
E9 Nmm/radian

joint
mode

wind event
number

* lsticki nglRVDlr+roducsdrerti câLsleÈiniM'Årotn=
** example of alightly 'e¡ncaveo EM-Ârotn curve
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Chapter 7: R-æults and Disttssion

Analysis of the 23 chosen events suggested that average 'initial' and 'g64nnt' stiffnessee
were not geatly different, and that no distinction was necessary between'opening' and
'closing" joint responseg. Consideration of the RVDT reliability (7.L.3. & 4.) deemàd theuaverage'method to be the most appropriate during these stifÏness calculatione. From the
spreadsheet for all 407 events, Becant stiffness varied from 0.779 to 1õ.694 EgNmm/radian,
with a mean value of 4.082E9.

It should be remembered that each wind event'E clwnge ¿¿ Moment vs. rotation cun¡e has a
unique origin point, which was not recorded due to the emphasis on 'dSmamic' ôIVf 

^rotnmeasurements. These "local" ôM-Ârotn plots can be considered to lie on a "global" M-g cun'e
for the joint, their po.sition defined by their individual origin points. As such, the 'initial'
a"d 'secant' stifnesses for each wind event response depend on the position of the local
curve along this gìobal curve. Since thcec orig¡n points a¡e unknown, and since the average
values for'initial'ard'secant'stifhess_es were_similar, it might be deduced that the shape
of the global M-0 cun¡e is also slightly cun'ilinear (at the serviceability level), but leis
curved than the Figure 7.L.L. might suggest.

These calculations showed that a rcliable estimate for the stiffness of the fu-ll scale, on-site
joint, in both'o¡lening" and'elosing" modes, was 4E9 Nmm/radian. Comparisons are made
with the resu-lts of the laboratory tests (Iæe, 1993) in Section 8.2.
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7.3. LATERAL DISPLACEMENT of KNEE JOINT

The lateral'sideswa¡/ of the frame (Â¡,-) was derived by applying the'baseline correction"
('BLC') method to thó acceleration record of a single acceleromet¿r mount¿d horizontally on
the knee joint (Section 5.5). T\renty four of the "ten eecond records" were analysed, snd the
results are seen in Table 7.3.4 below. These contained a total of 67 'significant' wind
events, and were chosen from the largest and'best correlatedo events, qld included those
23 used in the previous ôMárotn and etifhess analyses (Sections 7.L. and7.2.).

The application of the tsIÆ' method for the purposes of this etudy was approximate_, a"4
some judgement was used in choosing the 'baselineg" used to correct errors introduced
du¡ing thé double integration of the acceleration record. Three choices were made for the
positiõn of this baseline, based on inspection of the "raw, cu¡:ves of frame displacement and
vetocity. The greatest positive and negative offsets from each of the baselines were
recordéd, which represènted estimatês for the 'peak responses" of the lateral fre-e
displacement at the knee (^*"*). The 'range" of values was the difference between these
extieme values. 1,he maximum values over the th¡ee BIÆ analyses were then recorded for
each of the'max. +ve','ma-. -ve'nnd'mar. range'of frame s\ryays. (Note that the omerimum

range" is always exceeded by the difference between the two maxima with this approach).

The "range" of Âs* va¡ied the least of these three, and was least afrected by the subjective
choice of baseline, as it remai"ed relatively u-naffected by'Ílat or very steep sections of the
raw displacement-time function. These features tended to exaggerate some estimates for
the peak positive or negative Â5,- values, and were rcjected.

ilanomat. firc'
3.4L.428s435398-9 2.23.-2.67rising-2.8

:

--1.ö-

1.328s4L2
ffiF

378-381

--

nsrng
æ

1.628s411376-7 2.36drop-0.92.L
355-7 2.6L,-2.63dmp-0.61.81.328s401

28s357352-3 -L.97,2.24r¡srng-2.L2.72.0
L2a640309-11 5.59nsrng-1.03.02.5

3.5L.412a634Ì307-8 4.87risins-3.0
-2.74.63.612a515*296-8 6.49'IJ"-cu¡rre

2.412a303287-90 6.33rrsrng-2.03.2
4.43.4L2s2222824 -3.36.4.46rrsurg-2.4

LZa22O274-5 4.59inverted'U"-2.06,44.L
L.2L2a2L8269 5.06rrSrng-1.62.0

252-7 3.E7.-5.94d¡oo-4.04.8L.7L2a2L0b
242-7 4.73.4t2a2Lùc -4.97,4.32nsrng4.4

L2^210*232-6 9.28drop-5.0L0.77.0
L2Ð2M222-5 2.98.-3.30d¡op-1.16.44.7

1.512aL52204-8 4.89,,4.80drop-1.32.0
1.812a15120L 3.60'IJ"-curve-2.73.7

L94-5 4.O3.0L2aL40 -3.17.3.05rrSrng-1.5
5.812a116160-1 5.93.-3.89nsrng-4.310.1

7.25.5L2aL259136 7.28nsrng-4.0
I2al258tL34 -õ.40steady rise-o.7L.40.8

3.110a35689-90 -4.66steady drop-3.õ5.8

date/time
(fìlename)

event
numbers (kNm)

ôMomentforrn of raw
ts'curve

mâY -ve
Ár^.. (mm)

max range
of Â¡rr".

ma¡ +ve
Âr.- (mm)

e.g. I event.

Table 7.3.4. Lateraldisplacements lor selected evenls us¡ng the BLC method.
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Chapter 7: Røults and Diçt¿ssion

The accelerometer record contained an a-rbitrary DC offset, which was 'zeroed out' at the
start of each recording session, but due to signal drift and electrical noise etc., this was
invariably non-zero. Subtracting the mean of the 'rawo siglal provided an initial zero
baseline for the integration. process, and was seen as a reasonable assumption for a ten
second period acceleration record. I'his wa.e confi.rmed by the integration of this record (i.e.
'velocity"), which returned to near zero at the end of all 24 data records.

A zero velocity could be expected to indicate a reversal (and peak) of frame oscillation, and
the selection of this time point aB the'end point'for the corrective baseline helped to reduce
integration errors and provided a goqd result.

The results presented in the Table 7.3.4 wene generated using the DaDisprM data analysis
package. Four printouts are shown overleaf, as examples of the "baseline correction"
method. Nine'windows'of data are shown, as outlined below:

W7.9: three baseline corrections applied to the ra'w's'record, the "c1t" Iinear function
defrned from the origin to a point select€d from inspection of the raw displacement and

velocity records. "BIÆ(w6) @t=11.45s" means that thie BIÆ line passed through the raw
displacement record at the tirne point of 11.45 seconds. Maximum'+ve'and'-ve'Â¡o".

values were measu¡ed from this "corrected" baseline, labelled on the W7-9 plots.

W6: "rawn displacemeni (s)
record, found by integrating

+Lo IIIQ '.'ol-i*'/ -o^^-ts9¡¡! rru rv¡w¡g, ¡vvu¡u

Er5: "change in acceleraüion"
found by subtracting the

ß"^* tl'a ILIO *^a-rl¡l¡ç@ lr v¡¡^ ù¡¡v r I 3 
^ 

v9v¡ u

W-4: "change in'oottom
rafìer strain' (microstrain),
-.-^J ¿^ ^^l^..1^+^ rf,/f^*^-+r¡ùEtÀ l,t, Ldr!uaur u¡tlvl¡lçuu

W3: raw velocity, found by
integrating the W5 "change
in acceleration" record once

W2: raw acceleration record,
with ñlename (derived from
the date and time of event)

\ü1: wind speed (km/hr)
converted from the
anemometer record.
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Chapter 7: Ræults ond Dísussi"^n

7,3.L. AN INDEPENDENIT CHECK ON thE BLC METHOD.

d" results above, the values for "maximum
.3.4.) s'ere plotted against the associated
inal ten second data periods. A correlaticn
nses share the same cause and occurred
collected for the rafber strains (and hence

moment-rotation plot had not been ulduly
T sigaal to that of the strains (Section 7.L).
ed as a basis for comParison.

"Change in Momento was plottæd âgeins¿ both "lateral frame sway at-kne.e" and "^rotation'
for the- 24 selecte¿ ¿át" iecords, -arrd at" shown overleaf. Since the "ma-!mum- ra18:e'

t and Árotation were converted to absolute
I event numbers are labelled on the'frame

eo show¡r on the'rotation'plot. All of these 6-l

lot of all4O7 events (Figure 7.1.1.), while the
on the 'opening' joint (positive quadrant)

excerpt of this plot Gig. 7.1.2.r.

with the general form of the ôM-Årctn plots
tion between the two graphs was very good

microstrain) or more. It showed that +Lnm

reliability in the rotation data, since a poor performance by both the accelerometer and

R\IDT inltruments would not have provided as good a comparison.

Note that the above was not an argument of tructura-l -respolses
,tæd io lhe comparison (strain, rotãtion d witþ independent
i".tr"*""ts and occurred simultaneous -wind)'

A maximum lateral frame displacement of approximately 10 millimetres tryas recorded for

i;;;;;;¡g, 
"od 

rnarxy in the order of õ to 6 *!g, for average ('two second gusto) wind
speeds predominantly in the range of 42 6 60 km/h.
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7.4. FREQUENCY of RESPONSE

Power spectrum distributions (PSD) and Transforms (FFT) were carried out
rafter sf,¡nin and joint lateral acceleration-

accelerometer was used, as described in
to correctly approximate the positive valuee for

on the wind action and two
For the latter, the signal from
the preceding Section 7.3. PSD's
the lower frequency half of the analyses Several examples are given overleaf, with

from 0 tn20Hz.FFTs covering the range 0to and PSD's

The analyses of the
building fall in the 3.2 tD
in the similar
signals
the

output show that the frrst two modal frequencies_of the
4.2Hertz and7.2 tD 7.6 Hz. This result was not reflect¿d

of the wind action or straiu response signals. Curtailment of all the
at the 11.5H2 "filtey' frequency, preventing the reliable measurement of

frequency.

Se.cfi,on 1.*,is dela{ed
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8.1 COMPARISON with STRUCTURAL MODEL
Any attempt to compare the measured and predicted responses for a particular wind gust rnust
assirme the level of wind loading responsiblé for any measured response. Throughout the study,
building responses were seen to I the result of the constantly fluctuating_'driving'
frequeniy añd magnitude of the uniqueness of the.profile of each 10 second

winã gusi foiled añy attempt to i e similar gusts, and.the f..1lt" responses they
n wind action and building response was

î" i :,,ï ",f ;,iî î:T *.iií" i i" !: 1 
) 

t f, I 
o' 

ii 
"?it was not until late in the study (September

Igg2) that sufficient'pre-triggering' was used to record the wind and response "before" scenario,
prior to the loading of the frame by each wind gust (5.1.4).

No simple correlation between the measurements for wind action and stntctural respon^ses was
for,rnd çi.t.2.,7.4.). Since the'wind speed-structulal response'link was not the primary focus of
the study, and as no correlation was èasily found, only the following pleliminary analysis was
undertaken.

Predictions for the structural responses were calculated in Chapter 6 by applying the Australian
Wind Loading Code design loads to a structural model developed using a conventional computer

analysis package, IMAGES-3DTM. The moment resisting joint was modelled as a linear
rotaíionaÏ spriñg of stiffness kg. Responses were calculated for two values of this spring
constant, the seðond of these using the^"refined" estimate of 3E9 Nmm/radian, derived during
the laboratory tests (Lee, 1993).

The frarne loads and deforn-rations output by the computer rnodel corresponded to a constant
stream with a I kPa dynamic pressure qr. Responses for a reference 100 km/hr (92 = O.463 kPa)
event are shown in täble 8.1À below,^from wtrictr predicted responses for lower velocities are

obtained using the ratio of squared velocities (from Chapter 6).

Wind Events 233 and 160 were identified in Chapter 7 as examples of the typical "large event"
recorded during the field measurements of the study, and were associated with average."2
second gust" wìnd speecls of -58 and 53 km/hr lespectively. From an inspection of the data

recorcls, a nteasured cliange in r¿rfter nloment (ôMrott.r) of approximately 6 kNln might be

expected for a sin-rilar Vy'esterly 55 km/hr event. The scaled IMAGES-3DTM model output (for
Ke = 3 E9 Nmm/rad) gave an estimate of M161 = I 1.8 kNm for this wind speed.

A = l0.l mm
+5.8,-4.3

A = 10.7 mm
+7.0,-5.0

10.9 mm36.0 mmopenlng

Akn""

3.593
millirads

4.111
millirads

5.O25
millirads

16.610
millirads

opening 0
rotation

5.93kNm9.28 kNm11.8 kNm38.9 kNmopenrng
Mrr¡¡",-

53 km/hr58 kmihr55 km/hr100 kn/hr
wwNwWestWest

Event l6OEvent 233
IMAGES-3DTM analysis
for Ke = 3E9 Nmm/rad

tleld neasurements

Table 8.14. Comparison of structural model estimates and measured changes in structural
responses

However, the instrumentation system used in the full scale field measurements recorded
changes ín structural responses dúe to wind loading only. As such, they were associated with
the cianges in wind speèd, whereas the model estlmates were based on absolute wind speed,

thus providing a"total wind load response".
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An erpproxinr¿ttc cxtr'¿rpolatiorì rìrethod w¿ìs Lrsecl in Grilfith et al ( 19921 to estintate the "total
lvind load lÌlonrent" tì'onr the nreasured "change in monenI tlue to wind load". This indicated
that the estimated "total wind load moment" would generally be about twice the measured
cltange in rafiel moment (Table 8.1.B.), giving a total moment of 12 kNm for the typical
V/esterly 55 knr/hr event above. This estimate compared favourably with the "55 km/hr" total
moment predicted by the computer model of I 1.8 kNm.

From Griffith et al ( 1992), the estimation function was:

total M = "base wind" Moment + measured change in Moment

It was assumed that this "base wind" Moment was caused by the "base" level of wind above
which the change in wind speed (and hence moment) occurred, and that it could be estimated
frorn the ratio of base wind speed and change in ',vind speed:

M : Mbur"*ind + M.hung"total +Mchange change

This was calculated for six wind events of high ôMoment in Table 8.18. below. However, no
simple correlation was found between frame moment and any of the wind speed characteristics,
ofpeak gust speed, average "2 second gust" speed or change in wind speed.

I 1.6I 1.8- 1.9l l,320.433.6 kNrnMt.,trl

7.26.93.55.814.824.4 kNmM ôM
(1)

base (8)

22t92828t6l8/km/hr(8) õv = max (6,7)

l0l928285l6 km/hr(7) ðvnn"¡ = (4) - (5)

22t7ll22t6l8 knVhr(6) ôvor" = (4) - (2)

3726l8l84842 ktnlhr(5) post-lull speed

414546465358 km/hr(4) "2s ave gust"

484l4952566-5 krn/hr(3) "peak" spced

252838243140 kn/h¡(2) pre-lull speed

2527l8254042kmJhr(l) "base" speed

6.334.87-5.406.495.939.28 kNmôMonrent

298308t34298*t60Event 233
12a30312a634l2aI258l2a5l5IZal 16l2a2l0

* sccn in Cril'lith et al ( 1992) as "Figure 2"

Table 8.1.8. Estimates for "total" Moment due to wind load.

For the relev¿rnt wind gust, a "2 second" average (4) was calculated and changes in wind spec'd

were measured relative to this level. ôvpr6 (6) and ôvpost (7) were calculated using the average
speed of the pre-gust "lull" in wind loadinE Q) and post-gust "lull" (5) respectively. The

maximum of these two became ôv(8), used as vchange in the expression above. The magnitude

of the change in wind speed (õv) rarely exceeded the "base" level wind speed, so even total
moments due to wind loading were measured at l2 kNm or less in this study, with an estimated
maximum of 34 kNm.

The maximum "total wind" moment of about 20 þ$m was significant in comparison with the
AS 1 170 'ultimate' wind load moment of 133 kNm. fhe fatigue effects of the repeated application
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ol this cor.nnton load lsay st:veral thousand tinres pel ycar) arc c'liscussecl in detail in the
coulp¿tniolì work of Lee (t993), whose loading regilres are illustrated in Figure 8.2.1. Fatigue
performance of the YttrLrp Joint was excellent under (non-reversed)cyclic loading up to three
times "nltimate wind load" levels. Therefore, the effects of these serviceability level wind
events was expected to be insignificant.

Overall, the larger events recorded in this study may be summarised as a typical wind event
having a "2 second gust" speed of 50-60 km/hr, and a change in wind speed of 20-25 km/hr,
producing a change in noment of 6kNm within a total wind load moment of l2 kNm. The "total
wind" moment was seen to be between two and three times that of the change in moment.

However, the model predictions for the total joint rotation and lateral frame sway comelated less
well. To have correlponded well with the average measured values, the model should have
predictedatotalrotationof2x3.S5=7.7m'radsandatotalswayof2x6.4=12.8mm.
Ñevertheless, the model 55 km/hr predictions of 5.03 m'rads and 10.9 mm did compare well
with the doubled values for Event 160 (7.2 and I1.6 respectively). Given the approximate nature
of this exercise, it may be concluded that the 2-D computer model possessing a "true" rotational
spring stiffness plovicled reasonable predictions for the "total" joint responses.

Nevertheless, the scaled computer model predictions under-estinated the changes in responses
measured in this study. For instance, both the example wind events used above featured changes
in wind speed of abor,rt 20 km /hr, but the scaled model predictions at this speed (derived from
Table S.l.A.) fell well short of the measured changes in responses, For this reason, it appeared
more reliable to compare the "total wind load" responses of the structural model and recordings.

The 'near' or uncler-estimation of building response by the 2-D model was the converse of the
expected result, because the considerable stiffening effects provided by the exterior cladding,
rigìcl end bays and bracing were nol present in the model. For single story, brick veneer (internal
tirnber frame) structures, it was reported by Reardon (1989) that:

"... convetltiotllt'ladclittg rtttúerictts, fixed accordittg to tlte nutnttfacturers' speciJic'atiotts

for nonnal use, ¡tlat a significarú role in resisting luteral v,ittd forces."

Normal internal walls were found to approach the bracing capacity of similarly clad, 'engineerecl'

bracing w¿rlls, r.vhile internul lining ntuteriuls providetl a nttrc'h stiflÞr brucittg nteclutnisttt lltctt_t_

convetltional steel or titnber cliugonal brucirtg". The roof and ceiling were found to act as a stiff
horizontal diaphragnr, significantly reducing the latelal response. In more lightweight stru.ctures

such as the conventional-"warehouse" (portal frarne) building in this study, a similar contribution
from the cladding is generally accepted.

The scaling of computer output would not have introduced further error into the estirnates since
ir was Uase¿ on thè ASll70.2 Wind Load Code definition where dynamic pressure (qz) is
proportional to the sqlrare of the free stream velocity (Clause 3.3). However, the design C99"
ðoniiderations assum-e an uninterrLrpted "free" stream of constant velocity and pressure. The
static, "two second gust" implicit in the Code would have been of sufficient duration to ìoad the
entile building frauré, br-rt thè constantly varying nature of the measured wind made the selection
of representatlve gust wind speeds and direôtions difficult. In addition, the measuring error for
all wind speeds iecorded iri this study would have been amplified. b-y_ the use of a single
anemometér, and its associated "positioñ error" discussed in section 5.4 Nevertheless, errors of
nof tnore than *5 kn/hr would have resulted from these two influences.

Certainly, a more refined and detailed computer model would have ded more accurateprovi
of theestimates. However, it was felt more relevant to liniit the comp lexity model to that level

practical durin the design of these buildings. Portal frame structures are considered relatively

bays and build length are rarely used. Responses output by these 3D models have
been lower again than those obtained from the two dimensional analysis above

Quantifying the relationship between the wind loading characteristics in Table 8.1.B and the
st-ructuril rõspons"s of lightweight building would be an obvious extension of this resea¡ch. It
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rvoulcì be ol'p¿ìrticLrlar inrportancc, since thc dcsign of thc Wingf ield builiting was governed by
'serviceability liniit state criteria (e.g. creep deflection under dead load), lr'hich wcrc nof reliably
predicted by the simple computer nrodels typically used dr¡ring their design (as re-created
above).

8.1.1. The EFFECT of K6 VALUES

Portal frame design i8 typically conducted using the "rigid" joint assumption inherently
contained by stlr-rctural analysis packages. This corresponds to an 'infinite' spring stiffness, and
theoretically results in no angle change at the joint. This assumption was used for the non-
ctitical 'ridge' joint in all previous computer models. To test the validity of a "rigid" knee joint,
IMAGES 3DTM output for a high value of rotational spring stiffness (lEl2 Nmm/radian) was
compared with the previous analyses. This value had been used successfully for the axial and
shear "spring" stiffnesses in all the structural models.

Ke = I El2 gave net rotations at the frame node points approxinately 290 times smaller than the

"3E9" results. as expected from the Kg ratio of 333. Lateral frame sway (Â¡n..) at the 'East' and
''West' nodes were seen to approach equality for increasing "rigidity" of the joint. For K values
of 3E9, 2OE9 and iE12 Nmm/radian, the (critical) 'Wesiern joint defiections were i5.51,5.0 and
3.0 mr¡,/kPa/m ',vidth lespectively, for the General LcaCing Case of a lkPa Westerly wind strearn
^-^l:-,{ tn o ,rnit f...-o ",i,Jtl" Fnr !h,' firll 5m frnme r¡¡irlth fhc thrcc mndelc nredinferl cr¡¡nrrc nfqPfrrllu tu (a Lrr¡rr ¡r(rrrrv vr rur¡¡r .rt'-J., "^
36.0, 11.6 and 6.9 mm for a nominal 100 km/hr Westerly event. OutpLrt fbr the "rigid" joint case
is tabulated below, showing the lkPa output converted to a nominal 100 km/hr (0.463 kPa)
event:

.joint'notle'
berrclitry

iltontett¿Í

lula rul .fruttte

displacentetú

rotaliott ctt

joint cerúroicl 0.0157 millirads0.0244 = 0.0564 nt'radser

0.0r57 (0.0363)0.0183 = 0.04240¡

-2.03 (-4.69)-2.996 = -6,40 mmAp

2.03 (-1.69) nim3.083 = 7.14 mn-tA¡,

15.70 (36.3s)24.31 = 56.42kNnrMp

-0.13 (- L68) kNnr-1.7 53 = -4.06Mc

r s.70 (36.3s)18.32 x 5 x 0.463 kPa = 42,41 kNmMr

* subscripts "R" and "L" represent 'right' (West) and 'left" (East) sidcs ol'the tiame respectively

Table 8.1.b. IMAGES-3DTM "rigid knee joint" case ouLput converted to the 100 krn/hr event

For the Westelly 55 km/hr event discussed in Section 8.1., the "rigid" model predicted responses

of Mls¡ (node) = 17.07 kNm (Mrofter = 13.9), Akn"" = 2.1 mm and A0 = 0.0074 milliradians
(essentially zero). These were obtained frorn the 'ratio of the squared velocities' relationship

inherent in ASll'70.2, explained in Section 6.4. Typical measured values were ôM = 6 kNm,

Mtor = 12 kNm, Akn"" = +6.4 mm and A0 = 3.85 milliradians. Reliable predictions were
obtained for bending moments, but the low lateral frame sway for the "rigid" case $aVê
unacceptably inaccurate estimates. A cornparison of the rotations is not valid, since the model
value is theoretically zero. the slight over-estimation of total moment due to the use of a "rigid"
knee joint confirmed the design philosophy of ignoring the beneficial effects of the cladding.
However, frame deformations due to wind loading estimated using this "rigid joint" method
should be regarded as z¡rconservative.

Also of interest is the stability of the frame moments predicted by the model, despite alterations
to the joint stiffness. Using the General Loading Case again for comparison, the th¡ee models
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predicted the bcncling monlcrlt in thc Western joint to be 21.-51. 23.9 and 24.37 kNnt/kP¿t/rn
width fol K6=3E9,20E9 and lEl2 respecLively. That is, a change of only l3c/a itt Mornent for a
change in stiffness of 333 times. The bending moment profile of symmetrical portal frames is
independent of the joint stiffness for symmetrical loading, although an ideal (fully developed)
Westerly wind (as assumed by AS 1110.2) produced a slightly asymmetrical moment profile.

8.T.2 CONCLUSION

The selection of a value for the rotational stiffness of the 'knee' joint to be used in the computer
aided design of these portal frames may be guided by the following comments:

a) frarne bending moments may be predicted accurately for any value of K0 within the range
used in the prèceding theoretical considerations. A lower bound would be the stiffness of
the joint only, without cladding (possibly derived from a 'bare frame' test as for this
study). fhe "íigid" joint assumptiori (Kg = infinity) iû convenient and accurate.

b) lateral frarne sway at the 'knee' (Atn"") was greatly under-estimated with the use of the
"rigid" joint assun-rption, but only slightly under-estimated with the use of the K0 = 'bare
frame' value. A more accurate stiffness value, incolporating the three dimensional
stiffening effects of the building as a whole (such as the 20E9 Nmm/rad value used in
Section 6.5.) would provide sways somewhere between these bounds.

c) predictions for the joint roturions are rarely required during design and could only be
ãccurately "predicted" if the exact Kn value were already known (!), according to the
stiffness fueùod definition incorporate'cl into compr-rter structural analysis packages.

A refinement of the choice for joint stiffness is ¡ vailable fion'r the data plesented in this Thesis.
tlsing n-rodel analysis, values of Kg might be trialed until the fì'equencies of the two dimensional
struCtural rnodel iterate to the (measLrred) modal frequencies reported in Section 7.4. This
additional task was not undertaken during this project.

The results of this plocedure would be r-nore accurate for a three dirnensional model. In this
exercise, [he "true" Kg (from tests, e.g. 3E9 Nmm/rad) could be input, and the iteration made
ivith the section propertie s of the plate elemcnts used to nrocle I the extel'ior cladclin-q (since ft'anle
ntembers and properties are known accLrrately). However, as argued in Chapter'6, such a 3D
model would be-impractical during the design process for the simple portal frame, so all
theoretical simulations were made with a two dimensional model.
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8.2. COMPARISON WITH LABORATORY TESTS

One of the original intentions of the overall rcsearch project was to incorporate the magnitudes_
of wind load rèsponses measured in the full scale building into the loading regime of the half
scale laboratory tests. It was soon discovered that the changes in rafter bending moment 'were
too small for this to be practical. However, the measurements obtained during the two tests
provided a record of the Yttrup Joint performance at both serviceability and ultimate level
loading levels.

The largest recorded dynamic (wind) component of rafter moment was +9.3 kN- 4 this study,
for a wind speed less than that of the "one year event". This value is far smaller than the
maxinrum nioment simulated in the laboratory of +321kNm, or the 4S1170.2 'ultimate' wind
moment of + 1.5 kNm.

8.2.1 RAFTER MOMENT

In order to avoid "scale effects" in the laboratory test specimens, the lateral load per nail (P/n),

timber stresses (o¡, and oo^) and nail spacings were held to the values present in the full scale
joint. To achieve this for a half depth (D) and length (L) timber rnembers, the number of nails
(n) and lateral loads (P) were halved, but the timber member width (b) was not. Fot these scale
factors, the boundary conditions are checked below:

load per nail = P
t//2
t//2

Timber axial stress = PP t//2
Ã-bD-r%

-l
n

1

+
ril

tirnberbendingstress= M -li : )|1 :,z bD2 tc i)',

Thus, bencling montents recorded intre laboratory tests are equivalent to nloments four times
greater in the full scale joint.

These laboratory tests involved the application of anon-reversed, cyclic ram load (P) to the half
scale "V"-framé specimen, simulatinþ a single M/V ratio. The column was set at half full scale
length, while the ôhoice of the rafterrhalf length'was based on the position of the contraflexure
point in the fiame under detulload.

A loading regirne of P = 25 + g kN was used for the first three cyclic tests with variations of *
20 and + l5 kN used later. All loads were applied in the "opening" joint mode. The base ram
load of 25 kN represented the constant "dead l,oad", and the changes in ram load simulated "wind

load" effects. these regimes represented half scale node point moments of 44.6 + 16.I1 + 35.71

+ 26.8 kNm, corresponding to full scale moments of four times these, of 178.6 + 64.3/
142.8/107.1 kNm. Thèse are plotted in Figure 8.2.1. overleaf.

Frame analysis indicated that dead load for the full scale building would have caused a
theoretical 'closing" moment of -32 kNm at both node inlhe frame, and the

I

I

I

kNm (West wind) or 85.8 m ort openlng
moment of -28.6 + 133.3 kNm = 104.7 kNm.

s gave a mum ore

ttl
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To rtccut'utely sirrLrlatc this 133.3 kNnr loading lurgc (38.0 * 66.1 kNnr) in thc half sc¿rle n-rodel
(@ 9.5 + 16.16 kNrn), a ranl load profilc of P = 5.3 + 9.3 kN would havc been required, rather'
than the 25 + 9 kN used.

350 Møt
(kNm)

15

50

-50 -32

ACTUAI,
RANGE

BASE LEVEL
(P = 25kN)

+66.7

64.3

114.3

7r.5

35.8

19kN t20kN r15kN

3 LOADING
REGIMES USED

DLTRING THE
LAB. TESTS

321.4

285.7

2

1

242.9 L42.8

107.1

178.6
kNm

LO4.7

WL (varies)
max 133.3

DL

38.0
-66.7

TEST REGIME
REQUIRXD BY

ULTIMATE
\ryTND CASE

Figure 8,2.1. Conparison of ASllT0 "ultimate" wind loads and Ioading regime used in
lahoratory tests

As may be seen in the Figure 8.2.1, the loading regimes used throughout the concurrent
laboratory tests by Lee (1993) simulated consistently higher "opening" moments. The decision
to not sinrulate eyclic load reversal meant that the "closing" mocle hehaviour of the joint was not
modelled.

l{owever, after considering the magnitucle of these monents and the very low probability of
their occurrcnce, the testing load reginrc concentratcd on a "percentage of capacity" approach in
prefelence to the "recreation" of the wind load moments above. The 25 + 9 kN ram load (full
scale moment 178.6 +64.3 kNm) was repeated for one million cycles during Test 3, for no
discernible fatigue effect on ultinate strength or stiffness (Griffith eT al, 1992). This rart,qe of 2
x 64.3 = 128.6 kNm approximated the ultimate wind event "range" of 133.3 kNm. The ultimate
eventwindloadisbased ona5Vo probabilityof beingexceededina50yearperiod of 975 years,
so the one million cycles at this load level effectively simulated 975 million years of wind
loading.

As discussed in the preceding Section 8.1., measured "total" moments due to serviceability level
winds were seen to be similar to those predicted by the computer model for the full scale
building. Overall, the larger wind events recorded in this study may be summarized as a typical
"2 second gust" wind speed of 60 kmÆrr, producing a change in moment of 6 kNm within a total
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wind load rì.ìornent of l2 kNnt. Extrapolatirlg tllis to the Lrltirìlate level wincl event of 119.3

kni/hr (Table 6.4.) gave an approxint¿lte total lnollìcn[ of:

M =5 X M,o,u =# x r2:1o7kNm

This is in line with the wind load moment of 133.3 kNm predicted by the IMAGES-3DTM
package and the 128.6 kNm range of loadings simulated by the + q kN ram load during the
iabola-tory tests. Therefore, the extrapolation above would suggest that a full scale rafter
moment 'irange" equivalent to the "ultimate wind event", might have been successfully recreated

during the laboratory test results with the + 9 kN load cycle.

8.2.2 MOMENT- ROTATION

The moment-rotation plot of all the data collected in this stucly (de9m9{ to have passed a
'significance test') was þresented in Figure l.Il. This plot suggested a-slightly curvilinear fotm,
wñich was later confirrned by the time-history moment-rotation plots for individual events seen

in Section 1.1.1. Analysis of the laboratory tests revealed a linear relationship for the half scale
specimens. Þuring thêse tests, insufficient data was collected at the serviceability level of
lôading, nor coulã the cladding be modelled, preventing a direct comparison of. the.se

concluõions. In addition, larger magnitude events captured during further recording by the file
instrumentation may have helped verify the extent of the curvilinear trend.

Inherent in the method of inferring a rafter bending moment from the tneasurelnent of the two
extreme fibre strains, as used in this study, is the alsumption of a linear strain profile. Jhis was
jrrstified in Section 5.2.3. Slight non-linearity of this ptofile within the rafter section would not
"have 

caused large errors in thé calculated moment, since any increase in the internal forces due

to this non-lineãrity is to an extent offset by the commensLlrate reduction in the lever arm
between this force ðouple. Both linear and non-linear strain profiles ìvere measured during the

laboratory tests, with ìhe strain profile remaining constant throughout the cyclic. load test,
legardlesi of load n.ragnitude. No éxplanation has been ofl'ered by Lee lbr this anonlaly.

8.2.3. JOINT STIF'FNESS

Calculations for the half scale model specimens (Lee, 1993) shown previously in Section 6.2.2',
returned an 'iliitial' stiffness vales of-3E9 Nmm/radian. The 'initial' stiffness definition was
consiclered nlost appropriate for the comparison of the ultimate level laboratory tests with the

serviceability levei ãatá from this stLrdy. Ã value of 489 was derived for the instrumented 'field'
joint in Section 7.2. Þirect comparison was made possible by the placement of strain measuring
gauges at the same rafter crosl section in both field and laboratory tests. True "node point"
ñioñents (and hence stiffnesses) may be obtained by the method described in Section 6.4.

Both these values are of an appropriate order of magnitude, fi'om the comparisons with the New
Zealand research on sintilar joint types discussed in Section 6.2.

However, the close similarity between the 'field' andtlaboratory' values does not reflect the scale

factor present in the half scale model tests. For any equiva_lent loading scenalio, bending
nlotnenìs found in the test specimens were a factor of four smaller than corresponding^moments
in the full scale joint. Rotations and angle changes are indep^endent^ of scale effects, so

stiffnesses in the half scale models should hãve been ône quarter of those found in the full scale
joint. When corrected for scale effects, the laboratory spècimen figure is equivalent to a'full-
scale' value of l2E9 Nmm/radian.

In addition, as discussed inüre preceding Section 8.1., account must be taken of the additional
stiffening effects of the exteriõ¡ cladding and rigid end bays in the. building.- As such, the
stiffness óf the portal frame test joint was expected to return the approximate result:
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Therefore, up to one order of magnitude niight be expected between the field and laboratory
stiffness results.

An additional factor would be an allowance for the degree of 'softening' which had occurred in
the field joint prior to instrumentation. As the laboratory specimens were constructed as "new"
joints, no prior loading had been applied. However, the tests indicated only a l07o reduction in
joint stiffness after I million cycles of loading equivalent to the AS1170.2"ultimate wind load"
on the real structure (see Fig. 8.2.1). Therefore, no allowance was made for the three years of
ambient wind loading of the field joint.

A closer examination of this result revealed the two different methods for rotation measurements
as the possible source of the difference. These were correlated during the preliminary laboratory
tests for the range of rotations seen in this study (5.3.3.), but each contained an inherent
"definition of rotation". The total joint rotation is a cornbination of rigid body rotation of the
gLrsset plate, flexure at the ends of the incident structural members and opening of the
l'after/column interface. Measurements taken in the field assurned that the member flexure
would dominate at serviceability level loads. The anticipated high 'rigidity' of the nailed
connections was expected to dominate over plate rotation, usually seen as nail slips or localized
crushing of the timber side plate. On the other hancl, ciuring laboratory measurctììerlts a variety
of methodtrused (Lee, 1993). The adopted method captured all three components.

heru

It is unknown whether this difference could completely account for the discrepancy of one order
of magnitude. No explanation for the absence of the above relationship between 'field' and 'half
scale model' measurernents was folmulated.
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9.T SUMMARY
The rnajor contribution of this work has been the first ever documentation of the true behaviour
of a typical, 'as constructed' "Yttrup Joint", a common type of moment resisting, multi-nailed
joint used in portal frame structures. Since the chosen building had been "in service" for several
years prior to mid-1992, the joint had been "softened" from its initial tight construction by
ambient wind buffeting.

The frame responses to the action of ambient, "serviceability" level wind events were recorded
during the period June - September 1992. The responses measured were:

o rafter bending moment (adjacent the gusset plate);

o joint rotation; and

o lateral displacement (sway) of the frame.
The latter t'wo were measured at the frame "node" point, taken as being the intersection of the
frame member centrelines.

Wind events of up to 70 km/hr were logged. The larger ( l0 second) wind events recorded in this
study may be summarised as a typical event having a "2 second gust" speed of 50-60 km/hr, and
a chânge ln wind speed of 20-25 km/hr, producing a change in rafter moment of 6 kNm within a

total wind load moment of 12 kNm. The "total wind moment", consisting of both the static and
dynamic components, was seen to be between two and three times that of the (dynamic) "change
in moment". 

-This 
same typical event caused an opening joint rotation of 4 milliradians and a

lateral frame sway of 10 mm.

The focus of wind measurement in the study was not to attempt a quantitative link between wind
action and structr-rral response (5.a). Rather, the single anemotneter wind speed records were
used to identify the range of wind loadings experienced. These showed that 'serviceability' level
loadings equivalent to a return interval of slightly less than one year were measured.

The successfil desi-en, installation and calibration of the instrumentation system was of critical
importance, to ensuie relability of the collected data. Additional care was requiled since a) the
recorded phenomena was an instantaneous and dynamic one; b) access restrictions prevented the
adoption of standard or otherrvise sin'rpler measurin-e technic¡ues; c) no independent or
'duplication' measnrenlents were f-easible; and d) no report of a similar undertaking had been
found to provide expected magnitudes or guidance on instrunentation rnethods.

Since no previons full scale field testing had been carried oLlt on a fully clad portal frame
building, a two din.lensional theoretical model based on the stiffness method was used to predict
frame réspouses. This required an assumption for the beam - column joint stiffness modelled as

a rotational spring. Initiãlly a spring stiffness of 2089 Nmm/radian was estimated based on
earlier laboratory tests of similar joints in New Zea\and. I,ater, tests by Lee (1993) revealed the
newly constructêd "joint only" stiffness to be closer to 3E9. This figure was subsequently used
in the 2D model to compare with field results.

Overall, it was s pp s too simplified to predict the responses of a

cornplex 3D struc flu load. The 2D
of cladding and th could onlY b
recomulendecl fre m on, parallel to
nature of portal frame design is such that 2D models ale the conventional analytical tool used by
designers. Frame moments required for strength design are largely independent of joint
stiffness, even for assymetrical loading.

stiffness considerations assume an increased importance.
stiffness in the 2D rnodel improved the prediction of swa

use
y and deflection responses.

Jolnt

These preliminary comparisons of the measurec frame responses with the.theoretical estimates
concluãed that the field recording had yielded quantities of a correct order of magnitude. In
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conjunction with tlie results o1'the laboratory tests, u,hich used loading reginles nlore sevel'e than
thc cqr-rivalcnt ultinr¿ttc win.l levels, the measured wind actions and structr.tral responses vvere
confirmed as being in thc "serviceability wind" range.

Rafter strain measurements were also independently confirmed using a different technique
(5.2.7), that used by Lee (1993). Rotation nìeasurements were iclentified as the least reliable,
and the analysis procedure used to estimate lateral franre sways, an adaptation of the "baseline
correction" method common in earthquake "shaking table" tests, was felt to be only
approximate. But when both were plotted against the more reliable strLrctural response of strain,
and a similar result exposed (7 .3.l), much greater confidence in their reliability was justified.

The final impediment to a confident analysis of the recorded data was the variable and
'imperfect' phase relationship between the stlain and rotation signals. No complete explanation
for this is available. Therefore, analysis focusecl on those larger wind evenfs possessing
excellent correlation. "Peak analysis" of the data was adopted since it was unaffected by the
local anomalies in the signals (7.1.1).

4O7 of the largest wind "events" were selected, based on a chosen "significance level" of 20

rrricrostrain in the rafter extreme fibre (7.1). Figure 7.1.1. shows the ô Moment vs A rotation
,-l ^¡ ^ c .l- ^ ^ ^ A^- TL^ f^--- ^f .L^ 

-l^¿ ^., ^ ^,.-.,: l:-^,,- r.^^.-^6+ -^+^+l^-plUl Ul LIICSç +U/ CVËlll.5. I llç lUllll Ul I'llç PlUl. sUËËcst:ì d uulvl-lltlç.ll .lll\rlllElll - tuldl.l(.ll

bciraviour ai iiris ievci oí ioatlirrg. To coirfir'iti iilis, detaiied iv4-0 piots we¡'e niade ior indivi,juai
cvents, cieriveci irom thcir tinre-history recclrcis. Tirese pi<-ris, ior boiÌl "opcrritig" attd "citlsittg"
joint modes, confim the curvilinear form.

"Opening" joint responses (defined as positive ð Moments) would have been caused by
increases in wind velocity, while the "closing" rnode represents the 'relaxation' following the

initial loading. It is for this reason that positive ô Moment events exceed in both number and

magnitude the negative ô Moment events (1.1.2).

'Secant' and 'initial' stiffnesses of the fill-scale joint were calculated flom the ôM-Ae dala (7.2).
Values for thcse iwo, ar.'cr-agcci ovcr the 401 evcnts. vvere sirllil¿tr ilt 3.0 attd 3.9
E9 Nmm/radian respectively. Stiffnesses were not greatly different between 'opening' and
'closing'ntocles^ This slight cliflerencc lrctrveen stil'tnesses is consistcnt rv'ith a cLtrvilinear ôM-
A0 graph. However, these results conti'asted with the laboratory findings of Lee (1993) on half-
scale specimens of a linear value of l2E9 Nmm/radian when corrected for scale effects. Since
strains were measured at the same rafter site and compared well ç5.2.7), the difference was
attributed to the "definition of rotation" inherent to the two diftèrent methods used in the parallel
studies (8.2.3).
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9.2 FURTHER RE,SEARCH

Several avenues for possible future research arose from the work carried out during this study.
Obviously, improvements could be made to the analysis and instrumentation phases of this
work, but new areas of research were also suggested.

9,2.1 INSTRUMENTATION

a. Rotation

Comparisons of measured joint stiffness between various studies were hampered þY the- different
meth-ods used for measuring rotation. Each method was found to account differently for the
various components of the overall joint rotation, e.g. plate bending and member bending.
Access difficirlties had forced a different "in field" method to that used in the laboratoty tests of
Lee ( 1993). Given more time, this contradiction could be resolved.

b. Snapback test

The 'snapback Test' is a standard building investigation tool in which a known load is statically
applied, then released suddenly. Building responses are measured throughout the loading and
fieè oscillation phases. The latter phasè waÀ comprehensively measured during this study,
giving adequate information on building dynamics. However, since no link was.-attempted
betwãen apþtleO load and structure response during the wind loading events, a calibrated test
could provide such information easily.

c. Vacated building

As detailed previously, instrumentation had to be adapted to suit the constraints of a fully
operational, ôccupied bLrilding. lronically, the building was vacated shortly after this study was

cornpleted. By way of example, the sarne rotation neasuring method as u_sed in the laboratory
tests could only be ìnstalled within the vacant builcling, negating Item A. above.

9.2.2. ANALYSIS

Estiniates for the "bare" joint stiffness were originally derived fiom research conducted on

similar nailed, moment reõisting joints in New Zeãland. That estintate was used in the input of
the theoretical (computer) model-of the structure, but at 20E9 Nmm/radian wa_s greater !Þ1 the
final laborator of 489. Closer modelling of all the NZ joint
types, as well scale models (Lee, 1993) and the "in
fiet¿'; joint, m lso allow better estimates for the "in
field" itiffness the results of this investigation in the

future.

9.2.3 EXTENSIONS

a. Interlayer friction

The role of interlayer frictio n between joined members is usually ignored at ultimate level
,Atincrease under r loadi

timber joint. This effect IS amplified in joints having a large number of nails (i.e. hig
withdrawal capacity, therefore a greater resistance to gap wideni

Lheude (
ng, or "clamping"). Such a

situation exists in all nailed, moment resisting joints. 1990) re-examined the load
capacity of nailed ti at ultimate levels modern timber industry materials such as

work should be extended to consider

r nail

mber joints
, LVL and

uslng
Thisstructural plywood hardened nails.
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bch¿n'ioLrr in thc sclvice¿ìbility range for these same nì¿ìtcrials. The "clanrping" cflcct colìld be
stLrdied by rnerely varyrng the nr,¡ntber of nails in the joint.

b. Optiniizing joint strength

Most nailed. moment resisting joints are over-designed for strength, as serviceability
considerations of the timber frame govern in the design. Boult (1987) considered the profits and
consequences of optimizing the strength capacity of joints by limiting the number of nails used.
Advantages included more ductile in-service behaviour and ductile failure of the nails instead of
brittle timber failure in the joint. The cost saving in nails would be negligible for the structure.
Under high amplitude ciynamic iateral ìoacÌing, such as uitimate wind or earthquake, greater
energy levels would be absorbed. However, the governing frame deflections are typically
computed assuming a simple 2-D 'bare frame' (i.e. timber members only, without cladding). The
trne deflections would be less, and may be reduced to such an extent that strength considerations
governed if the effect of cladding was known. Joint strength optimization would then be
advantageous.

c. Cladding

suv rvt ulru¡s¡ P"rr"r

be quantified in the manner of Bryant's work in the UK during the 1960's and 70's. An enhanced
3-D computer model would now be feasible to assist with this exercise. The quantification of
the interaction between timber frame and thin, profiled steel cladding is a clucial extension of
this investigation.

d. Moment Capacity

Contemporary prediction equations for the moment resistance of ring-nailed tiniber joints are
ernpirical. They are accepted for the stability of their predictions of failure load rather than their
theoretical rationale. One assumption made is that all four corners of a nail ring will rotate
equally, but this was contradicted during laboratory tests (Lee, i993). Data from the l-ee tests,
and the sinrilar NZ research (c.1984) could be nsed to assenrble and verify a new equation. In
addition, a beanr-column 'knee ' joint in a portal frame actually ernploys two nail rings, joining
column to gLrsset plate and this to rafter. The validity of employin-q predìction equations based
on single nail rings to 'kriee' joints o1 this fbrnr has neve r be en investigated.
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APPENDIXA
The Strain Gauge Calibration Tests.

The standa¡d method of calibrating the \ilheatstone Bridge of the strain gauge apparatus
was used, where various resistances (R") are placed in parallel across the 'dummy'
gauge to infer a range of known strains, whilst simultaneously measuring the output
voltage. The resulting highly linear relationship between strain and voltage allowed easy
conversion at any st¡qin level.

o/P

B

R.
A

+

As load is applied, strain (t) is derived from the gauge, proportional to changes in gauge
resistance, according to the formula:

, = ¡fft- ( where ÂR = ¡;* during calibration)

Results obtained from the third of three freld calibrations are tabulated below for both the
'top of rafter' and 'bottom of rafber' ("plastic strip") bridges, using the quoted gauge factor
GF = 2.10 + LVo and, resistance R¿ = 120 t 0.3 o:

-257.5-244.71018.2356 kç¿

-131.4-12,1.5518.91110ko

-25.3-2r.9r02.a2560ko

V bot (mV)V top (mV)miro-strainIL

These values (taken June 1992) compare well with the other two on-site calibrations in

active

120 c)

D

+
120 f¿

relationships of:

-1.136
+1.546{

I68 top4.
-3,pe 946 ) , orp vol,Ts (mÐ + { ) for the { bottom ) u¡¿e"..

r,u



It is considered valid to simply ignore the constant offset terms due to their insigaificant
size (-1pe), especialìy since they were within the error for the calibration test (see below).
But they may also be removed during the linear regression calcu-lation. r Setting this
vertica-l axis intercept to zero in the regtession produced a slightly difTerent slope, and a
more logical result (i.e. zero output voltage = zeto etrain) as well as negating any
measuring errors in the calibration test. This method was used, and yielded:

Fe = { Í å3? }, o,pvolrs (mÐ for the bottom
top

) u"iag",

MICRO-
STRAIN

(p€)
1018

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

-244.7

1 tt€

4.168

From the strain (t) equation used previously, the measuring error for strain ((e) may be
evaluated. (Resistors R. used in the test were accurate tn 0.5Vo).

1

þ_ËÅ,..,Én", Ë,cr'
€ R" tÁ Rd 1 GF

rhus, *: = o.oo5 * 2'W i Lvo = o.o2' 10l8rr

Hence 6 g = ZVo = 2þE for an expected maximum rafter strein of 100¡re

Using the derived relationship between output voltage and actual strain above, this
maximum error corresponds to an output voltage of approximately 0.5 mV. Thie was
acceptable, since the "significance" level (minimum rafter strain) of 20¡re (or 5 mÐ was
adopted during the data analysis phase.

As may be observed in the above linear [fe-mV relationship (and table), an increasingly
negative voltage output implies an increasingly positive strain. It is essential that the
sign of the measured strain (C or T) is known from a consideration of the sign of the
output voltage signal.

A tensile response in the attached medium infers an decreased gauge cross-section and
hence decreased resistance in the strain gauge. A tensile event is thus equivalent to the

1 Ang,A.l{.S. & Tang,W.H. "Probabi-listic Concepts in Engineering and Planning Design", Chapter 7
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introduction of another resistor (&) in parallel with the gauge, since for any va.lue of R.,
the tntal resistance of that leg of the Bridge will always be numerically less tha¡ just the
gauge resistance. During all applicatione of R. it was observed that output voltage
dropped. By defrnition, strain is linearly proportional ø the change in resistance (hence
voltage) of the gauge. Therefore, this tensile event implies a negatíue change in the
output uoltage. ("TENSION = mV DROP') The converee is true for the compressive event:

Tensile event: c/s At
Compressive event: ds At

AR+
Ânr

R.".+

&"tt
gives mV*
gives mVt

(e.g.Tempf )

(e.g.Templ)

The strai" gauges which were later directly adhered to the rafter surface were calibrated
in the same way, giving the following results averaged from two tests (GF = 2.08 + LVo

and&=119.8f0.3o):

-2L8-m1@6.3156 kO

-111-113523.03110ko

-n-2102.8Í|560ko

V bot (mÐV top (mÐmiro-straintl"

Pe={ ) , oæ voLTS (mÐ for the { ) (etue¿ SG) bridges
4.628
4.707

top
botøm

Using the previous method, error analysis for these gauges also yielded a result of Ç e =
2%, oncerquite acceptable.

aJnrru
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APPENDIX B

EmorAnalysis in the RVIIT Calibration TesL

The reference rotation in the experiment was given by the relation:

rorarion o=a¡c.un(ffi)
For a general function involving two independent variables, x1 and x2, P=f(x1,x2)
Differentiation of this equation gives:

^P=+9.Åx1* 
TÐ.o',òxr òxz

16 ¡¡anipulate the errors (or uncertainties () "t percentages, this may be rewrittenl:

6P

In the case of the hinged-plate device, 0 = a¡'ctan(a/b):

þ*,'"(i) = ¡þ.,".(
þ*'""(i)=

qt = þ.t'"(fi). E^

ôP. ôP"
^ .ÇÃr *:-.Çr,Òxr Òxz

)
-a
EãEe

and

ô

üâ/b)

Using the above partial derivatives,

ô
+ --arctan

ôb
(i)-Eo

Ëe .u [r+(a¡r),] = 6" ( f;).Et

Since mâo. 'a' (micrometer)= L4.202 +/- .0015mm, and b' (base)= 100.03 +/-.02mm,

Maximum (e . roo.oa [ 1+ ( +#ffi)'] = 0 0015 (i#ffi)' .0.02

Thus, (e = -o.oooO131" or 0.00075"

I R¡y,ttt.S. (1988) "Engineering Ex¡rerimentation", McGraw-Hill, London.
ln





APPENDIX C

Error Analysis in the A¡remometer Calibration kperiment

(Y*= %
T*. T¿"(1+w)

.'n=./ffi Þn= Ð Y*=Y*r( Pamu

pstatm )

where: g = gravitational acceleration = 9.807m/e2
tr = piøt tube pressure head, read by a manometer to the nea¡eet 0.001"
R = adjustment term for ambient atmospheric condition at the time of the

experiment

T*",Y¿" = ambient specific gfavity of wet and dry ai¡ respectively

Ya"r = Ta, at a given temperature, and standard atmospheric pressure pet.arm

T* = specifrc gravity of air (at a given pressure P,-¡ and temperature T )
w = humidity ratio, obtained from Psych¡ometer and chartl

The above equations are used in the reverse order. From published values2 for the
specific gravity of air at standard atmospheric pressure psr.å!m, a value for f6.,¡ was
interpolated for the Psychrometer dry bulb temperature of 18.1oC as 1.20855 kglm3. This

was then converted to }¿, at ambient pressure P"-¡, which although measurable to 0.1
mbar, fluctuated during the test by about 1 ba¡.

Since Y¿" = Ta"r
gT*

Y¿"

where ( signifies 'error'.( )
P".t

Prt.etm

then +E]t* * (P"*
Ïa'r P"'nt

rhus #= d# * r-h * r&å, = o ooea62

Therefore, 6Y* = 0.0094, so Ya" = L.2L +/- .01 kglmt

]*"is obtairred from Y¿., which was converted to ambient conditions above, by using the
humidity ratio'w'.

ït-
T'"

lh
Y,

ge
Rthen +

Cw+'
w

qT"

Therefore 6R = 13.6, so R = 820 +/'L4 (dimensionless)

qE
R

Eh
h," ?=å(3.

Si¡ce R =

Thus

Now,velocityv- fiffi-

Hence

Ta.

ËR o.r5 o.oo94 o.ooo1J¡-J¡-
8t9.2- 999.66 ' L.M ' 0.0115

)

= 0.016637

13.6
819.2

+ = 0.009685

+

Ev ltJ _ _a

17.51 - 2 \
0.001 0.0t2

J--

9.807 ' 0.750 )
t-

rl
-rt

I

Which gives Çv = 0.175 and v = 17.5 */- .lE m/s

I Departmental Ashrae \l/et ar¡d dry bulb Psycbromeær, and accompanying chart produced by the American Society
of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc. lfb3. Tbe chart relates Satu¡ation Temperature T.,

and Dry bulb æm¡rerature To to relative humidity and bumidity ratio (w),
2 DOUCLAS,J.F., GASIOREK,J.M., SV/AFFIELD,J.A. (19?9). "Flui<J Mechanics". Pitrnan Bcrcrks Ltd,, London.
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APPENDIX D.

Calc'ulaüons for the Ultimate Moment Capacity of tJre Yth"up Joint

D.1. Plywood Failr¡¡e: a) Batdrelar (1984) Method.

I4-
(In'Lt tanO - d"/cos0)

cos0
= 1200

= 1367mm0=11 ¡O.J

D=Lr- t (Lr - dJz)tan0 (1, - 4)
14 + L1tan0

8
<1N
il
f..l

ÉJ

"critical section"
2No.Dxt.¡¡

= 1200 - oæ.7 6/1611.14) 400

= 1160 mm (locates'critica.l section').

In o, = qoc, cf, = 4 ( 3t) - t = 3.0

, - azlz + d"/¿(a + jJ6)-- 163238
l=-rc- a+d'J+ 559'6

= 291.7 mm
z=D- L - dJe = 1159.6 - 29L.7 - 133.33

= 734.6 mm

M=Tz
q;d.2Ln=åq¿"t*
o =fZ.O MPa, t.n= 11 mm

17.0' 800' t 6' 7U.6= 15kNm

L3

T 6.

cF-
c

z r =å
ot=F
M=å

ot

The strain distribution shown above was confirmed by strain gauge recordings across

th" "."iti"al section", at which the plywood acts alone to transfer the ?Pplied moment
between the two nail groups. The method has been somewhat modifred for the pu-r-poses

of this joint, due to thõ abience of the 'Eap" between rafter and column commonly found
in New ZeaJandjoints, and the slight changes in geometry of the gusset plate. Note that
this method implicitly accounts for ASl?20 beam depth factor k11, which essentially
accounts for "deep beam" effects.

It also ignores n-ial stress as oar = P.'/A = ffi = 0.34 MPa << %nöng

D.1. b) 4,51720 Method

Assumes linear elastic strain distribution (Sections 2. &, 5.). Using the section of above:

M = kr ku F; Z=L.0r0.801' 17.0. L*ry =672kNm

d.=

Assumes linea¡ elastic strain distribution (Sections 2. & 7.), Section at instrument¿d
rafter site was 764 x 63 mm.

M = kr kn Fo Z = 1.0x 0.858 ' 16.0 " 
Ë+ry = }4'LkNm
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Ay¡xndir D: Moment Capacity of Yttnp loint

D.3. 'Nail Yielding' Failure

a) 'Thin Walled TUbe'Analory

Mo=4fsABcos0
where'f=*attd's'=cD¡

('c' = nail row sPaci[g, 'n' = no. rows)

and'Qo'= "allowable nail load'

thusMo=nËABcosg'Q.

s

In the thin walled tube analo¡Jy, 'f is
equivalent to "shea¡ flg*'-, 'AB'-= "enclosed
aiea", atrd's'= 'tube thickness'.

A. LOWER GROUP

B

É

É,IN
il
q)

(É

N
cþ
N

il
co

N
c.¡

il
lo

Z@
--tÛ,

30
C= 30

?

B. UPPER GROUP

4@15

P =ñ, c= 15

weighted c""" I

weighted p"," =
72æ,60 + ?15 ,30

1205 +7L5

= 48,&3 mm

720Æ,,15t715¡30

t,f/í +7t5
= 20.59mm

Mo = KQo, soK= 4nAB/Pcos f
4 r4 r7t5,72É

48.83

= 282,3L0 (mm)

1r

980'60+716'30
weighted P""" = -- ggilTß-

= 47.33mm
980'15+716r30

weighted c""" = ---TEõ1716

= 21.ff1mm

Ivf"=KQ., soK= 4nAB/Pcos 11.5"
4,5 1716 r 980

,0.98{t.33
290,553 (mm)

Note that the effect of using a "compressed" nail spacing, gs seel i-n the following-figurg,
is to concentrate the nails- at theii most remote possible (and hence most effective)
loc a given total number of nails i+ the--lri-18',

an ometric 'K' term' Using the 'Thin Walled
T\¡ 26Vo fot the lower and upper groups in the

Yttrup Joint resPectivelY .

1eo
L¿L

Éfr

4 RINGS

A=715mm

(\¡
o\

0

È\g

3@
P=60
c=15

4@30
P=30
c=30

\o
ì\

l¡5 RINGS
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Apryndir D: Moment Ca¡raç¡¡t of Yttrup loint

The nailing patt€rn in the Yttrup Joint is
such that adjacent rows of nails are offset
by half the nail pitch, enabling the spacing
of the rows to be halved (seen at right).

For a run of nails 'across' the timber
grain, 

" = |OO = 30, and pitch p = 30.

For a run of nails 'along' the timber grain,
c - |SO = 15, and pitch p = 60.

''ALONG''
GRAIN

"ACROSS"
GRAIN

1,

h,,
.fn=t

a

a

b) nilitÆhell (1979) Method ('Srared Rivet GroupP Analogy)

M" = #* where t, = *tU, s = c n and r,,", = | A2+82+2ABcos0

Mu=KQ. soK= 2 n (A +B)3

3p A2 +Bz + 2ABcos0

86.713€t E9 mm{
843.8 mm

203,578 (mm)

97.1558 E9 mm{
960 mm

201,319 (mm)

IP
f ,n"t

K

5 rings
21.33 mm
106.65 mm

716 mm
980 mm

47.33 mm
11.5

4 rings
20.59 mm
82.36 mm
715 mm
1205 mm

48.83 mm
0

n
Cere

s=Cn
A
B

P.""
æ

UPPER GROUPLOWER GROUPPARAMETER

c) Ðiscrete Rivet Group'Analogies

This group incorporates the finaì three methods introduced in Tables 4.2.A: & 8., where
the load on each individual nail is treated as unique, and assumed to be a function of its
distance from the nail group centroid. To evaluate these methods, this distance must be

known for each nail. To simplify calculations, a scale diagram was made, using the nail
group dimensions and spacings quoted on the structural drawings (and conhrmed on-
õitei. Nail "radii" were taken from this diagram. Results a¡e shown in Table 4.2.8.

As a check for the accuracy of this method, the geometric function 'K' was eva.luat¿d for
the half scale model used in the concurrent laboratory tests (Lee, 1993). A value for 'K'of
38,227 mm \ryas obtained for the upper nail group, which converted to full-scale value of
four times this, 152,909 mm (cf. 185,115). However, nail positions were slightly different
in these model joints: a selection of the most t€mote nails had not been used. This was
because of the 'force' scale factor of two, which required the use of exactly half the
number of nails in the model as in the full scale joint. This ensured that the lateral load
on each "model" nail was the same as its equivalent "full scale" nail. Also, a

of nail spacings during the construction of the scale models was amp d by the scaled
nature of these joints. Nails were 15mm apart in the trânsverse, cross-grarn

as that used in the on
direction,
-site joint.compared with the "correct" spacing of 30 mm, the same

This may have caused premature "splitting' failures in some of the test specimens.
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A¡,¡;cntit D: Momenl Capacíty ol Yttrup loínt

D.4. NAIL LOADS

a) Yield Theory Prediction

References: Aune and Patton-Mallory (198 i, USA), whose _eqgationf .w_ere checked and
found to be very similar to those of Smith a¡d Whale et al (1988, Canada,/UK)
and Hilson'IVhale (1990' UK).

Consider each nail as a 'two-member' joint.
t2

0,= _ &_d,-6[E
h

p=* v

t1

F., = Yield Theory nail load capacity (N), f" =
timber embedment stress (MPa), t = member
thickness (mm).

F" = nail yield stress (MPa), d = nail diameter
(mm), Mv = nail yield moment = Fy d3/6 (Nmm).

!\ õ^l^^¿:^- ^f lrf^+^-.i^l Dmmy4iaal, ùtEl.lâ.rÙ¡(rll 1rl ^l.Ew¿¡'4s ^ ^vlM Bw

The th¡ee input variablee required by equations' f" (for ply and
L!rL) and Fr, were not measured du ts ([æe, 1993)' However,
reliable estiiriates were obtained by c he reports on other tests
itr,rol.ri.,g similar materials. As is shown latgr, these assumptions did not affect the
reliability of the Yield Theory estimate for nail load capacity.

Lheude (1990) conducted a similar Yield Theory comparison of 451720 derived nail loads,

for Radiata Pine solid wood joints involving high strength nails. His 'celtrepoint
bending' tests on 3.8mm diameter n_ails -gave- F" values of 750 and 1750 I\{Pa for
ãi*""rft"ally similar 'plain' and 'hardened' nails respectivelv. {t]gwing for the "high'
1250 value foï the non-typical nail type used, a yield stress for 2.87mm diameter nails
was estimated at f200 MPa, usirg the findings of Smith and Whale et al (1988).

Lheude also showed(1988,90) that the embedment strength f. is much greater than the
nominal compressive strength for the timber, a finding_also- sssn, in_the experimental
verificatioo oi A1-" and Pãtton-Mallory (1986 b) and Smith and Whale et al (1988)'

Nicholls (1990) conducted an embedment test on the same F16 LVL timber (tradename

'I¡YSPAN") as that used in the Yttrup Joint, at moisture content L0.L7o and density 620

kg/m3 using a'bearing' type test. He found a maximum embedment stress (at 5mm
dõformationJ of 93.5 Upa anã a 'limit of proportionality' stress (at 1.2mm) of 81.4 MPa for
ihe longitudinal direction using 2.5mm nails. Aune and Patton'Mallory used the
'ntaximim'f" value, defrned as 3.8mm deformation for their 3.3mm diameter nails,
while Lheude (1988,90) adopted the '3mm' (, value for his 3.8mm nails. For the case of
à.S7^^ nails, it would seem that the 3mm deformation value of f. - 87.1 MPa from
Nicholle'experiment could be adopted for this atudy.

For an estimate of the plywood embed¡rtent strength, it was necessary to assume a ratio
between ply and LVt f" valuee, Þ""ç¿ on the work of Lheude (1988), with the LVL value
ãerived 

"bõ.'". 
Lheude found embedment strengths for Pinus radiata in both solid wood

espectively. The stronger and more uniform
higher f" than solid wood of a given nominal
This implies a ratio (p value) of 55/65 = 0.85.
a, plywood fl may be about 102.9 MPa.

To allow for material variability in the LVL material and error in Nicholls' single
experiment, a reduction of L07o was made to these figures. Embedment -strengths of ?8

MÞa for LVL and 92 MPa for plywood were adopted in the following calculations.
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Appendir D: Moment Ca¡tacity of Yttrup Jt:-t

ü) Yield Load Calculatiorts

F, = 1200MPa, d,=2.87 mmQ, a= 63/19 = 3.316,9=78/92 = 0.848,y= 17.906mm2

For the case of two member joints with u¡equal embedment strengths:

Test Mode 3: Is 2'2 t1

.tr
p

1+Ê

,l

NO

t 2+2

2þ
3 l+p

Þ<
1+Þ

< 2+2

0.&{5< 4.490 <3,355

Check Mode 3A: Is 2-2

function: -2+. Thus the expression Fu =(1 +Þ)
for the *Mode 4" yield

+r
{p

1

^/p

þ-
.fi-

?

0.574 < 14.888 < 3.770 NO, therefore Mode 4.

The 'Mode 4" failure is the strongest possible scenario, where the timber members have
sufficient strength to allow two yield points (or tringes') to develop in the naÍI, so that the
nail behavtour governs this failure. Yield Theory predicts a failu¡e load of:

Fo=
4ßf"rdM"

= f.t F
(1 +p)

= 1514N

Both of the "Mode 3" failure types involve only one yield point in the nail, close to the
interface between the two members. In Mode 34, this hinge occurs within the t1 (PLÐ
member, and as a result, the prediction for the yreld load Fo is higher than that for Mode
3, in which the hinge forms within the t2 (LVL).

To 'force' a Mode 3A failure, the right side of the loequality above must be obeyed. For the
salne 1200 MPa nails and Ê = 0.85 ratio between the embedment strengths, the very low
value for f,1 of 5.9 MPa would be required. This shows that "Mode 4" ç-ill occur for these
two conditions, for oll practical values of member strengths.

It was evident from the case of two member joints (of similar thickness members) that
the difference in timber member embedment strengths (f") was allowed for with the

2p2rúdw
(1 +0)

load, where the members have different embedment strengths (Þ * 1), was obtained from
' the general case (P = 1) of F,, = .Æ;A M, . Thi. function of p was 0.958 for the (Þ = 0.?)

Yttrup Joint case. Therefore, any error caused by the estimate of p (taken from Lheude
(1990) is greatly diminished. For example, if the approximation was made, representing
an error of L57o in the LVL f", an error of only 4Vo would, be seen in the Fo capacity

calculation: evaluati¡g the F = 1 expression above gives Fo = d,2 {+= 1580 N. Errors

value of 92 (not 103) MPa was seen as prudent.

Therefore, a reliable Yield Theory estimate for the lateral load capacity of a single
hardened nail of nominal yield strength 1200 MPa (within Yttrup Joint timber members)
would b€ F" = 1515 N'
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A¡t¡xn,{ix D: Moment Capacity ol Yttrup loint

b) A,S172O Method

From Clause 4.2.L,2., the permissible lateral load on a single (low carbon steel) nail is

Q = kr km kr. kt. ktt Q
= 1.0 ' 1,0 ' 1.0 ' 1.1 ' L.2 '239.3 = 316 N

To account for the presence of high strength nails, Lheude (1990) suggested a factor of
1.4. This would grve Q = 1.4 x 316 = U2.4 N. Even this'hardened nail" value is well below
that given by "Yield Theory". The maior difference betlyeen the two methods is the
treatment of the greater strengths of the plywood and LVL members. This was seen to
increase nail head r€straint to such an extent as to produce 'Mode 4" failure. Also, Yield
Theory is based on the 0ocal) embedmenú strength of the timber members, rather than
the (global) compress¿o¿ strcngth as uscd in 451720. For thc F17 plywood, the ratio
between these is 92/L2.8 = 7 .2 (451720 Table 5.1), while f" is approximately 78/12 = 6.5
times greater than F" for the F16 LIfL (4S1720 Table 2.3). So for the same joint, the
451720 Desigu Method gives more conservative results than Yield Theory, as expected.
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APPENDIX E. TESTING VARIABLES

E.1. NAILED JOII.TTS

The comparison of results between experin egtal progTammes conducted by diffe_rent

researchörs must include consideration of the testitg apparatus ald data alalysis

-ãtfro¿ "red. 
The absence of a single, unified and widely adopted standard procedure for

teÀting nailed timber joints _prevents confrdent data correlation and in some cases the

confrrmation of specifìc results.

The main factors influencing the 'objective' nature of experiments fall into four broad
categories: (a) specimen asÀembly tecþniques, (b) øst app_ara-tus,-(c) interpretati-on_and
á"uf"vri" of expehmental data, and for the case of cyclic loading studies, (d) load
magnitude and rate of application.

polensek (1988) set himself the task of investigating the effects of these variables,
specifrcally with respect to dynamic loadlnB and-respon-se, for,a chosen test apparatus.
ii r"t"iión to the-damping and stiffness of nailed wood-to'sheathing joints, he

commented that

"....the lechnique of constructing joint spec¡mens profoundly affects test results,' (a)

and that

"ln evaluating equivatent viscous damping from experimental hysteres,s lraces relating load

and sl¡p, cycitc s¡ip-work capacity has usually bee.n based on a linear1ecovery..trace of t!t9 slip

and resioíing force, whbh substãntially underestimales actual damping ol nailed ioinfs.'(c)

Both he and Pellicane-Bodig (1984) pointed out that because of the non-linearity of the
nailed timber joint load-slip curve, three definitions are used for the slip modulug a! an

indication of siiffness in the elastic range. These a¡e namely tangent, secant and chord
moduli, and to further complicate the process, e.ach one relies on the choice of
characteristic points on the curve at which they are to be evaluated. (c)

A specific discussion of the effect of load magnitu_de ?¡d rate of application is provided in
the Chapter 3.5. "Cyclic Loading Characteristics." (d)

In the light of the above, and since a large,amount of experimental evidence is quoted in
the "Lite-ratgre Review" sections, a detailed review of the specimen assembly parameters
of these researchers is provided in Table E.1. overleaf. The volume of data implied in this
brief tabulation demanãs commentary, and this follows below: (a,b)

(a). TEST SPECIMEN ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES

As discussed in Section 3.4. "Interface Characteristics", the lateral load resistance of a
timber joint is directly related to the magnitude of the g-ap and the- amount of interface
frictioJ between the ionnected members. Assembly techniques which influence these

are:

(1) wood d¡yrng after joint assembly and moisture pre-conditioning,
used and extent of nail dri (local zones of high nail contact pressure),

and straightness of insta-llation (pre-bored holes) of fastener, and
assembly.(4) roughness (planed or rough-sawn) of the wood prior to

Also, the magnitude of the load applied to the specimen will influence the rapidity of this
g.p io.*ution, due to the 'yield' failu¡e mode of the nail fastener.
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Appndir E: Testittg Vorúblæ

The various methds used to achieve particuÌar magnitudes of interface gap within two-
member nailed timber joints are as follows:

(i) placing precise thickness ehime between the members before nailing (and removal
prior to testing) (by Antonides 1980, Atherton 1980, Aune and Patton-Mallory 1986,
Lheude 1990, Liu-Soltis 1984, Mack 1966, Pellicane-Bodig 1984, Pellicane 1991),

(ü) drying the assembled joint before testing (Chou-Polensek 1987, Polensek 1988),
(iü) drying an assembled joint with one pre-soaked member (Antonides 1980),
(iv) over-d¡iving of nails (Atherton 1980, Jenkins 1979),
(v) incomplete driving of nails (Girhamma¡-Anderson 1988, Liu-Soltis 1984),
(vi) clamping of memb€n¡ during loading (Liu-Soltis 1984, Soltis-Mtenga 1985),
(vü) inserting wax paper into a zero-inch gap (Liu-Soltis 1984),
(vüi) the use of several oil-lubricatæd polyethelene shims (Jenkins 1979) and
(ix) sprinkling talcum powder on one contact surface (Pellicane-Bodig 1984).

All provide different levels of contact pressure between the joined timber test pieces, at
different stages sf lssding.

One point of interest was fou¡d in the Polensek (1988) paper, where interface gap w¿u¡
produced by the drying or 'curiny' of the wood. They noticed that damping for "with gap"
joints actually increased with increasing load. This observation is the reverse of their
result for 'tight' joints, and contradicts the commonly accepted mechattism of increasing
gap (hence reduced damping) for increasing load, which has been developed fiom 'shim'
gap tests. His explanation, that "the original gap partially disappears, so that the connected
components com¿ into partial contact, thus increasing interl^ayer friction and damping' provides a
new view of the 'gap vs. no gap' phenomena.

The ramifrcations of this would be seen in any test where a shim was removed afør its
use in joint fabrication (prior to loarling), as is the customary practice, on the assumption
that gap on-ly increases du¡ing subsequent loading. Shims were removed in this way by
Atherton et al (1980), who had a very similar cyclic loading regime to Polensek. However,
since they include no similar 'damping ratio vs. load magnitude' conclusion, no
judgement can be made. Lheude (1990), Liu-Soltis (1984) and Pellicane (1991) and others
also removed their shims, but prior to static load tests, so the damping context is absent.
Therefore, the validity of the Polensek mechanism cannot be confirmed.

One suggestion is that the very use of progressively cured unseasoned wood to obtain a
desired interface gap provides the explanation. As the timber dries, its moisture content
reduces, hence its timber volume reduces, creating a gap of a magnitude controlled by
the time it is permitt€d to sh-rink. fimber being an organic material, this drying may
also change the frbre spacing (and density) at the member surface, thus altering its
roughness and friction properties, also in proportion to the drying time. Since the use of
shims does not alter eurface friction, a disparity may exist between the results of
different tests for the same gap, created by the use of the two alternative meâns.
However,

'lnteratyer gaps obtained mechanically wlth shims have been shown to produce effects on
nail stiffness (secant joint sliffness on bad-slip curue) similar to those obtained by wetling
and dry¡ng of the wood",

by Antonides et al (1980). Their joint preparation actually went to the extreme of wettiag
the main member (only), before fabricating the two-member joint, followed by the curing

that this moisture content change accounts for additional friction effects not seen i¡
'shim' tests, must be discounted.
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Ap¡xndix E: Testing Variab!es

Hence, comparisons within twomember t€st series are only valid between results for one

combination of main member and side plate size. No mention is made of test rig
geometry by Luke and Edwards (1984) or Smith and Whale et al (1987), and eccentricity is
present in ihe arrangement given in both referenced papers by Thomas-Malhotra.

The bendi''g moment produced by the eccentricity of applied forces also has the effect of
increasing the magnitude of the interfac€ gap between the connected members. Since the
failure mode of the nail fast¿ner involves bending (which in turn instigates a 'prying'
action, forcing the joined pieces apart) and subsequen! yielding, an-y additional ext¿rnal
moment acting on the nai[ due to test rig geometry witl accelerate this 'yield'failure.

Ma¡y others have preferred a tå¡ee-member assembly, thereb_y removing the eccentlcitv
probiem altogethei, including Antonides et al (1980), Girhammar-Anderson (1988),
Lheude (1990), Nicholls (1990) and Wilkinson (1986).

Pellicane and Bodig (1984) tested a range of joints using the three major two-member
testing apparatus mentioned above (ASTM, Colorado and- Oregon), along \rith three
different three-member test setups. They compared the performance parameters secant
elastic modulus, loads at 'proportional' and 'yield' slips, ultimate load and slip at
ultimate load. (see Fig. E.2. overleaf). The comparison was made for the four
combinations of two nail sizes and two interface gaps. They found that for slips greater
than the 'yield' slip of 2.54mm, for all of the four joint arrangements, "símilar results can

be obtoined with any of the (six) test configurations" for thes-e performance parameters.
However, during ttie initial stages of the load-slip record, for all four confrgurations,
there was

"a considerable degree of sensrtivity to the test method used.'

They observed that with greater restraint against rotation of the test specimen, gTeater
stiffness was recorded. The ASTM assembly (with an added restraining roller at the nail
site) generally outperformed the three-member setups (two-nails per side) and the
Colorádo assembly, which in turn gave stiffer moduli than the Oregon rig. The
uniformity of result in later stages of loadings indicates that "initial misalignments in the

specimcns have becom¿ insignificant against the large slip."

modulus

secant
modulus

P
(la

Pu (ultimate load)
failure

load)
tangent

modul

PP
unloading path

^
proportional Åresidual

^
ultimate

Figure E.3. An explanalion of the descriptive terms for timber load-slip lraces
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Ap¡xndix E: Testitrg Variables

Resuìts from either of these two standard tests would differ from pure tensile yield stress
values because a) bending tests neglect shear deformation effects, significant i¡ short-
span tests, b) clamps in tensile tæsts reduce the cross-section and cause surface
indentation, affecting nail capacity at this, the failu¡e site, c) strain hardening and
applied strain rate effects and d) the definition used for'yield'point on the etress-strain
trace.

During their study to quantify the effect of static loading rate on material properties and
joint performarì.ce, Girhammar-Anderson (1988) showed that F" increased with the
logarithm of the deformation rate. A lOmm/second rate gave a lÙVo increase in F, over
the 'static' loading case, and L4% for 100mm/sec.

b) YIELD STRESS FyAI\IDDIAMETER

A result of extensive nail property tests by Smith and Whale et al(1988) was the definition
of nail yield strength as having a linear and negative dependency on diameter. This
conclusion \ilas supported by the work of Prof. Jurgen Ehlbeck at the Universitat
Karlsruhe, Germany, and subsequently included in the current Eurocode.l \ryhiþ-
M.Lain-Padla (1990) initially contended, then later as Loferski-Mclain (1991) confirmed
this ñnding. Even so, in 1990 they noted that :

"....the degree ol work hardening during manufacture is a function of wire diameter, finished
na¡l geometry and manufacturing technique, which are unrelaled to wire úemistry.'

Equations proposed for nail yield strength have been:

Fy = 50 (19-d) Gy in lvIPa, d in mm)..........Smith and Whale et al (1988, tIK)
E, _ 5g (15.5-d)
^ y - 58 (15.5-d) ................toferski-Mclain (1991, USA)

1 personal corres¡nndence with Dr. Luke R. J. Wbale, Technical Dircctor, Gang Nail Systems Ltd., formerl¡' of r-be

Department of Civil Engineering, Brighton Polyæchnic, Brighton, UK. 
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APPENDIX F. IMAGES-3D OUTPUT

LÍNTVERSITY OF ADELATDE S/I.I:8OI9O3 OIIO2I93
Run ID=TTI4ó14 10:10:17

=========:-==::= f M AGE S 3 D =====:====-=-=======
Copyrigbt (c) 1984 Celestial Software Inc.

======================-==========--====================

SIGNATURE JOINERY portåI4 (filename SJ23)

sprlng numberlng: l: left'ls¡ee'node (5,6) "X" spring 4: right'knee'node (18,19) "X" spring

2: left Is¡ee'node (5,6) nY" spring 5: right knee'node (18,19) "Y" spring

3: left'loee'node (5,6) "2" spring 6: rigbt Imee'node (18,19) "2" spring

frame reshatned at ground level nodes I (EåsÐ and23 (Wes| in X and Y directions only. ALL nodes

restrained to z€ro defomlation in "3-4-5" degrees of fre¿dom: Z translation and X and Y rotations.

left column represented by members......l to 4 ('left'= East)

left rafter represented by members........5 to l0 ('apex' is node t2)
rlght rafter represented by members.....ll to 16 ('right'= r#est)

rlght column represented by members...17 to 20

see Fig.6.l.
in Chapter 6

global axls slgn notatlon: origin at node 1, X to right (Wes$ through node 23, Y vertically through

left (EasÐ column, Z from right hand rule, out of page (North).

LOAD CASE I (Ke=z0BgNmm/radian)

EXTERNAL PR-ESSURE p.- Co,. * K" (0 =0') (i.e.q, = I kPa, b = I m)

GLOBAL DISPLACEMENTS (mm, radians)

Translations / Rotations
NodexYZIXYZ

---t----------
1 .0000E+00 ,0000E+00 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 -,99038'03

2 .2653E+01 .1827E-01 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 -.62338-03

3 .3313E+01 .2208E-01 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.4604E-03

4 .3565E+0r .2369F.01 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.3973E-03

5 .3723F+01 .23768-0r .00008+00 / .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.39528-03

6 .3'1238+01 .2376E.01 .00008+00 / .0000E+00 .00008+00 .49728-03

7 .36338+0l .4759E+00 .0000E+O0 / .0000E{0 .0000E+00 .5765E-03

8 .3043E+01 .3484E+01 .0000E+O0 / .0000E+{0 .0000E+00 .1618E-02

9 .20528+Ol .8472E+01 .0000E+00 / .00008+00 .0000E+00 .2242F-02

l0 .90llE+00 .14268 42 .00008+00/ .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .23268-Vz
ll -.10678+00 J93TE+O2 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .17598-V2
12 -.6368E+00 .22158+02 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 ,56528-03
13 -.6760E+00 .2179E+02 .0000E+00 / .00008+00 .0000E+00 -.ll16E-02
14 -.1519E+01 .1750E+02 .00008+00/ .0000E+O0 .0000E+00 -.23418-V2

15 -.27938+01 .1ll1E+02 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.2667F-02

76 -.4M28+01 .48588+01 .00008+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.21248-02

l7 -.48648+01 .7161E+00 .0000E+00 / .00008+{0 .0000E+00 -.85ó2E-03

18 -.5001E+01 .3372F-Ol .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.75248-03

19 -.5001E+Ol .3372F-01 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 !É'268-03
20 -.48248ûl .3362F.01 .0000E+00 / .00008+00 .00008+00 .4455E-03

2l -.4548E{1 ,3134E-01 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .00008+00 .5355E-03

22 -.3759E+Ol .2593E-01 .0000E+00 / .00008+00 .0000E+00 .7853E-03

23 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .1436E-02

t+6



(ìl -oads Nodc

GL-OIIAL BEA\{ I-OAI)S (N, Nmm)

Fx FY I:z ltl r lvl v Itl t.

GLoads
Gt oads

Gt¡ads
Gt¡ads

Gl¡ads
GL¡ads

GI-oads
Gt¡ads

GLoads
Gloads

Gl-¡ads
Gloads

Gt¡ads
Gt oads

GL¡ads
GLoads

GL-oads

GLoads

Gt¡ads
GI-oads

GLoads
CLoacls

GI-oads
Gt-oads

G[¡ads
GLoads

GI-oads
Gl-oads

GL¡ads
Gt oads

GLoads
Gt oads

Gl-oads
GLoads

***BEAM NO. l**+
I -.3195E+04 -.44368+U .0000E+00 ,0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.5821E-09

2 .4D|7E+M .44368+M ,00008+00 .0000E+{0 .0000E+00 .9880E+07
***BEAM NO. 2***

2 -.4017E+M -.M368+04 .0000E+00 .0000E{{0 .0000E+00 -.9E80E+O7

3 ,4317E+M .4436E+M .0000E+00 ,0000E+00 .0000E{0 .1405E+08
**TBEAM No. 3+**

3 -.43|TE+M -.44368+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.1¿105E+o8

4 .M558+M .M368+M.00008+00 .0000E+o0 .0000E{0 .1606E+08
***BEAM No. 4+**

4 -.44558+O4 -.4436E+M .00008{00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.1606E+o8

5 .4458E+04 .4436E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .1785E+08
***BEAM No. 5***

6 -,4458E+04 -.u36F404 .0000E+00 .0000E{0 .0000E+00 -.1785E+08

7 .M848+M .4310E+o4 .0000E+o0 .00008+00 .00008+00 .15058+08
***BFAM No. 6***

7 -.4484E+M -.4310E+M .0000E+00 .0000E+@ .00008+00 -.1505E+08

8 .¿t636E+04 .35628+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+o0 .77738+07
***BEAM No. 7***

8 -.4636E+M -.35628+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.77738+07

9 .4788E+04 .2814E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .2378E+01
***BEAM NO. 8***

9 -,4788E+04 -.2814E+M .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 '.23'188+07

l0 .4940E+04 .2crfJE+M .0000E+00 .00008+{0 .0000E+00 -.ll32B+07
***BEAM No. 9*)3*

l0 -.4940E+O4 -.2066F]+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00@E+00 .ll32E+07

tt .50928+M .1319E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.27578+07
***BEAI\,Í NO. l0***

II -.5092E+O4 -.l3l9E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .27578+07

12 .52M8+M .5707E+03 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.2498E+07

***BEAI\,í No. I l***
t2 -.5244F.+U -.-5?07E+03 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .24988+07

l3 ..197.1E+O4 -.i-579E+03 .00{ÐE+00 .OCXJOE+ûJ'00iÐll+00 -'{7E7E+07
*+*BEAlvf NO. l2**1

tt -.49748+M .75',198+03 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .47878+0'l

14 .47ME+M -.2086E+M .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.31298+07

***BEAI\.1 NO. l3***
14 -,4704E+04 .2086E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .3129E+01

l5 .4433E+04 -.3415E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E{o0 .0000E+00 .6783E+0ó
***BEAI\,Í NO. 14***

l5 -.44338+04 .34158+M .00008+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.6783E+06

t6 .4163E+tf -.47ME.+M .0000E+00 .0000E+m .00008+00 .8433E{7
***BEAI\{ NO. l5***

t6 -.4163E.{O4 .47MF.+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.8433E+07

17 .3893E+04 -.û72F.+A4 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .19548{{8
*Û*BEAI\{ No. 16***

17 -.3893E{4 .û728+M .00008+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.1954E+08

18 .3847E+04 -.ó296E+G{ .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .2390E+08
+**BEAIú NO. 17*++

19 -.3847E{O4 .6296E+04 .00008+m .00008+00 .0000E+00 -.2390E+O8

20 .3854E+04 -.6296E+M .0000E+00,0000E+00 .00008+00 .22368+08

,ll
r[t

j

CL¡ads

GLoads
GI-oads

GLoads
Gl-o¡,1:

** t*

2l .4176E+M -.6296E.+M .0000E+00
***BEAI\,Í NO. l9***

2l -.41768+04 .62968+M .00008+00

22 .48i68+U -.62968+M .0000E+00
*+*BEAI\4 NO. 20*+*

22 -.48"Ì68144 .6296E+M .00008+00

li .6791E+OJ .ól!)6E+O1 OCx-trE+OCi

.00008+00 .00008+00 .20518+0E

0000E+00 .00008+00 -.205 lE+08
0000E+00 .0000E+00 .1599E+0t

.00008+00
Ct000E+CXlr

0000E+00 -. I 5998+08
OCfitlE+[X]l - 7-s67 Ir- txl

þ



CI-OBAL SI)RING LOADS (N, Nrnm)

'l-i fr Nalc I:x Fv F¿ Itl r Itly Àlz

Gt¡ads
Gt oads

Gt oads
Gloads

GLoads
Gtoads

GLoads
GLoads

GL¡ads
GI-oads

Gt oads
Gt oads

***sPRG NO, lt**
5 -.4458E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00
6 .4458E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00

*f*sPRG NO. 2l**
5 .0000E+00 -Á4368+M .0000E+00 .00008i{0 .0000E+O0 .0000E+00
6 .00008+00 .44368+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008{00 .0000E+00

***SPRG NO. 3+**
5 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.1785E+08

6 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .1785E+08
***SPRG NO. 4***

18 -.3847E+ùf .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00
19 .3847E+04 .0000E+00 ,0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .0000E+O0 .0000E+00

+**SPRG NO. 5+**
l8 .00008+00 .6296E+M .0000E+00 .00008+00 .00008+{0 .0000E+00
19 .0000E+00 -.62968+U .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00

+**sPRG NO. 6i(**
l8 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.2390E+08
19 .0000E+û0 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .0000E+O0 ,2390E+08

Node

GLOBAL REACTIONS (N, Nmm)

Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz

1 -.3195E+04 -.¿l-436E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00
23 .6794E+M -.6296E+M .0000E+00 ,0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00



LOAD CASE 2 (Ks=20E9Nnrnr/radian)

EXTERNAI- PRESSURE P.= Cp,. t K" (0 =9tr)

GLOBAL DISPLACEMENTS (mm, radians)

Translations / Rotations
NodexYZIXYZ

---t----------
I .0000E+00 .0000E+00 ,0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .00008+00 -"19348-03

2 .2134F.+Ol .17ó7E-01 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .0000E+o0 -.4984E-03

3 .26'tOE+Or .2136F.-0l .0000E+00 / .00008+00 .0000E{0 -.36248-03

4 .28748+01 .22gt9-01 .00008+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+o0 -.3088E-03

5 .29978+01 .22988-01 .0000E+00 / .0000E+o0 .0000E{{0 -.3070E-03

6 .29978+01 .zZgïE-Ol .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .4ó038-03
'1 .29148+01 .4421E+00 .0000E{{0 / .0000E+o0 .0000E+00 .5272E-03

8 .2û2F.+Ol .30588+01 .0000E{{0 / .0000E+o0 .0000E+00 .13568-V2

9 .1603E+01 .7094E+01 .0000E+o0 / .0000E+o0 .0000E+00 .1742E-02

10 .7ó30E+00 .1135E+O2 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .l60lE-02

11 .1_560E+00 .1447D.+n2 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .9228F'03

l2 -.2588E-06 .1540E+02 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.3601E-10

13 -.1560E+00 .1447E+02 .0000E+00 / ,0000E+00 .00008+ffi -.92288 03

l4 -.7630E+00 .1 l35E+02 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.1601E-02

15 -. 1603E+01 .7094E+01 .00008+00 / .0000E+o0 .0000E+m'.1'1428-02

ß -.24A28+01 .3058E+01 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.1356E-02

r7 -.2914E+01 .M218+00 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+n -.52728 03

t8 -.2997F.+01 .2298E{l .00008+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00'.4ó03E-03

tg -.2gg7B.t4l .2298F-OL ,0000E+00 / .00008+00 .0000E+00 .3070E-03

20 -.28748+Ol .z2glB-Ol ,0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .3088E-03

2t -.26708+41 .2136E41 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .00008+00 .36248'03

22 -,2t348141 .1767E-01 .0000E+00 / ,00008+00 .00008+00 .4984E-03

23 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 / .00008+00 .0000E+00 .79348-03

Gloads Node

GLOBAL BEAM LOADS (N, Nmm)

Fx FY Fz ìrlx ltfy lv{z

***BEAM NO. l+**
GLoads I -l423r+M -.42gOE++1 .0000E-Ð0 ,0000E+00 .0000E+00 .87318-10

Gloads 2 .3519E+04 .4290E+M.0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .8140E+07
*+*BEAM NO. 2**+

Gl.oads 2 -.3519r.+Ù4 -.42908+M .0000E+00 ,0000E+00 .00008+00 -.81408+07

Gtoads 3 .3919E+04 .4290E+04 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .00008+00 .ll86E+08
***BEAM NO, 3***

Gtoads 3 -.39198+Ot -.42908+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.1l86E+{8

GLoads 4 .4103E+O4 .42908+04 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+O0 .1370E+08
***BEAM NO. 4+**

Gloads 4 -.4103E+04 -.42X)E+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.1370E+08

Gloads 5 .4107E+ût .42908+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .1535E+08
***BEAM NO. s*tr

Gloads 6 -.4107E+04 -.42908+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.1535E+08

Gloads 7 .4135E+04 .4150E+04 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .12ólE+08
*+*BEAM NO. 6trt

Gloads ? -.4135E+04 -.4150E+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.1261E+08

Gloads I .43048+04 .3320E+04 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+O0 .5651E+07
**ÈBEAM:NOJí**

Gloads 8 -.4304E+tt '.¡gZOe+ø
Gloads 9 .44738+M.2490E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 ;1822F+ú

***BEAM No. 8*tt
Gloads 9 -.M73r.+04 -.2490E+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.7822E+46

Gloads t0 .M42r.+M .1660E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.1996E+07
***BEAM NO. 9***

Glolds Ì0-J61]E+OJ - 16608+CÉ 00fi)E+CXl .ff100E+00 .00ülE'(")0 19961-,+01



Gl o.i.l.t l l isl il:rO-1 lìl0ll:+01 ir^r-¡01:+0C) Cfrr,)l:+lÐ fÍfnlriOO - lóSll:r(17

'" tlllr^ltl NO. l0'tt
ll -.1¡l ll:{t1 -.83011:+{l-1 (-{N'i.rt:+[xr lxfrt¡rli+t-fl [rl ir:¡ ''¡¡ lr'r1¡ 1r¡7

l l .-lvtLrl:+O1 -. 1 ól3 tr-O{ .IXXÐL +OO ùr'Ðl ;+00 OJ-}t-)l :+(Ð -. 1 2 7 -5 1:+L)7

***BEAIU NO. I l**+
l2 -.4980E+O4 .16338-04 .0000E+00 .0O008+00 ,0000E+00 .1275E+07

13 .48llE+O4 -.8301E+03 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 '00008+00 -.2681E+07
***BEAlVl No. l2***

l3 -.48llE+O4 .8301E+03 .0000E+00 '0000E+00 .00008+00 .26818+07

14 .4642E+M -. lóó0E+O4 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 -' 199óE+07
**+BEAI\{ NO. l3*+*

14 -.46428+O4 .16ó0E+O4 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .1996E+07

L5 A4738+M -.2490F+M .0000E+00 .Cn00E+00 .0000E+00 '18228+M
***BEAI\{ NO. l4***

15 -.44738+44 .24908+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 '0000E+00 -.7822F+06

l6 .43ù{E+04 -.3320F+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .56-5lE+07
***BEA.IU NO. l5***

16 -.43C4l81{H .33208+-M .00008+00 .00008+00'0000E+00 -'5651E+07

1'l .41358+M -.4150E+04 .00O0E+O0 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .1261E+08
***BEAI\{ NO. 16***

17 -.41358+M .4150E+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.l26lll+08
l8 .41078+04 -A290E+M .0000E+00 ,0000E+00 .0000E+00 .1535E+08

***BEAI\{ NO. 17+*r
19 -.4I07E+O4 A2908+M .fiX)0E+00 .Crtl00E+00 .0000E+0Ct -.i535E+08

20 .4103E+04 -.42908 +M .0rùJ0E+00 .t-ltlcr0E+00 .Cr000E+Ct0 . i370E+08
***BEAI,Í NO. 18***

20 -.4103E+O4 .4290E+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.1370E+08

21 .39198+04 -.42908+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .1186E+08
**tBEAl\{ NO. l9**t

2l -,3919E+{4 .42908+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -,ll86E+08
22 .3519F.+U -.4290E+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .8140E+07

***BEAI\{ NO. 20***
22 -.35 19E+{/ A2908+M .00008+00,0000E+00 .0000E+00'. 8 1 40E+07

23 .24238+M -.4290E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.38428-08

(ìl-,r¡Ll.ç

Cl-oads

GLoads
GLoads

GLoads
Gt-oads

GLoads
GLoads

Gt¡ads
GLoads

GLoads
GLoads

GLoads
GI¡ads

GI-oads
GLoads

GLoads
GLoads

GLoads
Gt¡ads

GLoads
GLoads

GLOBAL SPRING LOADS (N, Nmm)

Tyæ Node Fx FY Fz Mx MY

Gt oads

GLoads

GLoads
Gt oads

GLoads
Gl-oads

Gt¡ads
GLoads

Gl¡ads
Gf¡ads

Gl-oads
GLoads

Node

Mz

***sPRG NO. l***
-r -.41078+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+{0 .00008+00 .0000E+00

6 .4107E+04 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .00008+00
***SPRG NO. 2**a

5 .0000E+00 -.42X)E+M .0000E+00 .0000E{O0 .0000E+O0 .0000E+00

6 .0000E+00 A2908+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+{0 .0000E+00
t**sPRG NO. 3*tt

5 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .00008+00 .00008+00 -.1535E+08

6 ,0000E+00 .0000E+0O .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .1535E+08
t**sPRG NO. 4**.

l8 -.4107E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00
19 .4107E+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008Ð0 .00008+00 .0000E+00

***sPRG NO, 5***
l8 .0000E+O0 .42nE+U .0000E+00 .0000E+{0 .0000E+00 .0000E+00

19 .0000E+O0 -.4290E<Ð/. .0000E+00 .0m08+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00
***SPRG NO. 6**t

18 .0000E+O0 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.1535E+08

19 .0000E+00 ,0000E+0O .0000E+00 .0000EÐ0 .0000E+O0 .1535E+08

GLOBAL REACTIONS (N, Nmm)

Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz

| -.2423E+M -.4290E+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 ,0000E+00 .0000E+00

l-l .'J':lj-....1 - Jl9l,l:+0{ Cr'rr[)[-q) (Ú{.{ri:+(t] .(Jfffll:+l-)0 ff()01:+ffi



I-OAD CASE I (Ke=3E9Nntm/radian)

EXTI'-RNAL PIIF.SSURE p.= Co,. * K. (0 =0') (i'e'q, = I kPa' b = I nr)

GLOBAL DISPLACEMENTS (mm, radians)

Translations / Rotations
NodexYZtXYZ

I
I .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+o0 -.1545E-02

2 .4184E+01 .1827E41 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .00008{{0 -.12338-02

3 .t50E+01 .2208E-01 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E{0 -.t093E'02

4 .5989E+01 .2369E-0t .0000E+o0 / .0000E+00 .0000E+{0 -.1038E-02

5 .6404E+01 .2376F{l .00008+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+o0 -.10368-02

6 .64&tE+01 .23768-01 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .4l2rB-012

7 .5't248+01 .3373E+01 .0000E+o0 / .0000E+o0 .00008+00 .41888'02

t .3410E+01 .14848+02 .00008{{0 / .0000E{0 .00008+00 .49898 V2

9 .8421E+00 .27578+02 .00008+00 / .0000E+o0 .00008+00 .5253E 42

10 -,1660E{{l .3998E+02 .00008+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .4'l1TE-m

11 -.3óó0E+O1 .49958+02 .0000E+00 / .00008+00 .0000E+00 .3305E-02

12 -.45818+0l .54í/;F]+02 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .5652E-03

13 -.50llE+01 .52378+02 .0000E+00/ .0000E+o0 .0000E+00 -.2638-V¿

t4 -.68478+01 .41228+02 .0000E+00 / ,0000E{{0 .0000E+00 -.4"1928-02

t5 -.94718+01 .3021E+02 .0000E+00/ .00008{{0 .0000E+00 -5678F-02

16 -.12308+02 .1622F.+02 .0000E+00 / .0000E{0 .0000E+00'.54968 U2

l7 -.1484E+02 .36138+01 .0000E+00/ .0000E{0 .00008+00 -.MTEm
l8 -.1557E+02 .33728-Ol .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.43768-02

19 -.15578+02 .3372F-01 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 ,0000E+00 .27998-U)

20 -.1445E+O2 .3362F-01 .0000E+00/ .00008+00 .0000E+00 .2801E-02

2l -.131081{2 .3134E-Ot .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .00008+00 .2883E-02

22 -.ggilg9úl .2593E-01 .0000E+00/ .00008+00 .0000E+00 .3ll0E-02

23 .0000E+00 .0000E+o0 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 '3706E-02

Gl-oads Node

GLOBAL BEAM LOADS (N, l{mm)

Fx FY Fz Nlx Mv Mz,

GLoads
GL¡ads

Gt¡ads
Gl-oads

Gt-oads
G[¡ads

Gl,oads
G[¡ads

GLoads
GL,oads

G[¡ads
Gt¡ads

+**BEAM No. l*'f*
I -,2ó78E+O1 -.4436E{O4 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .2707E-08

2 .3500E+04 .4436E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+o0 .8461E+07
***BEAM NO. 2***

2 -.3500E+04 -.¿143óE+04 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 '.&464F+07

3 .3800E+04 .M36F.+M .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E{o0 .l2llE{o8
***BEAM No. 3***

3 -.3800E+O4 -.M36F4ry .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008l{0 -.121lE+o8

4 .3938E+M .44368+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E{o0 .1389E+08
***BFAM NO. 4***

4 -.3938E+O4 -.4r';368+O4 .0000E+00 .00008{{0 .00008+{0 -. I 389E+{E

5 .3941E+04 .M368+M .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E{o0 .1547E+08
I**BEAM NO. 5**t

6 -.3941E+04 -.443óE+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.1547E+08

7 .39678+M .4310E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .1259E+08
***BEAM NO. 6***

.t -.3967F+M -,43IoE+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.I2-59E+08

8 .4ll9E+O4 .3562E+04 .00008+00 ,0000E+00 .00008+00 .5057E+07

Gl¡ads g .4Z1IE+M .2814E+Ol .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00'.5916E+06
Û**BEAM NO. 8***

Gloads 9 -.4271E+M-.28148+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00'5916E+06

Cloads l0 .4423E+O4 .20óóE+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00'.4356E+07
***BEAM NO. 9***

GI oe,ls 10 -.1-1231:+0J - l0ó6E+Gt Cr00ClE+00 'CÐCflE+OO 0000E+00 43-56E+07



(ì I-o¡.1-. I I .15]fI rßt I Ii9l:+O{ .0C{)0E+00

' ' 'B IrAl\l NO. i 0r I '
ll .1-\-{ i ,i)-l - l3lql:+Ol LtXlll:+{X)

l2 .4715L+{-}1 .5707E+O3 .fiXUL+O0
+.+B[ìA]\{ NO. l1+**

t2 -.47 288+44 -.5 7078+03 .00008+00

13 .44578+M -.7579F+03 .0000E+00
***BEAIV No. l2***

13 -.44578+M .75798+03 .0000E+00

14 .4|8TE+M -.2086E+O4 .00008+00
***BEAlVl NO. l3**+

14 -.41878+04 .208óE+04 .0000E+00

15 .39178+04 -.3415E+04 .00008+00
***BEAlVf No. l4***

l5 -.3917E+04 .34158+04 .0000E+00

16 .364óE+04 -.41MB+M .00008+00
***BEAlr{ NO. l5**t

16 -.3646E+O4 .47448+M .0000E+00

l7 .3376E+M -.û12E+M .0000E+00
*+*BEAI\,Í No. 16***

17 -.33768+44 .û12E+M .0000E+00

18 .-13308+04 -.ó296E+04 .0000E+00
***BEAlVf No. l7***

19 -.3330E+O4 .6296F+M .0000E+O0

20 .33378+M -.62968++4 .0000E+00
***BEAI\{ NO. l8**r

20 -.3337F+04 .62968+U .00008+00

2l .36598+M -.62968+M .0000E+00
***BEAIU NO. l9***

2l -.3659EiO4 .6296E+M .0000E+00

22 .43598+M -.62968+M .0000E+00
***BEAI\{ No. 20+**

22 -,4359Flry .62968+04 .00008+00

23 .6?11F+M -.62968+M .0000E+00

(X)C[I:*,:¡-r irû]l:+[X] - óllf,l *irl

f)f¡í,:*(Xl l-r'xx'l:+(ll 6- ìrr) it.;-
00()ci-+[Ð û¡.[rE+00 -.ó]l lli+07

.0000E+00 .00008+00 .62318+07
0000E+00 .0000E+00'.82668+07

.0000E+00 .0000E+00 .82668+07

.0000E+00,00008+00 -.695 3E+07

.0000E+00 .0000E+00 .6953E+07

.0000E+00 .0000E+O0 -.22928+O'l

.0000E+00 .00008+00 .22928+07

.0000E+00 .0000E+00,571 8E+07

0000E+00 .00008+00 -.571 8E+07

00008+00 .0000E+00 .1708E+08

.0000E+00 .00008+00 -. 1708E+08

.0000E+00 .0000E+00 .21528+08

.0000E+00 .00008+00 -.21521:+08

.0000E+00 .0000E+CU,20l 9E+08

0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.2019E+08

0000E+00 .0000E+00 .1858E+08

0000E+00 .CÐOOE+ff) -. 1 8.58E+08

0000E+00 .0000E+00 .14578+08

0000E+00 .0000E+00 -. 1457E+08

0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.7858E-08

(ì I -¡ r¡ i-r
GI-oatls

Gt-oads
Gt oads

Gl.oads
Gt-oads

GLoads
(rl-oaus

GLoads
GInads

GI-oads
Gt oads

GLoads
fìI n¡rlc

GLoads
Gl.oads

GLoads
GLoads

Gt oads

Gl¡ads

GI-oads
Gt oads

GLOBAL SPRING LOADS (N, Nmm)

Type Node Fx FY Fz Mx MY Mz

GLoads
Gloads

GI-oads
GLoads

GI.oads
Gloads

GLoads
GLoads

GLoads
GLoads

Gt¡ads
Gt¡ads

***sPRG NO. l***
5 -.391IE+OI .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+OO .0000E+{0 .0000ts+00

ó .3941E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 '0000E+O0 .0000E+00
***SPRG NO. 2***

5 .0000E+00 -.44368+M .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+{0 .00008+00

6 .0000E+00 .4436E+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .0000E+00
***SPRG NO. 3*+*

5 .0O00E+00 .00008+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.1547E+08

ó .00008+00 .(Ð008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .C0008+O0 '1547E+08
***SPRG NO. 4**r

l8 -.3330E+04 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .0000E+00 .0000E+00

19 .3330E+04 .000{lll+00 .00008+00 .0000E+O0 .0000E+O0 .0000E+00
***sPRG NO. 5**+

l8 .00008+00 .6296E.+M .00008+00 .0000E+O0 .0000E+00 '00008+00
19 .0000E+00 -.62968+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00

***sPRG No. 6***
18 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.2152E+0E

19 .@00E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 '0000E+O0 .0000E{0 .2152E+08

GLOBAL REACTIONS (N' Nmm)

Node Fx FY Fz Mx My Mz

1 -.2678E+O1 -.4436E+OJ .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00

lr f'llll.-''l - (,1!)l't:.1'-l ,tK¡-rí)l:+[Xl Cr000E+C[) Ofrffi[-+00 .Cxf]0E+ûl



Node

LOAD CASE 2 (Ku=3E9Nnrn/radirn)

E\T't'-RNAL I'RIiSSURE p.= Co,. x K" (0 =9tr)

CLOBAL DISPLACEMENTS (mm, radians)

Translations / Rotations
XYZIXYZ

I .00008+00
2 .4987Fút
3 .6599E+01
4 .73ME+01
5 .78688+01
6 .7868E+01
7 .73508r{1
I .5571E+01
9.3613E+01
10 .1780E+01
11 .443,5E+00
r2 -.70908-05
13 -.44358{0
14 -.1780E+01
15 -.3613E+01
ló -.5571E+01
17 -.7350Eì{l
18 -.78ó8E+Ol
19 -.7868E{Ol
20 -.73GrE+Ol
2l -.6599E{{1
22 -.49E7F+{l
23 .0000E+00

.0000E+00 .0000E+O0 / .00008+00 .00008{00 '.18328-02
.1767E-01 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E{0 -.15778-02
.2136E-01 .0000E+00 / .00008+00 .0000E{O0 -.14588-02

.229rB¡0-l .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -. 1410E-02

.2298E.01 ,0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .00008+{0 -J4æE-02

.22988-01 .0000E+O0 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .31248-02

.25728+01 .0000EiO0 / .0000E+O0 .00008+00 .31828-02

.ll4lB+U2 .0000El{0 / .0000E+O0 .00008+00 .38358-02

.2ll3B+02 .0000El{0 / .0000E+{0 .0000E+00 .3956F-02
3026El{2 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .3&38-42
.3696Ë+42 .0000E+00 / .00O0E+00 .0000E+00 .2CÉf.E-02

.39298+02 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.47ûE-09
.36968+02 .0000E+00 / .0000E{O0 .0000E+00 -.2CÉf'E-02

.3026E+A .0000E+00 / .0000E+O0 .00008+00 -340.3E-A2

.2lr3B+02 .0O0OE+00 / .0000E.t{0 .0000E+{0 -.39568-02

.1 l4lE+02 .00008+00 / .0000EÐ0 .00008+00 -.3835E-02

.2572F+Ol .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.31828-02

.2298E-01 .00008+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.31248-02

.2298F41 .0000E+00 / .00008+00 .0000E+00 .lÆE-02

.229t8-01 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .14l0E-02

.2136E41 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000Er{0 .14588-02

.17ó7E-01 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .157TF-02
.0000E+00 .0000E+00 / .00008+00 .00008+00 .18328-02

GLOBAL BEAM LOADS (N, Nmm)

I:x Fy Fz lvlx ÌtlyGl-oads Node lv{ z

*+*BEAM NO. l*:3*
Gl,oads 1 -.2M38+M -.4290E+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.3289E-08

Gtoads 2 .3139E+M .42908+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .7099E+07
***BEAM NO. 2+**

Gloads 2-.3139E+M -.4290E+M ,0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.7W9F+o1

Gl¡ads 3 .3539E+04 .42908+M .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E{O0 .1044E+O8
***BEAM NO. 3t*t

Gloads 3 -.3539E+O4 -.429OE+U .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.1044E+Ot

Gloads 4 .37238+M .4290E+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .12llE+08
***BEAM NO. 4***

Gloads 4 -.37238+M-.42908{O4,0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.'l2l IE{OE
Gl,oads 5 .372TE+M .4zmFlM .00008+00 .00008+00 .0000E{O0 .13608+08

***BEAM NO. 5**t
Gloads 6 -3121F+M -.4290E+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00,00008+00 -.1360E+08

GLoads 7 .37558+M .4150E+O4 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .1080E+08
***BEAM NO. 6***

Gloads 7 -.37558+M -.4150E+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.10808+08

GLoads 8 .39248+M .33208+04 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E{O0 .36558+07

Gloads E -.39248+M -.3320EtM .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .0000E+00 -.3ó55E+07

Gloads 9 .4093E+04 .2/9OE+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.l40tE+07
Û**BEAM NO. 8***

Gloads 9 -.4093E+04 -.2490E+04 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .l40lE+07
Gloads l0 .4262E+04 .16ó0E+M .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00 -.43668+0'l

***BEAM NO, 9**t
Gl-ords l0 - JlóIE+OJ -.166011+OJ mrnE*O0 00C.ÐE+00 000011+00 .136611+0j



( ìl,tr.ttl-r I I 1-1¡iI:+Gt E-l0lI:*01 fffllE+ü) (ííÍ)i'-:-L ifxl)[+00 -.s]-'l9l:+07
**rBIrA\l t{o lsttr

ll -.1,1 :'¡ t;+{r1 - 8lt-rll..+03 .(Xi)(.)lr+(r-l i,¡¡-r-ri:*.rl Cx¡^till+LIl 5ll!rl:+07

l2 4ú.f,rl:+C¡l -.21-stlr-03 .0úi0t+O0 .Cxl,Ol:+'JO (lû-)lj+00 -'1Ul0L+07
***BEAI\{ NO. 1l+**

12 -.A&OE+M .21588-03 .0000E+00 .0000E+{0 .0000E+O0 .4U208+07

t3 .4431E+O4 -.8301E+03 .0000E+00 .0000Ei{0 ,0000E+o0 -.52398+07
***BFAlVf NO. l2*+*

13 -.44318+M .8301E+03 .0000E+00 .0000E+m .0000E+00 .5239F+07

14 .426?E+M -. l6óOE+M .0000E+00 .00008+00'00008+00'.43668+07
***BEAI\,Í NO. l3***

14 -.426?ß+ry .16ó08+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E't{0 .4366F+Oj

15 .4093E+04 =.?49AF.+M .0000E+{0 .Cr000E+00 .00008{{n'.l4OlE+07
***BEAI\{ NO. l4**t

15 -.4093E+04 .2490F+M .0000E+00 .0000E+o0 .0000E+00 ,l,t0lE+07
16 .39248+M -.33208+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .3655E+07

+**BEAìvf NO. l5**+
16 -.39248# .3320F+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 '0000E+00 -.3655E+07

l7 .3755E+Ol -.4150E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .1080E+08
***BEAI\,Í No. l6***

l7 -.3755E+O4 .4150E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.1080E+08

18 .\72T8+M -.4290F+M .0000E+00 ,0000E+{0 .0000E+00 .13608+08
***BEAI\,í No. l7***

19 -.37278+04 .4290E+M .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00'. I 3ó0E+0E

20 .3123F+M -.42908+M .0000E+00 .m00E+00 .UÐ08+{ru'l2l lE+0E
**+BEAlVf NO. 18***

20 -.37 238+O4 .429O8+M .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -. I 2 I I E+08

2l .35398+M -.42908+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .1044E+08
***BEAlVl No. 19***

2l -.3539E+O4 .4290E+04 .0000E+00 .00008+00'0000E+00 -. 1044E+08

22 .31398+M -.42908+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 '7æ9F+07
***BEAI\{ NO. 20***

22 -.31398+04 .4290F+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.7Ú9F+07

23 .2M38+M -.4290E+O4 .0000E+{0 .0000E+00 '0000E+00 '1659E-08

+**sPRG NO, l++*
5 -37218+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .000011+00 .0000E+00

6 .3721E+M .00008+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00
+**SPRG NO. 2***

5 .0000E+00 -.429O8+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 '0000E+00 .0000E+00

6 .0000E+00 .4290E+04 .0000E+00 .000011+00 .0000E+O0 .00008+00
***SPRG NO. 3*lt

5 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00'.1360E+08

ó .fiXÐE+tl0 .0000E+00 .0O00E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .i3ó0E+08
***SPRC NO. 4**+

18 -.372TF+U .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+{0 '0000E+{0 '0000E+00
19 .37278+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .0000E+00

***SPRG NO. 5*+*
18 .00008+00 .42908+M .00008+00 .0000E$0 .00008+00 .0000E+00

19 .0000E+00 -.4290Ê,+U .0000E+00 '0000E+00 .00008+00 '0000E+00
***sPRG NO. 6**:r

18 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .00008+{0 -'1360E+08

19 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 ,0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .0000E+O0 '1360E+08

GLOBAL REACTIONS (N, Nmm)

Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz

1 -,2M3ll+O{ -.4290E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .C[Ð0E+00

lì .liri-.ir-ar.i - ll¡rcl.,+ii-l li-¡.)tlL:-rxl .[';{lil:+[x] i¡-fi3l:-lxl rxrl(rl:+L]l)

(-ìl 1r.,i5
(ìI -o¡Ll.s

GLoads
GLoads

GLoads
GLoads

GLoads
11 ^^Å^ulÆ6

GI-oads
GLoads

GI-oads
Gl-oads

GLoads
GLoacls

GI-oads
GLoads

Gt.oads
CLoads

GLoads
GLoads

Gl-oads
GI-oads

GLOBAL SPRING LOADS (N' Nmm)

Type Node Fx FY Fz Mr MY Mz

GI-oads
GLoads

Gl-oads
GLoads

Gt oads
GLoads

GLoads
GLoads

GLoads
GLoads

GLoads
GLoads

Node



L O'\ D C A S E I (Ke = I El2 Nnrnr/radian)

IIYIERNAL PRESSURE p.= Co,. t K. (B =0p) (i.e, q, = I kPa, b = 1 nt)

GLOBAL DISPLACEMENTS (mm, radians)

Translations / Rotations
NodexYZIXYZ

L0000E+00 .0OO0E+00 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 -.8567E'03

2 .2285F+01 .1E27E41 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.4788E-03

3 .28008+01 .2208E-Ol .00008+{0 / .0000E+00 .0000E{o0 -.3ll4E-03

4 .2985E+01 .2369E-01 .0000E+00 / .0000E{O0 .00008+00 -.2465843

5 .3083E+01 .2376F-01 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.2U38-03
6 .30838+01 .23768-0l .0000E+00/ .00008+00 .0000Er{0 ''22ûE-03
7 .3ll0E+Ol -.1024E+00 .0000EÐ0/ .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.1443E-03

8 .28648+01 .1217E+01 .0000E+00/ .0000E{O0 '0000E+00 .9448E-03

9 .2188E+01 ,46óOE+01 ,0000E+O0/ '0000E+{0 .0000E+00 .l&rB-02
t0 .1307E+01 .91218+01 .00008+00/ .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .1837E-02

ll .4973E+00 .13268+02 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .1451E-02

12 .45268-01 .156'78+02 ,0000E+00 / .0000E+{0 .0000E+00 .56528-03

l3 .84138-01 .1568E{2 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.80768-03

l4 -.5612E+00 .1236E+02 .0000E+00/ .0000E1o0 .0000E+00 -.1852E-02

15 -.1565E+Ol .72998+01 .0000E+00/ .0000E+o0 .0000E+00 -.2ffi8-02
16 -.2499E+01 .2591E+01 .0000E+00/ .0000E{0 .0000E+00 -.l45tB-02
l7 -.2917F.+01 .13788+00 .0000E+00 / .00008+00 .0000E+00 -'1354E-03

lt -.2996E+01 .33?2E-01 .00008+00 / .0000E+00 '0000E+00 -.2920E-04

19 -.299óE+Ol .33728'01 .0000E+00i .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -A8248'05

20 -.29988+01 .33ó28-01 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .00O0E+00 -.184óE-05

2l -.29268+Ot .31348-01 .0000E+00/ '00008+00 .0000E+00 .89878-04

22 -.25788+Ol .25938-01 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .34,438 03

21 .0000E+00 .0000E+{0 .0000E+00 / .0ûl0E+00 .0000E+00 .1006E-02

) laree' joint

) on East side

'ridge' joint

) 'loee' joint

) on West side

lvlz.

GLOBAL BEAM LOADS (N, Nmm)

Gloacls Node Fx FY Fz lvlx lt{ y

+**BEAlvl NO. 1***
Gloads I -.3298E+04 -.443óE+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.lE92E-08

Gloads 2 .4120E+O{ .4{36E+O1 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+o0 .1016E+08
***BEAM NO. 2***

Gloads 2 -.4lzoB+U -.M36F,+M .00008+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00 -.l0l6E+08

Gl-oads 3 .4420E+04 

^iiåi 
jyt** 0000E+00 .00008+00 .l'143E+08

Gt oads 3 -.4420Fl{4 -.44168+M .0000E{O0 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 -.1443E+0t

Gr-oads 4 4558E+04 

^rTå* 
oTTt** 

0000E+00 .0000E+o0 .16-s0E+08

Gl¡ads 4 -.4558E+O4 -.4,,/,36E+U .00008+00 .00008+00 .00008+00 -.16508+08

Gl-oads 5 .45ólE+O4 .Ul6E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E{100 .1832E+08
***BFAM NO. 5***

Gloads 6 -.45ólE+04 -.M368+M .00008+00 .00008+00 .000011+00 -.1832E+08

Gr.oads 7 .4587E+04 
À1lti%i ¿fft-* 

.00008+00 .00008{00 .ls54E+08

Gloads 7 -.4587E+M -.4310E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.1554E+08

Gloads 8 .4739E+04 .3562F+M .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .8315E+07

Gt¡ads 8 -.47398+04 -.35628+M .00008{s .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.E3I5E+07

Gr,oads e .48elE+04 
Àrri.så* dfft* 

.0000E+00 .0000E+00 .2e'ttB+07

Gloads 9 -.4891E+M -.2814E+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.2971F,+07

Gloads I 0 .5043E+O4 
otJIä*n.0000E+00 

.0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.488 1 E+06

cl-¡:,ds li) .íctlil:1{]J - lfx-)á}r+cr1 û-r(ÐE,ùr [x]rxrE+cfr iX]rc{il:+([ JSSID+0Ó



Gl-r.¡rJs

('ìl -o¡tlq
Cl,o¡tls

Gt oads
GLoads

GL-oads
GLoads

GLoads
GLoads

GLoads
GLoads

GI-oads
Gt oads

GLoads
GI.oads

GLoads
Gt oads

GLoads
Gt oads

Gt oads
GLoads

GLoads
GLoads

il -5 1q<lr.Gl lllgll+O1 .OfXXil :+t)0
-' r ll l:A-\l NO l0+ * +

I I - ¡1,))lr{)"J - lll(¡l:+OJ fXXÐl:+iXl

ll i-.{st-+ù4,i7UlL+03'CXXltTI:+ùl
*r*BEAM NO. I l**t

12 -.53488{4 -.51078+03 .0000E+00

l3 .5077E+04 -.75798+01 .0000E+00
***BEAI\4 NO. l2*+]

13 -.50778+M .1579E+03 .00008+00

14 .4807E+04 -.2086E+04 ,0000E+00
***BEAlVf NO. l3***

14 -.4807E+04 .208óE+04 .0000E+00

15 .4-s3?E+04 -.3415E+O4 .0000E+00
***BEAlVl No. l4*t*

15 -.4537E+O4 .3415E+O4 '0000E+00
16 .426f,,8+M -.47448+M .0000E+00

***BEAìVÍ NO. l5***
16 -.42668+M .47448+U .0000E+00

l7 .3996E+04 -.60728+M .0000E+00
***BEAI\it NO. 16*+r

1'1 -.39968+M .60128+M .0000E+00

l8 .3950E+04 -.6296F+M .0000E+00
***BEA¡,Í NO. l7+**

19 -,3950E+O4 .62968+04 '0000E+00
20 .3951:E+M -.6296E+04 .0000E+00

+**BEAì4 NO. l8***
20 -.3957Fr{É .62968+04 .0000E+00

21 A2798+M -.62968+M .0000E+00
***BEAI\,Í No. 19***

2l -A219E+U .6?968+M .0000E+00

22 A9798+M -.62968+04 .0000E+00
***BEAI\{ NO. 20***

22 -.49''t9EtU .62968+M .0000E+00
23 .68978+M -.6296F+U .0000E+00

mÌ-::rnn r' . ftJ:+l-)() . 1(V).1Jr+l^)7

(-x¡¡-*:lr
(XL(¡.¿*i,rir

. "-¡ I:+(Ú -líÍ,ll:+{-i-
,_'(¡l:+(.f) - ll-i-ìl:r (r-

.00008+00 .0000E+00 .11 53E+07

.0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.4093E+07

.0000E+00 .0000E+00 .4A%E+O7

.0000E+00 .00008+00 -. 3085E+07

.0000E+00 .0000E+{0 .3085E+07

.0000E+OO .0000E+00 .127 lE+07

.0000E+00 .0000E+00 -,127 lE+O1

,0000E+00 .0000E+00 .8975E+07

0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.8975E+07

0000E+00 .0000E+00 .2003E+08

,0000E+00, 00008+00 -.200 3E+08

.0000E+00 .0000E+00 .243'18+OB

0000E+0O .00008+00 -.24378+08
. 

^^ ^1ã^r 
. 

^oIJIJUiJtr+IAJ .LAA-'UD+IAJ .LL I >DÀJO

0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.22'7 9E+08

0000E+00 .00008+00 .2090E+08

0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.20908+08

0000E+00 .0000E+00 .l62TE+08

0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.1627E+08

0000E+00 .0000E+00 .7451E-08

GLOBAL SPRING LOADS (N, Nmm)

Type Node Fx FY Fz Mx MY Mz

GLoads
GLoads

GLoads
Ct-oads

Gl-.oads
Ct oads

Glrads
GLoads

GLrads
GI-oads

GLoads
GL,oads

Node

***SPRG NO. I *** (axial' East)

5 -.4-s61E+04 ,0000E+00 .00001:+00 .0000E+O0 .C000E+O0 .0000E+00

6 .45ólE+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .Cxl00E+00 '0000E+00
***SPRG NO. 2+** (shear, East)

5 .0000E+00 -.,1436E+04 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .00008+00 .00008+{0

ó .0000E+00 .4436F+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00
r**spRc NO. 3**+ (bending-rotation, East)

5 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00'00008+00 -.18328+08

6 .0O00E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .CII00E+O0 .1832E+08
***SPRG NO. 4***

l8 -.3950E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+{0

t9 .3950E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+{0 .0000E+o0 .0000E+00
***sPRG NO, .5***

18 .0000E+00 .ó29óE+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .00008+00

19 .0000E+00 -.62968+04 .0000E+00 .000æ+00 .00008+00 .00008{'00
***SPRG NO. 6***

l8 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .00008+00 -.2437F;+08

19 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+o0 .00008+00 .2437E+08

GLOBAL REACTIONS (N, Nmm)

Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz

I -.3298E{4 -.44?68+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00

:-1 óSlrlll+(-!1 6:c)61:*{ll O0i{.li)l-+00 0Cr00E+ù) 0lXrCrl:*00 CXXX)J:+00

(East. ground)
(\\'cs1. rr¡un,J)



L O A D C A S E 2 (Ke= ll'l2Ntnnr/raclian)

EXTERNALPRESSURE p.=C0,.*K. (0 4a") (i'e'ç=l kPa'b=lnr)

GLOBAL DISPLACEMENTS (mm, radians)

Node X
Translations

Y
/ Rotations
lxYz Z
I

I .0000E+00 ,0000E+oo .0000E+00 / ,0000E+00 .0000E+o0 -.58ó2E-03

2 .15ó5E+01 .17678-01 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .00008+{0 -.2832803

3 .18858+01 .2136E41 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+o0 -.14388-03

4 .1990E+0l .22glB4l .0000E+00/ .00008+00 .00008+{0 -.8895E-04

5 .2025E+01 .2298E41 .0000E+00/ .0000E+{0 .0000E+o0 -.87llE-04

6 .20258+01 .2298F41 .0000E+00 / '00008+00 .0000E+{0 -''tt42E-U

7 .20288+Ol .ló94E41 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .00008{{0 -.2718E-05

8 .17ó9E+01 .l39lE+Ol .0000E+o0/ .0000El{0 .0000E+o0 .8ó118-03

9 .12028+01 .4291E+01 .0000E{0/ .0000E+O0 .0000E.{-00 .1300E-02

10 .5600E+00 :t572Fj41 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .00008+00 )241F,-02

n ,9858E-01 .9984E+01 .0000E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .6959E-03

12 -.7&68-ß .|Of/¡E+U2 .@00E+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -J2978-09
13 -.9858E-01 .99ME+OI .00008+00 / .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.6959E-03

14 -.5600E+00 1572E+Ol .0000E+00/ .0000E+{0 .0000E+00 -.12418-02

15 -.t2028+01 .429 tE+Ol .0000E+o0 / .00008l{0 .0000E+o0 -. 1300E-02

16 -.1769E+01 .1391E+{1 .00008+00 / .0000E+o0 .00008+00 -.861 lE-03

t7 -.2028Fi41 .1694E-01 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .27188-05

l8 -.20258{l .2298841 .0000E+00/ .00O0E+00 '0000E+00 3r428'U
tg -.20258+41 .2298E-01 .00008+00/ .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .87llE-04
20 -.1990E+Ol .z2glB-Ol .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .8895E-04

2l -.18858+Ol .2136E-01 .0000E+00/ .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .1438E-03

22 -.15658+01 .1767E-01 .00008+00/ .00008+00 .0000E+00 .28328-03

23 .00008+00 .0000E{Ð0 .0000E+00 / .00008+00 .0000E+00 .5862E-03

Gt oads Node

GLOBAL BEAM LOADS (N, Nmm)

Iìx Fy þz À{x lt'fy lvl z

GLoads
GI.oads

Gt¡ads
GI-oads

GLoads
Gl-oads

GL¡ads
Gloads

GI-¡ads
GLoads

GLoads

***BEAM No. l***
| -.24998+M -.42908+04 .0000E+O0

2 .3-595E+ù{ .4290E+O{ .0000E+00
***BEAM No. 2***

2 -.3595E+M -.429OE+M .0000E+00

3 .3995E+04 .42908+M .0000E+00
+**BEAM NO. 3+**

3 -.3995E+O4 -.42908+M .0000E+00
4 .4179E+04 .4290F+M .0000E+00

**+BEAM NO. 4***
4 -.41'19E+M -.429OF+M .0000E+00
5 .4183E+O4 .429OFIM .0000E+00

***BFAM NO. 5***
ó -.4183E+04 -A290F+M .0000E+00

7 .4ztlBr4/- .41508+04 .0000E+00
***BEAM No. 6+**

7 -.42llE+M -.4150E+04 .0000E+00

.0000E+00
.0000E+00

.00008+00
.0000E+00

.0000E+00
.0000E+00

.0000E+00
.0000E+00

.0000E+00
.0000E+00

.0000E+00

.0000E+00
.OOCxlE+OO

.0000E+00
.00008+O0

.00008+00
.0000E+{0

.00008+00
.00008{00

.0000E+00
.00008{{0

.0000E+00

.8440E-09
.83-l8E+07

-,8348E+07

.l2l4E+08

-.1214E+08
.1402E+08

-.1402E+08
.1570E+08

-.1570E+08

.12978+08

-.1297E+08
.60508+07

Gl¡ads E -.43808+04 -.33208+Ù4 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.6050E+07

Gloads 9 .4549E+M .24X)E+M .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+o0 .12188+07
***BEAM NO. 8*+t

Gloads 9 -.4549E+04 -.2490E+M .00008+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.l2l8E+07
Gloads 10,4718E+04 

ÀlffitJ*r.0000E+00 
.0000E+00 .0000E+0o -.15228+07

GLo:r.l.s l(l-J7lSL:+¡-t - llfïrl:+r"11 filr( r.r|,*¡¡1 [r]i¡-ìl:+Otl C¡-rix,,l:+[Ú l-s]ll.'+01



(ìl c'ad-s

Cìl,oads
(il¡ads

GLoads
Gt oads

GLoads
Gt oads

GLoads
GI-oads

GLoads
GLoads

GLoads
GI-oads

GLoads
GLoads

GI-oads
GLoads

GLoads
GLoads

GLoads
Gl-oads

GLoads
Gt-oads

I I JcS?l:+O1 Sìii lF+0.ì ,txffl[+lÐ Of¡lf'l:-''n
r*rBl;Â\l NO. l0{*+

I I - -lEE7l;-r{t1 - 8lûll:+01 ilx.¡()l:+[x] ofi'()r'i:*if-)

I I .5O,\6lj+ O1 - 5EEÚli-Cll .OtXl(-;l:+{Ð tf-rt 'i''- 
(-X)

*1*BEAM NO. ll+*t
I2 -.505óE+O4 .58808-04 .00008+00 .0000E+00

13 .4887E+04 -.83018+03 .00O0E+00 .0000E+00
*+*BEAI\4 NO. 12***

l3 -.48878+04 .8301E+03 .000011+00 .0000E+00

14 .4718F+M -.16ó08+04 .0000ll+00 .0000E+00
***BE^l\if NO. l3***

14 -.47lïE+M .l6ó0E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00

15 .4549E+04 -.2490F+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00
***BEAI\{ NO. l4***

15 -.4549E+O4 .249O8+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00

16 .4380E+04 -.3320F+M .00O0E+00 .0000E+00
***BEAI\4 NO. 15***

16 -.43808{44 .3320F+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00

17 .4211E+M -.4150E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00
,r*'iBEAlvf NO. ló***

l7 -.42llE+04 .4150E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00

18 .4183E+M -.42908+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00
***BEAÀ{ NO. l7***

19 -,41838{4 .4290E+t}i .00tl0E+Cr1,0000E+Cr0

20 .41798+M -.4290E+M .uCt00E+00 .CÚ00Ê+00
***BEAI\{ NO. l8***

20 -.41798+44 .42908+M .0000E+00 ,0000E+00
2l .3995E+04 -.42908+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00

***BEAI\4 NO. l9***
2l -39958+M .42908+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00

22 .35958+M -.42908+M .00008+00 .0000E+00
***BEAlvl No. 20*+*

22 -.35958+M .4290F,+M .0000E+00 .0000E+00

23 .2199E+M -.4290F+U .0000E+O0 .0000E+00

lYYlrI:+fY) - ll lft[:+Ol

[[¡-l tl'*[)(t ]l lLrl:+07
O{KX.rl:+ (xl -,r l{¡di:+ffi

00008+00 .72ó88+06
.0000E+00 -.21708+07

00008+00 .21708+07
0000E+00 -.15228+07

.00008+00 .1522F+07

.00008+00 .1218E+07

.0000E+O0 -.1218E+07

.00008+00 .6050E+07

.0000E+00 -.6050E+07

.0000E+00 .1297E+{8

0000E+00 -. I 297E+08

0000E+00 . I 570E+08

.UUUUIr+W -.1) /Ut+Uð

.LÄÅruIT+[,(J . I q{J.¿T,+Uð

.0000E+00 -.1,f02E+08

.00008+00 .l2l4E+08

0000E+00 -. l2l4E+08
00008+00 .8348E+07

0000E+00 -.8348E+07

00008+00 174óE-08

GLOBAL SPRING LOADS (f'l' Nmm)

Type Node Fx Fy Fz Mx MY l',1'z

GLoads
GLoads

Gt oads
GLoads

GI-oads
\JL(Jaus

Gl-oads
GLoads

GLoads
GL-oads

GLoads
GLoads

+**sPRG NO. l**+
5 - 4183E+04 .0000E+00 .Ci000ll+00 00CI0E+O0 .0000E+{0 .CÐ00E+00

6 .4183E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000tì+00 .0000E+O0 .00008+00
***SPRG NO. 2***

5 .0000E+00 -.42908+M .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .00008+00 .0000E+00

6 .0O00E+00 .4290E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .0000E+00
***SPRG NO. 3***

5 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 -.15708+08

6 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000Et00 .00001:+00 .0000E+O0 'l-570E+08
***sPRG NO. 4*¡f*

18 -.4183E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00

19 .41E3E+04 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000EÐ0 .0000E+O0 .0000E+00
***sPRG No. -5***

18 .0000E+00 .4290E+04 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00

19 .0000E+00 -.4290E+04 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00
***sPRG NO. 6***

18 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00 .00008+00 -.15708+08

19 .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+O0 .0000E+O0 .1570E+08

CLOBAL REACTIONS (N, Nmm)

Fx Fy Fz Mx My MzNode

| -.21998+M -.4290E+M .0000E+00 .00008+00 .0000E+00 .0000E+00

:l lJq¡ll,+G] - -11()(llr*fìJ 1-flr¡rì|1+(o rYi.r-,Fr[f) íYfX]J:+Cr) 0,}]0i:.f]l



APPENDIX G. MOMENT - ROTATION Calculations

SPREADSHEET FORTVTUI"AE :

Combining the calibration test results for measured strains 
^e.('B' 

and'T) of

e-(B) = -3.9574 r mV output (in microstrain) and 
^e.(T) 

= -4.L952 ¡ mV output,

with the extreme frbre strain strain 
^€(ts' 

and 1I") expressions derived in Section 5.2.4.
gave:

^e(B) 
= (#++T)¡.-(s) . (DHfo- r)¡e-(T)

= 0.99415 , -3.9574 
^s,"(B) 

+ -0.00585, -4.L592 
^E-(T)

and 
= -3,934 

^E-(B) 
+ 0,0243 

^€-(T)
¡e(T) = ( D+a+ ^e"'(B) 

* ( DlålT - r) ¡e-(t)a

= -0.00585 ,-3.9574 
^e-(B) 

+ 0.99415,-4.L592 
^e-(T)

= o.o2\2 
^e.(B) 

- 4.1a5 
^€-(T)

Benrling strain was taken as half the difference between the two extreme frbre strains, and
ayi¿| st¡¿in as the average. Moment was then the product of bending (micro)strain, LVL
Youngis Modulus (E = 13,200 MPa) and Section Modu-lus (Z = 6.065E6 mm3).

[NB. it was noticed øftcr all analysis $'as complete that the negative signs in the '0.00585'
terms above had been omitted during analysis. This was found to have caused Fn error
of about L.lVo in the calculated top and bottom extreme fibre strains, so was neglected.l

For rotations, the calibrated RVDT output signal was converted to radia¡s as follows:

Ärotation (0) in milliradians = 8.135 ' (rnilli)Voltage outprrt ' 
a
180

= 0.L42 r mV output

Raw data (instrument output) is shown in columns C, E and F for R\IDT a-nd top a-nd
bottom'plastic'strain gauges respectively, free ofany calibration or conversion.

Stiffness was sirnply calculated a.s the quotient of the maximum values for rafber moment
(column M) and joint rotation (column D), thercby representing a'secant'stiffness (column
N). An estimate for the'true'node point stiffness would be 1.23 times this value.

'Filename" convention was as follows: 'SJn stood for "Signature Joinery" tn distinguish
this 1992 data from "KT' data of 1991, when the building occupants traded as "Kent Town
Gate Centre". The next four digits give the date of the collection of wind events. For
example, 'SJ0708' represented data collected on the 7ù of August, 1992.\\e fifth digit is
always a'4'for wind data, as it abbreviatee"40IIz sampling rate": other rates were used
for thermal strain monitoring or'frequency of response' measu¡ements. A ñnal t'denoted
the second file taken on the same day.

"Event" times are shown for a L2 hour clock, and denote the time at which the event record
is at time zero. Varying length records were taken, all being for a nominal 10 seconds o,Ê¿¡
the preset velocity'trigger'value was exceeded, but having between zero and 1.5 seconds of
data collectndbefore this occurred (see õ.1.4.). \lthere úaro times are shown for an event, this
represents the case when the time history record for a 'significant' change in strain
response 'straddled' two of these data "windowsn.
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